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"Educating for Eternity" 
HARDING BULLETIN 
SEARCY, ARKANSAS VOLUME ,62 FEBRUARY 1987 NUMBER 4 
Capacity Crowd Expected For Youth Forum,' Spring Sing 
Concentrated efforts have begun for the mid-
Aprjl weekend when the annual Youth Forum 
and Spring Sing will drastically increase nor-
mal activity on the campus and in the city of 
Searcy alike. 
"A Life That Shines" is the theme of the 23rd 
Harding University Youth Forum, April 17-18 . 
Using Paul's epistle to the Philippians, Jeff 
Walling of Mission Viejo, Calif. will give four 
talks encouraging young people to truly live a 
life that shines. The titles of Walling's talks are 
'~ Life That Shines:' "The Spirit That Binds," 
'~FaithThat Transforms," "A Heart That Re-
joices." 
Walling has been preaching for 12 years. His 
dynamic style has made him a favorite among 
youth speakers and his current yearly schedule 
includes lectures all across the country for chur-
ches, teen programs and colleges. He has ap-
peared on over 500 lectureships, youth rallies 
and evangelism seminars and speaks to tens of 
thousands every year in workshops and cam-
paigns in this and other countries. 
In conjunction with Walling'S talks, the Youth 
Forum schedule includes a variety of other 
meaningful programs. Among other events, 
several music groups from Harding will perform 
for the Youth Forum crowd. The groups include 
"Good News," a mixed double quartet which 
sings religious songs from traditional hymns to 
lively spirituals. Also scheduled to perform will 
be the A Cappella Chorus, the Chorale, the 
Concert Band and the Time of Day. A non-
musical group which will perform is the "Con-
querors." This group presents dramatic skits 
which depict a Biblical or moral concept. Most 
people find the presentations meaningful and 
thought provoking. 
Registration begins again on Saturday morn-
ing at 8:00. The Youth Forum schedule picks 
up again at 9 a.m. and concludes after the 12:45 
p.m. talk by W~ling. 
At the conclusion of the Youth Forum two per-
formances of Spring Sing are scheduled for the 
Benson Auditorium and a movie is slated for 
the Administration Auditorium}t 7 and 10 p.m. 
Spring Sing coordinator John H. Ryan said 
that club directors, hosts and hostesses, and 
technical directors and musical directors have 
been finalizing rehearsal schedules and other 
details in preparation for Spring Sing perfor-
mances set for April 16-18. 
"We've assigned rehearsal times for the 
various auditoriums on campus so that the clubs 
can practice their shows," Ryan said, "and that 
means activity will soon pick up from all stand-
points." 
The shows will be a part of Youth Forum 
weekend when thousands of visitors will be on' 
campus for the series of lessons by Jeff Wall-
ing.Performances will be at 7 p.m. Thursday 
through Saturday and a Iii.atin~ at 3 o'clock 
Satl,1rday !iftenioon. · .". ' ',: ; . . '
The coordinating corp~ inclu~es Ryan; Steve 
Holder as' direCtor of the host!! aild hostesses: 
C. Robin Miller ~ technical director; and War-
ren Casey as music director. 
Emcees for the shows will be Paul Lockhart 
of Jasper, Ala.; Julie Smith of Jackson, Tenn.; 
Terrance Talley of Akron, Ohio; Shelli Miller 
of Springfield, Mo.; and Jay Walls of 
Millersport, Ohio. 
Tickets are available by mail order. (See 
coupon on page 6 .) 
Carr Appointed Vice President 
James W. Carr, a 1980 graduate who has been 
a Regional Director of the American College 
Testing Program (ACT) since 1976, has been 
named Vice President for Educational Services 
and Enrollment Management, effective May 15. 
Carr will work with the Admissions Office, 
Financial Aid Office, and other educational 
services. 
The appointment was made jointly by Presi-
dent Clifton L. Ganus Jr. and President-elect 
David B. Burks. "Dr. Carr will bring a love for 
Christian education and an expertise in the field 
that will cause him to be extremely effective in 
this new responsibility," they said. 
Carr has also served as Associate Dean of Ad-
missions and as Director of Student Financial 
Assistance at Florida State University in 
Tallahassee. A management major at Harding, 
he holds the Master of Science and the Ph.D. 
from Florida State in college and university ad-
administration. He is the son of Dr. and Mrs . 
JiIwny Carr. 
Carr presently serves on the President's 
Development Council at Harding and as a 
member of the BOard of Trustees of Ohio \idley 
:Co1lege'm'We$t ~.' He is on the Board 
James W. Carr 
of Directors of COMSAFE, Inc., a Jack 
Nicklaus-GoldenBear Company, and since 1985 
has been Vice President of the FSU Alumni 
Association. He haS been active in Civic and 
~ty pr6gramS;io,thC ~aSsee area. 
SPRING SING HOST AND HOSTESSES - Polishing their musical numbers, the hosts and 
hostesses display their talents under the watchful eye of Director Dr./John Ryan. From left are Shelli 
Miller, Terrance ThJley, Ryan, Jay Walls, Julie Smith and Paul Lockhart at the piano. 
Fire At Campus Cogeneration' Plant; 
Estimated Damage Set At $20,000 
A fire at Harding's $2.4 million cogeneration 
plant Dec. 6 left the campus without electricity 
for more than an hour and caused an estimated 
$20,000 worth of damage. 
The plant, a gas-fired facility brought on line 
last summer, sustained minimal damage to the 
building and no damage to the cogeneration 
equipment.· ~ 
"The fire was contained very quickly by the 
staff and local fire department and there were 
no injuries of any kind," President Clifton L. 
Ganus said. 
The fire, which also interrupted an inter-
collegiate baSketball game, apparently started 
in insulation in the southeast comer of the 
building, above a loading dock door. The 
operator on duty, after detecting the fire, fought 
it briefly with a fire extinguisher, then shut the 
plant down. Although the generators were not 
damaged, the campus was without power from 
8:10 p.m. until 9:25 p.m . 
"The specific cause bas never been specifical-
ly determined," Dr. Ganus said. "It's thought 
that a possible spark from a welder's torch 
somehow may have smoldered in the insulation. 
But whatever the nature of the fire, the most im-
portant thing is. that the eugines were not 
harmed." 
Searcy File Chief J. W. Morris said emergen-
cy extiDguisbing equipment at tbe'piant was Ie-
~ ... * ~ occun,4- that~OCber 
than -cleanup, the result was minor damage to 
the structure itself." I 
Arkansas Power & Light Company, which has 
a connection just outside the plant, had a 
750-Kilowatt backup hooked up to the Univer-
sity by 9:25 p.m. Crews worked through the 
night and the University's first engine at the 
plant was turned back on the following 
afternoon. 
When the fire broke out, Harding and-Arkan-
sas College had begun an Arkansas Inter-
collegiate Conference basketball game in the 
Athletic Comelex across the street from the 
plant. Harding was leading 18-9 with 11:25 left 
in the first half when the power cutoff left ap-
proximately 1,200 ~pectators who had come for 
"Parents Night" in a darkened gym. Emergen-
cy lighting was activated and the building was 
evacuated without incident. • 
(The game was suspended and completed Jan. 
24 with the Boons taking an 83:-63 victory.) 
In a separate situation, a room in Cathcart 
women's dormitory was damaged extensively 
when a resident left hot rollers on her bed short-
ly after the holiday recess. The furniture and 
bedding in the room were destroyed, and there 
was smoke ~ on ~ second and thinf 
floors, but the fire was discovered early and was 
. extinguished with conventional fire ex-
i .. ~ wi1bin ,3Q'~i:.! 
, 
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Tucker Selected By Searcy Chamber 
To Lead Business Planning Group 
The effectiveness of a close working relation-
ship between Searcy's business and industrial 
leaders and the Harding administration has been 
realized once again with the appointment of Vice 
President for Finance Lott R. Tucker as chair-
man of the Planning and Steering Committee 
of the Searcy Chamber of Commerce. The select 
group will develop programs to enhance the 
dty's economic and business climate and its pro-
gram for attracting new industry to Searcy. 
A long time civic leader in Searcy, Tucker is 
a former president and board member of the 
Searcy Chamber of Commerce. He also has 
served as a board member of the State Chamber. 
In December, Thcker was on6 of three fmalists 
for the Daily Citizen White County Communi-
ty Service Award for 1986. 
William F. Ruhl (left) . receives honorary doctorate from President Clifton Ganus. 
"The work of the Chamber and this commit-
tee is to maintain the vitality and economic 
stability of the business community," Tucker 
said. "We will study opportunities to build on 
'the work of those who have led SearCy's in-
dustrial expansion in years past." 
Ruhl Given Honorary Degree 
At December Ceremonies 
Specific projects have included the study, up-
date and approval of the official charter and for-
mation of a five-year master plan for the 
organization. Then, a research study was con-
ducted to determine the attitudes and percep-
tions of the business and professional persons 
in the community for their recommendations. 
The survey was designed and administered by 
Charles Walker, an Associate Professor of 
Marketing and Business, and Harding students. 
William F. Ruhl, President of B. C. Good-
pasture Christian School in Madison, Te~n., 
received an honorary doctorate from Harding 
during fall commencement ceremonies Dec. 19. 
President Clifton L. Ganus Jr. presented the 
award at Benson Auditorium, on behalf of the 
Board of Trustees. 
"I never expected to receive an · honorary 
degree, and to be recognized by such a great 
university as Harding is very special," he said. 
Ruhl became the founding president of Good-
pasture School in 1965, when grades one 
through'six were opened. Today there are 1,180 
students enrolled in the 12 grades and the school 
is accredited by the Southern Association of Col-
leges and Schools. 
A native of Atlanta, Ga., Ruhl attended David 
Lipscomb College, graduating in 1959 with a 
B.A. in speech. He was president of the student 
body and a member of the varsity tennis team. 
Ruhl has preached for Churches of Christ in 
Linden, Nashville and Madison, Tenn. Mrs. 
Ruhl is the former Annette Sellars and they have 
three daughters and three grandchildren. 
The Harding chapter of Public Relations Stu-
dent Society of America (PRSSA) produced a 
newsletter for the Chamber to be circulated to 
the membership. The first edition, one of three 
planned for the year, was edited by Marti Hinds, 
a December graduate, from Portland, Ore. 
Harding Graduates Rank High ' In State Testing 
By Amy Blankenship 
Bison assistant editor 
Educators with undergraduate and graduate 
degrees from Harding were among those with 
the highest success rates on the state basic skills 
test, according to statistics released Dec. 3 by 
the state Education Department. 
Teachers with undergraduate degrees from 
Harding, Hendrix College at Conway and the 
University of Arkansas at Little Rock had the 
lowest failure rate on the Arkansas Educational 
Skills Assessment Test, with less than one per-
cent failing. All educators in the state are re-
quired to pass the test by June 1, 1987 to obtain 
recertification. 
"All three of these schools have high-quality 
students to begin with," said Dr. Bobby Coker, 
dean of the School of Education. ''As a private 
university, we get a student to whom values are 
important, and generally learning and achieve-
ment are also important to them." 
The three schools with the highest failure rates 
- Philander Smith College, Arkansas Baptist 
College and the University of Arkansas at Pine 
Bluff - are predominantly black institutions. 
This prompted some charges that the test was 
racially biased, including a lawsuit filed May 
29 by the Arkansas Educational Association. 
Coker disagreed with these accusations and 
offered an explanation for the results. "There 
was a conscious effort on the part of those 
preparing the test to determine that it wasn't 
racially biased," he said. "They even brought 
in individuals to determine that the questions 
were not racially biased in any way." 
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Coker felt that the lack of educational oppor-
tunities afforded to blacks throughout past years 
helped explain the test scores at these institu-
tions. He also attributed them to socio-econornic 
factors. 
"There is a positive correlation between 
socio-econornic factors and the level of achieve-
ment in school;' he explained. "Those who 
corne from a low socio-econornic status as a 
general rule, not always, achieve less in school 
than those who don't. .. The proportion of blacks 
of low socio-econornic status is higher than 
whites." 
Educators with graduate degrees from 
Harding and Arkansas Tech University had the 
lowest failure rates, with less than one percent, 
failing. Coker also noted the success of Harding 
students on the National Teacher Exam. 
"Any teacher seeking initial certification must 
take the NTE in specialty area and professional 
knowledge," he said. "Our graduates also per-
form among the best in the state, with less than 
a one percent failure rate." 
Originally, results of the basic skills test were 
only released to individuals. But Rep. Lloyd 
George of Danville insisted on listing results of 
the test according to the institutions from which 
the teachers graduated. 
School - Undergraduates tested "failures 
Test failure 
rate among 
teachers who 
graduated 
from some 
Arkansas 
schools 
U. OF A. PINE I 
BWFF-2,135 1------ 21" 
ARK. BAPTISl-142 ... _________ 36" 
ARK. TECH 
(RUSSEUVILLE)-1,675 
ASU-4,301 
UCA-4,411 
HARDING-746 
HENDRIX-362 
JOHN BROWN-135 
OUACHITA-l,047 
I- 1" 
~1% 
1- 1% 
less than 1" 
less than 1" 
... 4% 
PHILANDER SMITH-487 22% 
OTHER (LESS THAN 
BACHELOR'S DEG.)-275 38% 
TUTAL-15,716 4% 
~------------------o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
LoU R. Tucker 
Additionally, a Searcy Fact Sheet has been 
prepared for direct mail use and a Leadership 
Institute for professional development has been 
initiated. 
"In all of these activities, the people and 
resources of the University have played a signifi-
cant role," Tucker said. "We are an integral part 
of this community and this kind of activity 
allows us to make our contribution as a good 
citizen." 
Others involved in the program are Chamber 
President Mike Millar, Constitution; Fonner 
President Steve Lightle, Governmental Liaison; 
Wayne Hartsfield, Goals and Objectives; and E: 
D. Yancey, Industrial Lands and Parks. 
The opportunity for the local Chamber to pur-
sue the current program was developed by 
Tucker from a $7,500 grant from Southwestern 
Bell Foundation last fall. The funds were 
directed for a combined effort by Harding and 
the business community to investigate economic 
development and provide support for leadership 
training for community leaders. ' 
"The work of the chamber is to work for a 
beneficial climate for individuals and businesses 
to grow," Thcker said. "It is not a quick-fix type 
of program but one which requires long-term 
involvement on the part of a lot of people, work-
ing together. \\e're working to insure the future, 
not just of Searcy. but of Harding as well." 
ON THE COVER - Backing the men's and 
lKImen's basketball teams, the student body 
came fully prepared at a recent Arkansas In-
tereollegiate ConJi:rence game. 
(pboto .by Ken Bissell, Daily Citizen) 
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HARDING UNIVERSITY 
Strategic Planning Committee Appointed For Study 
A Strategic Planning Committee has been ap-
pointed by President Clifton L. Ganus to assess 
needs and establish goals for the University for 
the next five years. 
President-elect David Burks has been named 
to head the select committee. 
"The conunittee has been chosen to gain in-
put from faculty, staff, alumni, the President's 
Development Council, Board members and 
others to furm a five-year strategy plan for the 
University," Ganus said. "The next five-year 
development and financial plan will be a by-
product of this effort." 
The concept fur the special committee is not 
a new one, Ganus said. When he became presi-
dent of Harding in 1965, a similar committee 
Was functioning and has continued to be active 
throughout his term as president. 
Paul Gardner' 
Gardner Earns CFRE 
Paul Gardner, special development represen-
tative for Harding, is one of 174 individuals na-
tionally to receive designation as a Certified 
Fund Raising Executive from the National 
Society of Fund Raising Executives (NSFRE). 
Certification chairman Robert Pierpont an-
nounced the action of the NSFRE Certification 
Board. NSFRE is an educational organization 
based 'in Alexandria, Va., with membership of 
more than 6,000 professional fund raisers. 
Gardner earned certification by successfully 
completing a fuur-hour comprehensive examina-
tion. Topics included: management, capital 
campaigns, annual funds, deferred giving, direct 
mail, special events and grantsmanship. 
A 1965 alumnus of Harding, Gardner earned 
the master's degree from West Virginia in 1966 
and the doctorate from Ohio University in 1975. 
The topic of his doctoral thesis was ''A Study 
of the Attitudes of Harding College Alumni With 
an Emphasis on Donor and Non-Donor 
Characteristics." 
He joined the University staff in 1968 as 
director of annual giving. From 1975 to 1984 he 
served as vice president for institutional ad-
vancement at Ohio Valley College. He rejoined 
the Harding development area in 1984. 
Gardner was instrumental in developing the 
"Phonothons" as fund raising avenues with 
Harding alumni. He coordinated Harding's first 
"PhoRothon" in 1m, which exceeded its goal 
of $200,000. In 1974 he coordinated a successful 
$1 million "Phonothon" effort among Harding 
alumni and friends. His efforts were recognized 
by a national first place award from the Coun-
cil for Advancement and Support of Education 
in 1975. 
HARDING ,UNIVERSITY 
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The Strategic Planning Committee is to gather 
information, externally and internally, for the 
purpose of decision making concerning the 
future of the University. 
"We plan for the committee to approach the 
activity with a business strategy called the 
swar theory," Burks said. "We want to ex-
amine our strengths, weaknesses, opportunities 
and pqssible threats to our continued existence." 
The committee consists of Dr. Dean Priest, 
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences; Dr. 
Ted Altman, Vice President fur Student Affairs; 
Floyd Daniel, Vice President for University 
Relations; Lott Thcker, Vice President fur 
Finance; Dr. Neale Pryor, Vice President fur 
Academic Affairs; Dr. Bobby Coker, Dean of 
the School of Education; Dr. Cathleen Shultz, 
Dean of the School of Nursing; Dr. Jim Hender-
son, Associate Dean of the School of Business, 
and Dr. Jimmy Carr, Assistant to the President. 
Informatio~ for the study will be drawn from 
"source" people throughout the campus in stu-
dent affairs, the Development Council, business 
and registrar's offICes, financial aid, athletics, 
admissions, public relations, the heads of all 
departments and the Student Association. 
During the next six to eight months, labeled 
the "Needs Assessment Phase," the committee 
will look at strengths and weaknesses to try and 
decide how to use resources and personnel for 
the most effective output. 
The first planning committee meeting was 
Jan. 15. Subsequent meetings are scheduled fur 
April 1, April 17, May I, May 7 and Aug. 21 
at Camp Thhkodah. Burks will present a broad 
outline of the plan fur the next five years to 
faculty, board alumni and administration. 
Third Annual UPLIFT Bible 'Camp 
Set June' 21 ~27; Speakers' Announced 
The third UPLIFT Bible Camp sponsored by 
Harding's Bible Department is scheduled for 
June 21 through Zl on the Harding campus. 
A complete slate of special speakers and pro-
grams is in store for the more than 500 young 
people expected fur the event. As the name in-
dicates, UPLIFf is designed to lift up young 
people so they may better lift up Christ in their 
lives. 
Kicking off the week of inspiring activities 
will be performances by ')\ Cappella," an 
outstanding singing group from Paris, Tenn. 
Mike Cope, minister for the College Church of 
Christ in Searcy, will also help staJ;t the program 
with a keynote talk on Sunday night. 
Other keynote speakers fur UPLIFT include 
Jay Utley, Campus ,Minister for the Edmond 
Ghurch of Christ in Edmond, Okla. and Buddy 
Bell, from the University Church of Christ in 
Thscaloosa, Ala. Two other keynpte speakers 
will be Jeff Walling of Mission Viejo, Calif. and 
Ronnie White, minister fur the Quail Springs 
Church of Christ in 'Oklahoma City. 
UPLIFT is a week-long Bible camp for young -
people on the Harding University campus. 
Campers attend challenging Bible classes, hear 
motivating speakers, sing, pray, read scripture 
and enjoy Christian fellowship with young peo-
ple from around the country. A daily schedule 
i guides their activities and includes an ample 
amount of recreation time, all of which is super-
vised by campus counselors. 
The cost for UPLIFT is only $75, which in-
cludes the registration fee, 14 meals, and 
UPLIFT T-shirt and housing. Free activities in-
clude swimming, tennis, basketball, volleyball, 
softball and weightlifting. A nominal fee is 
charged for bowling and game room activities. 
Campers stay in air-conditioned dorms on 
campu!! or, if requested, stay in the homes of 
Christians in the Searcy community. Housing 
and meal waivers are available to group leaders 
of groups of 15 or more. 
More information is available by writing to 
UPLIFT, Harding University, Box 939, Sear-
cy, Ark. 72143. 
Goal of 1,000 Set For Summer School 
Efforts to have 1,000 students in Harding 
University'S summer sessions during the various 
offeripg of the 1987 program have intensified 
with plans for Intersession, two five-week pro-
grams and Summer's End session set for May 
through mid-August. 
The mini-course of Intersession, when 
students may earn up to fuur hours of credit in 
the 13-day period of study, has been set fur May 
ll-Z7. 
Five-week sessions will be held June 8-July 
10 and July 13-Aug. 14, with students having 0p-
portunity to earn seven hours of credit per ses-
sion during this time. 
Summer's End session will take place July 
29-Aug. 14, leaving two days fur students to 
study and complete finals fur the second five-
week session. Four hours of credit may be earn-
ed during this session. 
"Summer school is an excellent time to take 
classes in consideration with financial planning 
and time involved:' said Dr. Larry Long, coor-
dinator. "We are glad to have these classes 
available to assist both currently enrolled 
students and those who have been out of col-
lege fur a while in completing or advancing their • 
education." 
A variety of \Wrkshops will be offured in con-
junction with the summer school program. Par-
ticipants in most of the workshops will earn 
credit in an appropriate area. Workshop topics 
range from driver and traffic safety to computers 
and special travel tours to New England, Africa 
or South America. 
A full schedule of classes may be obtained 
by writing Harding University, Summer School, 
Station A, Box 898, Searcy, Ark. 72143. 
********** 
Kissinger Speech 
Reset for April 14 
The American Studies Series lecture 
by Dr. Henry Kissinger has been 
changed to April 14 at 7 p.m. in 
Benson Auditorium. 
********** 
Lew Moore 
I York Honors 'Moore 
Lew Moore, professor of p!»'chology and 
director of counseling, was chosen by York Col-
lege to receive the 1986 Servant of the Family 
Award, an honor reserved only for those who 
have excelled in promoting 'and preserving the 
concept ~f the tiunily. He is the fourth such reci-
pient, the others being Dr. Ni(;:k Stinnett of Pep'" 
perdine UniversitY, Mrs. Mary Oler of Dallas 
and Woody Kirk of York, Neb. 
Mike Cravens, chairman of the Division of . 
Human Development at York, presented the 
award during Family Day ceremonies on the 
campus. 
A 1m graduate of Harding; Moore received 
a doctorate in Marriage and Family Counsel-
ing from the University of Nebraska. He was 
named Director of Counseling in 1981. He also 
is associated with the College Church of Christ 
Family Life Center in Searcy. 
Trio Awarded Grants; 
Plan Mission Work 
Three Harding University students have been 
awarded grants from the Student Missionary 
Loan/9rant Fund for Single Women. The ladies 
have committed to serving in Haiti, Costa Rica 
and Scotland., 
Recipients for 1987 are Mary Ann Jeffries of 
North Charleroi, Pa., a 1986. nursing graduate 
who plans to go to Haiti; Melissa Brenneman 
of Spartanburg, S.C., a senior social work ma-
jor who will go to Costa Rica; and Janis Appel 
of Wallingford, Conn., a senior management 
major who will work in Scotl~d. 
The fund was established by Mr. and Mrs. 
James S. MacDonald Jr. of Doctors Inlet, Fla., 
after the graduation of their daughter, Donna 
Jo McDonald, whose interest in serving others 
prompted their decision. 
"My wife and I have become more aware of 
the obstacles facing young, single women who 
want to do a mission work for the Lord to get 
support," McDonald said in establishing the 
fund. Conditions under consideration in the trust 
are 1) Lower than bank interest loans be made 
available to seniors whose plans call for their 
entering mission work; 2) Loan/grants be 
available to single, women graduates who enter 
a mission work within three months after 
graduation and also who remain in the work. 
The suggestions included emphasis on the 
fields of nursing or other types of medical 
assistants, teachers in missionary operated 
schools and social workers. 
Another student, Lynn Alley, received a grant 
from the fund when she was graduated in ~84. 
She worked with Dean English ~ Scotland,. 
Page 3 
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St. Louis Academy, Ohio Valley Win 
Invitational Business Competition 
Seven junior colleges and 13 high schools 
competed recently in the annual Harding 
University Invitational Business Games, a 
business simulation competition in which Ohio 
Valley College and Christian Academy of 
Greater St. Louis took top honors. 
Using a special computer program, teams 
submitted decisions throughout the fall regar-
ding a simulated business. The teams then came 
to the Harding campus to tum in their final deci-
sions and make a presentation. Judging was bas-
ed on overall performance, presentation and on 
quantitative results. 
Ohio Valley College (Parkersburg, W.Va.) won 
the junior college division, or industry, by tak-
ing first in overall performance, first in presen-
tation and first quantitatively in their industry. 
Christian Academy of Greater St. Louis was 
the overall high school winner by taking first 
in High School Industry I, first in presentation 
for their industry and first quantitatively. 
Other winners in the Junior College Industry 
were York College (Neb.), second quantitative, 
and North Arkansas Community College, se-
cond presentation'. 
Other High School Industry I winners were 
Mars Hill Bible School (Florence, Ala.), second 
quantitative and Central Arkansas Christian 
School (No. Little Rock), second presentation. 
High School Industry IT winners were: 
Madison Academy (Huntsville, Ala.), first 
overall, first presentation, second quantitative 
and West Memphis (Ark.) Christian School, 
first quantitative and second presentation. 
Nashville (Tenn.) Christian School was first 
overall, first quantitative and second in presen-
tation in High School III. Boyd-Buchanan 
School (Chattanooga, Tenn.), was first in 
,presentation and second quantitative in the 
industry. 
Other junior colleges competing were: 
Garland County (Ark.) Community College, 
Westark Community College (Ft. Smith, Ark.), 
American College (Ft. Smith) and Michigan 
Christ(an College (Rochester, Mich.). 
Other high schools which sent teams were: 
England (Ark.), Bald Knob (Ark.), Crowley's 
Ridge Academy (Paragould, Ark.), West Bir-
mingham (Ala.) Christian School, Harrison 
(Ark.), Jefferson Christian Academy (Birm-
ingham, Ala.), and Living Word Academy 
(Oklahoma City). 
Elderhostel Program Announced 
Harding University will sponsor: its sixth an-
nual Elderhostel program this ~er by of-
_ fering two sessions June 21-27 and July 5-11, ac-
cording to Dr. Jimmy Carr, coordinator. 
The Elderhostel program is fur those 60 years 
of age and over to enroll in courses strictly for 
the opportunity to learn. There are no examina-
tions, no grades, and no homework for 
Elderhostelers, only interest, fun and sharing. 
Courses which will be taught during the first 
session will include "The Ranch and the 
Cowboy" including a study of ranching in the 
west with an emphasis on the rea1ity of the harsh 
environment and hard work rather than the 
mythical view as presented iOn contemporary 
media. Virgil Lawyer, professor of history, will 
be the instructor. "Portraits of Christ" will be 
taught by Neale Pryor, professor of Bible. The 
class concerns the life and teachings of Christ 
as portrayed in the Gospels of Matthew, Luke 
and John and will be covered from a Christian 
prospective. 
A hands-on class, "Woodcarving," will pro-
vide the opportunity to learn basic skills of the 
craft. Little or no experience is necessary and 
three to five projects will be completed during 
the week. Don England, distinguished professor 
of chemistry and a member of the National 
Woodcarver's Association and Ozark Foothills 
Woodcarvers, will instruct the course. 
Lawyer will conduct the course on "The 
Ranch and the Cowboy" again for the second 
session. Mike James, .ins~tof,of communica-
tion, will oversee the class, "You're On 
'Camera." In Harding!s' television studio, par-
ticipants will produce, shoot, and star in a pm-
duction which will be" shown during the 
Elderhostel graduation. The techniques that will 
be shown will assist video camera users. "Cor-
nucopia of Exciting Experiments" will include 
a visual and hands-on acquaintance with some 
of the more interesting basic experiments deal-
ing with heat, light, sound, electricity and fire. 
William Rushton, professor of biology, will 
serve as the instructor. 
Harding's classes are coordinated through the 
national Elderhostel Program and can accom-
modate a maximum of 40 students fur each of 
the 1987 sessions. Participants will be housed 
in the American Heritage Center with private 
baths, dining and meeting rooms available. 
For more information write to Dr. Carr, Har-
ding University, Station A, Box 1224, Searcy, 
Ark. 72143. Harding is one of seven universities 
in Arkansas participating in the Elderhostel I 
summer programs. 
Campus Calendar 
Deanna LaLonde Senior Art Show .................... . . .. . . ' ........ . .. .. Feb. 16-27 
Management Seminar with Gifford Pinchot m .......... ..... , ... ' .... . . . . .. .... Feb. 17 
Bison Basketball vs. Univ. of Arkansas Monticello ...... ..... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Feb. 23 
Lady Bison Basketball vs. Univ. of Arkansas Monticello . . .. .. . : . , ..... ' ....... . Feb. 23 
Concert Band Performance............. ... .......... ...... ... ... . . . . . . . . .. Feb. 24 
American Studies Speaker: Gene Stallings .............. ......... ; . . ... . . . . . . .. Feb. 26 
Lyceum: Marvin Blickenstaff Piano Concert. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Feb. 27 
White County Art Exhibit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. March 2-13 
Spring Recess .......... ..... ...... : .. . ... ' .......... . ................. March 7-15 
Speaker: Dr. Jerry Daniel, Lecture on C.S. Lewis ........ . ...... ::' ... ......... March 19 
Kim Burton Senior Art Show ........................ ....... . '" . . . . . . . .. March 16-27 
Big 3 Bible Bowl. ............... ........... .. . .. ... , . .... : .. '.' . ;" . . . . . . . . .. March 21 
Lynette Shields Senior Art Show ... ........... ..... ' .. :, ........ .- ... March 3O-April 10 
Youth Forum/Spring Sing Weekend . .... " . .......... ........... .. ....... April 17-18 
Nursing Pinning Ceremony. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. May 9 
Spring Graduation ................. .... ' .' . , .......................... . .. .. May 10 
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Ohio Valley business team members are: (from the left) Steve DonleY, Lori Nelson, Tim Kelly, 
Lynda Kettering, Michael Hill, Yvette Semon and Phil Brown, sponsor. 
Christian Academy of Greater St. Louis business team members are: (left to right) front row -
Donnie Parsons, sponsor, Kelly Manley, Linda Parsons, sponsor, K1Jren Nicks; back row - Denis 
Dyes, Debbie Agin, Gary Lyons. 
Alumni, Friends Invited To Tour Europe; 
19-Day Trip Planned April 28 - May 16 
An alumni-friends tour to The Netherlands, 
West Germany, Switzerland, Austria, and Italy 
has been planned for April28-May 16 with Dr. 
and Mrs. Jimmy Carr as hosts. The price fur 
the trip will be $2,050 with departure from Little 
Rock or Atlanta. 
During the trip, a highlight will be five days 
at Harding's 16th Century villa in Florence, Ita-
ly, headquarters fur the University's Harding in 
Florence semester program. 
The third such tour developed fur Harding 
alumni and friends of the University, the tour 
is set for department April 28 from Atlanta or 
Little Rock by KLM, Royal Dutch Airlines with 
three days of sightseeing in Amsterdam. The 
group Will depart by train fur a journey down 
the Rhine River VaHey through the Swiss Alps 
to Lucerne, Switzerland with a day trip tv 
Zurich. 
After the two days in Switzerland, the group 
will have one day each in Innsbruk, Austria; 
Munich, Gennany, and Venice, Italy. 
In addition to the time at Harding's villa, par-
ticipants will complete the tour with visits to 
Rome, Sorento, san Gemignano, Siena and 
Pisa. 
"We will be visiting at a time when the coun-
tries will not be overrun by tourists," Dr. Carr 
mentioned, "and we will have first class accom-
modations on Eurail trains. We can assure the 
participants a delightful experience. We hope 
many will join us because previous tours have 
been extremely enjoyable." 
The group will leave from Rome to Amster-
dam via Alitalia and return to Little Rock or 
Atlanta by KLM on May 16. 
The tour will be limited to 24 persons. A $300 
deposit must be made with the application, and 
the remainder must be received by March 15. 
The deposit is fully refundable until 45 days 
prior to departure. Cancellation will be subject 
to a cancellation charge. A brochure with fur-
ther details is available upon request. 
"The $2,()50 price includes air transportation, 
first class trains, hotels and most fuod costs," 
Carr said. 
Carr also asked those interested in future tours 
to make requests fur places for Harding-
sponsored excursions. 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
31st Youth Citizenship S.eminarSet; 
National Speakers To Keynote Sessions 
The 31st Annual Youth Citizenship Seminar 
will be hosted by Harding University June 14-19. 
The seminar will be sponsored by Civitan clubs, 
Arkansas and Thnnessee Farm Bureau, Kiwanis 
clubs, Lion's clubs and the University's 
American Studies Program. 
Several hundred high school juniors and 
seniors will spend a week on the Harding cam-
pus to learn more about democracy, free enter-
prise and the American WI1Jf of life. In past years, 
the studenls have co~ from Arkansas, Georgia, 
Alabama, Florida and Thnnesseeto attend the 
seminar. 
Dr. Bob Reely, director, said the seminars 
have a nwtOld purpose. "The program is design-
ed to infurm the young people about our coun-
try's heritage and goals and to encourage them 
to take active roles as citizens and leaders in 
their communities." 
The visiting students will hear speakers in-
cluding Eldridge Cleaver, fimner Black P.anther 
activist; Oddvar Berg, fimner missionary in the 
Belgian Congo; Col.' Joseph E. Hickox, furmer 
attache to the U.S. Embassy in Moscow; Charles 
Plumb, furmer prisoner of war in Vietnam and 
June Collier, chief executive officer of National 
Industries in Montgomery, Ala. 
Harding President Clifton Ganus and Dr. Don 
Diffine, director of the Belden Center fur Private 
Enterprise Education, will also have a part in 
the program. 
" On the final day of the seminar, studenls will 
be given ~ opportunity to display their talenls 
or make presentations of what they have learn-
ed during the week at a formal banquet. 
Paul Pollard (Bible) attended the annual joint meeting of the American Academy of Religion 
and Society of Biblical Literature in Atlanta, Ga. Bobby Coker, Wyatt Jones, Jim Nichols, and 
Richard Duke (education) attended the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education 
training session on new standards at the University of Missouri in Kansas City. Jack Thomas 
(psychology) completed a five-year appointment Dec. 31, 1986 to the Arkansas Board of Examiners 
in Psychology chair and has been appointed as Chairman of the Ethics Committee of the Arkansas 
Psychological Association. 
Bill Verlder (sociology) attended the annual convention of the Arkansas Sociological '& An-
thropoligical Association in Fayetteville, Ark. He org8nized the studeni paper session for the meeting 
and took a group of Harding students. L.V. Pfeifer spoke at the annual brotherhood-wide sym-
posium of Schools of Preaching and Ministries in Ft. \\brth, Thxas on "Encouraging Men to Preach:' 
Henry ThniII (library) has been appointed to serve on the Advisory Committee for Documents 
Services of the Arkansas State LibrarY. ThrriIJ, Suzanne Spurrier and Wmnie Ben (library) at-
tended portions of the conference with Automation Roundtable: "Software Demonstration by 
Libraries;' in which Harding participated with a demonstration on dBase m by presenting a ruinds-on 
exhibit. 
Jack Thomas Henry Thni1l Thwis Thompson Duane McCampbell 
Fay Doran (art) had a fiber hanging, "Pastel Rain," selected for inclusion in the Distinguished 
Artist Exhibit in the Arts, Crafts and Design Fair in the Little Rock, Ark. Convention Center. Rod 
Brewer and Larry Long (English) attended a three-day workshop at Clearwater, Fla., on "Writing 
Across the Curriculum," "Writing with the Word Processor," and "Collaborative Learning and 
Writing." 
Travis Thompson (math and computer science) had two articles published; they were "G-Quasi 
Interior Functions:' published in Nepali Mathematics Science Report and "An Alternative Method 
For Proving Trigonometric Identities," published in The AMATYC Review. John Prock (Physical 
education) is planning the second Harding Football Clinic for April 17-18. All speakers will be former 
Bison players. Stan Green (public relations) served as a member of the nominating committee 
for the Council for Advancement and Support of Education (District IV) for selection of district 
officers for the four-state area in Dallas, Texas. He will speak at the CASE District IV convention 
in April in"La.tayette, La., on "Management of Small College Shop," and is participating in the 
first Leadership Institute of the Searcy Chamber of Commerce. 
Duane McCampbell (English) published an article, "World Views in Modem Literature," in 
the February, 1987 issue of 20th Centuty ChristiBlJ magazilie. Mike Plummer (biology) served 
on a scientific panel for the Office of Endangered Species of the U.S. Fish and WIldlife Service 
in Washington, D.C., Jan. 22-23 to evaluate the status of certain threatened specieS. Durward 
McGaha and Chris OeD (admissions) attended a Financial Aid workshop in Little Rock concern-
ing new requirements, programs and guidelines fur student aid. 
AUan 180m (Bible) will speak at the Seminar on Newly Married in Thlsa, OIda., Feb. 28, and 
Seminar on Parenting in Richmond, Va., March 7-8 and he spoke at a Youth Rally in Bedford, 
Ind Virgil Lawyer (history) will lead the annual Civil War trip to S~oh and Vicksburg, April 
20-21. Ray Wright (English) has been admitted into Phi Kappa Phi National Honor Society for 
two years of work toward the doctorate in English at the University of Mississippi. 
Jim Nichols (education) attended the National Association of Secondary School Principals' Con-
vention in San Antonio Feb. 6-10. Don Robinson, Paul Pitt, Faye Doran and Greg Clayton (art) 
attended the Southeast College Art Conference in Memphis Oct. 30-31. 
IWIDING ~SlTY 
HAPPy HUFFERS - Forty-one students and faculty left the Searcy campus Feb. 3 for a semester. 
at the Harding in. Florence campus in. Italy. Dr. Arthur Shearin and Morris Ellis are spring faculty 
members accompanying the students. 
Homecoming Musical Announced; 
San Juan and Medders Get Lead Roles 
Rodgers and Hammerstein's "The King and 
I," the BroadWl1Jf musical which immortalized 
the late Yul Brynner, has been chosen as the 
1987 Homecoming production Oct. 30-31 and 
principal roles have been selected. Morris R. 
Ellis will direct the show. 
Cast in leading parts are Robert San Juan~ a 
sophomore advertising art major from 
Shreveport, La., as the King and India Med-
ders, a freshman public relations major from 
Resaca, Ga., as Anna. 
Other major roles selected following auditions 
are·, Nathan Yoder, a sophomore elementary 
education major from Flint, Mich., as Lun; 
Jana Payne, a sophomore vocal/choral major 
from Cabot, Ark., as Thptian; and Leanne 
Baker, a sophomore music major from 
Bozeman, Mont., as Lady Thiang. 
Dr. Arthur Shearin will be musical director 
for the performances. 
Long-time Harding associates will be fiuniliar 
lndie Medders Robert San Juan . 
with the play, which was a presentation of the 
art, speech and music departments in 1961 when 
the roles of Anna ·and the King we~ played by 
Nannie Sanders Wilson and Norman 
Thbb, respectively. 
The early assignment of roles was started lalit 
year when "Annie" leads were chosen in the 
spring. The method proved valuable in that the 
students could learn both the music and lines 
during the summer. 
Showalter Elected To State Board 
Russell Showalter, assistant to the vice-
president fur finance at Harding University, has 
been elected to the Student Loan Guarantee 
Foundation of Arkansas Board of Directors for 
a six-year tenn. 
A member of the 12-member board since 
1974, he previously served two terms as presi-
dent of the foundation. 
The Student Loan GUarantee Foundation ad-
ministers the Guaranteed Student Loan Program 
in Arkansas. Approximately $34 million in 
.loans were processed for the fiscal year of 1986. 
Since the establishment of the Foundation in 
1976, more than $220 million in student loans 
have been guaranteed. 
"Through the Guaranteed Loan Program a lot 
of young people have been able to further their 
educational opportunities," Showalter said. "It 
is a genuine pleasure to be able to ,serve and be 
a part of the work." 
A native of White County (Showalter Cor-
ners), Showalter joined Harding in 1967 as 
director of financial aid. In 1976 he served as 
the Arkansas representative on the National 
Council of the Association of Financial Aid Ad-
ministrators in Washington, D.C. In 1919-80 he 
served as president of the Southwest District of 
.the Association of Financial Aid Administrators, 
which represented 296 colleges and universities. 
Russell Showalter 
At the present time he cooRiinates special pro-
jects under Vice President ,Lott Thcker. He has 
coordinated a program with the local business 
community which arranges employment for 
Harding University students. -
Showalter has recently been eleeted to a sixth 
term as city councilman for Searcy. 
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21ST ANNUAL FESTIVAL -: Nearly m students from 15 choruses at 13 colleges and universities sing in the final ,fOncert of the Chrisqllll Conege 
Choral Festival held on campus Jan. 8-9. Dr. DoUglas McEwen, director of choirs at Arizona state University, served as guest, clinician for the Festival. 
. . 
. 
AWH ##Cheers" Sweeten Test Week For Students 
Final exam week was made a little sweeter, 
literally, 'for about 400 Harding Univt<rsity 
students who were benefactors or" "Harding 
Cheers," a special project organized by the 
Searcy chapter of Associated Women for 
Harding, 
The fortunate students found at their 
mailboxes a holiday stenciled box containing 
fruit, nuts, a gingerbread man, candy cane and 
homemade cookies and candy, a gift from their 
parents through arrangement with AWH in the 
cooperative effort. 
"Harding Cheers" was developed as a ways 
and means project for the Searcy chapter with 
Mrs. Boyce Arnett serving as general chairman. 
The chapter mailed letters to parents of cur-
rent students on Nov. 19 offering Jor a fee of 
$14 what was described as "... a nourishing 
package to be delivered at the beginning of finals 
week to serve as an encouragement durin~ the 
exams," Mrs. Arnett explained. The box had a 
card that could contain a message from the 
parents, also. 
The letter requested a Dec, 5 deadline. "We 
hoped we would get 50 responses so that we 
could 'recover expenses; and we agreed that 100 
responses would give us a feeling of success. 
We were overwhelmed to receive the 400 orders 
from all 'over the United States," she said, "and 
we regretted having to tum down others that 
---------------------------------------
SPRING SING TICKETS 
Please send tickets. Total remittance enclosed $'-_______ _ 
Name ______________________ __ 
Address ~-------------________ _______ _ 
City __________________ ___ State__ Zip, _________ __ 
Phone ________________________ ~ ______________ __ 
Please enclose remittance with order. Thank you! . 
(Tickets will be mailed after Jan. 30. Orders received after April 1 will be at the Ticket 
booth in the Geoa:se S. Benson Auditorium for piCkup upon arrival.) 
List oIder of preference in case seating on preferred date is unavailable. Number 1 through 4. 
Thurs., April 16 (7:00 p.m.) Tickets $5.00 each 
Fri., April 17 (7:00 p.m.) Tickets $6.00 each 
Sat., April 18 (3-:00 p.m.) TICkets $6.00 each 
Sat., April 18 (7:00 p.m.) nckets $6.00 each 
Spring Sing tickets are $5.00 eacb ror Thanday ami $6.00 each ror Frlc;Iay or satUr-
day perfol'lll8llCeS. 'I1ckeIs may be obtained by seodIiIg remittan£e and sdl.~, 
stamped envelope or .so for postage to Spring Sing '87, Box l224, Harding Uniftl'!ll-
I ' ty, Searcy, ArIamsas 7l14l. (No phone orders pIease.) 
I No nfuock. AU purchases ~. . 
... -------------- ----------______________ ..J 
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were received after the deadline." 
The project, which had proved successful on 
other campuses, is being considered for expan- . 
sion to include birthdays, get well wishes and 
"thinking of you" occasions. 
Once the orders started arriving; Mrs. Am~tt 
and Mrs. Jim Citty, the local AWH presideri~, 
began seeking voluntet;rs. By the time the 
delivery dates arrived, the AWH bouse, where 
the packaging was done, was bustling with 
activity. 
Mrs. Arnett said the packages contained a 
total of 2,500. chocolate chip cookies, 1,600 
brownies, 30 gallons of caramel popcorn, arid 
30 batches of fudge, in addition to the ginger-
bread men, fruit and candy canes. 
"We utilized the services of many members," 
Arnett said, "with one volunteer making 12 bat-
ches of fudge in one day and another making 
80 dozen cookies. We could not have achieved 
it without this help, and we are especially 
grateful to Piggly Wiggly East, Wal-Mart and . 
Warehouse Foods for supplying the candy 
canes." 
Notes from parents were numerous, Mrs. Cit-
ty told. One parent sent an order for her child 
and included an addition fee which she asked 
be given to a foreign student. One said, _ "I 
couldn't get to my check book quickly enough." 
Some even included extra money "because this . 
was such a good idea." One noted, "I don't 
kn!lw how any parent could tum down such an 
offer." 
Student response .was enthusiastic. "It was 
really a big surprise," one said. Another men-
. tioned she had already re-used the box to wrap 
another package. 
The organizers are already making plans for 
next year . 
New Faculty Members 
Added in Bible, Business 
Two new faculty members were added for the 
spring semester with Ken Miller as an Associate 
Professor of Religious Education and David 
Allen as an Assistant Professor of Accounting. 
Miller, formerly the education minister fur the 
Sunset Church of Christ in Lubbock, is a 
graduate of Abilene Christian University and 
holds the master's from Trinity University in San 
Antonio and the Doctor of· Education from 
Arizona State University. 
He has 14 years of experience in public and 
Christian school teaching, administration and 
curriculum development. He is the author of Bi-
ble school literature and has developed cur-
riculum for children, teens and adults. 
Allen is, a 19]3 graduate of Harding and a Cer-
tified Public Accountant. He has been residing 
in Cotiway, where he was also Youth Minister 
for the Robinson and Center Church of Christ. 
Student Marketing Plan 
-Selected As Finalist 
A marketing proposal developed by a team 
of HIIf(ling University students has been selected 
as one of four finalists in the southern region 
in the 1987 American Marketing Associa-
tionlBusiness Week Careers-Marketing Strategy 
Case Competition. 
The, Harding team will participate in the 
region fInals at Kennesaw College in Marietta, 
Ga. Feb. 14. 
The participating students are Bonnie 
Richards of Searcy, Rodney Rodgers of La 
Palma, Calif., Susan Jill Seal of East Prairie, 
Mo., Rhonda Umberger of Princeton, W.Va., 
and Todd Willis of Coming, Ark. The faculty 
sponsor and advisor is Charles Walker, associate 
professor of marketing and business. 
The topic for the competition was to develop 
a comprehensive and succinct marketing 
strategy for Special Olympics International, an 
organization dedicated to the physical, social and 
psychological development of mentally retarded 
people. _ 
"Since the entries were submitted at the na-
tional level, we think this is a significant 
achievement on the part of the students," Walker 
said. "All of the research and preparation of the 
proposal' was conducted during the fall 
semester." 
Spring Registration Up; 
Applications Show Increase 
Registration for the spring semester closed 
Jan. 25 with a total of 2,647 students enrolled 
for classes. The number is up by 23 fitudents 
over last spring's fmal count. 
Spring registration is traditionally lower than 
the fall, due in part to December commence-
ment. Last fall's high was 2,767, only four short 
of the 1985 peak, but 135 seniors were graduated 
in commencement in December. 
Admissions Director Durward McGaha 
reported that applications for next fall are be-
ing received daily, with a 12.2 percent overall 
increase in applications from the previous year. 
"We were delighted that we had a total of 65 
during one week this month," he said. 
An added factor, according to McGaha, is the 
increased emphasis which has been placed on 
retention of students already enrolled. '~faculty 
committee is now addressing that need," he said. 
')\nd, of course, the Student Impact orientation 
program started last fall has already proved to 
be one of the fmest things we've ever done to 
get new students involved in campus life." 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
·Harding Continues Tradition of Mission Emphasis 
By Brad Watson 
World evangelism, the practical resUlt of a 
commitment to the great commission, has long 
been emphasized at Harding. The result has 
been that several missions programs and innova-
tions began at Harding. 
Few people realize Harding has often set the 
pattern for missions education, training and in-
volvement. Seemingly, a number of "Harding 
alumni and supporters also are unaware of the 
degree of missions involvement at Harding, both 
past and present. 
"Missions interest and training have been vital 
concerns of Harding University for more than 
50 years," said Dr. Don Shackelford, director 
of Harding University in Florence (Italy) and 
of International Campaigns. 
Briefly reviewing those 50 years, Shackelford 
said, "George Benson came home from the 
Orient to become president of Harding College. 
(With his leadership) the first courses offered 
on the college level in missions were available 
at Harding. 
"The World Mission Workshop .... had its 
beginning on the Harding campus. The 'Visiting 
Missionary' 'as a teacher was pioneered by 
Harding. 
"The MissionJPrepare program;' Shackelford 
continued, "had its inception at Harding in 1968. . 
It is designed to be a total approach to world-
wide evangelistic training and motivation." 
Now, after many years of changes in Chris-
tian education and the desires of students, there 
remains a strong current of world evangelism 
activity at Harding. Currently, there are no less 
than six areas of opportunity for involvement 
in missions outside the regular Bible Depart-
ment curriculum for a major in Bible or 
. missions. 
HOPE, Harding's Outreach Program of 
Evangelism, offers valuable opportunities to 
those interested in missions. The program helps 
train new missionaries, from all fields of study.,. 
by preparing and placing interns and appren-
tices in countries of their choosing around the 
world. The intern, working under the supervi-
sion of active missionaries in the field, gains 
valuable experience and insight into foreign 
missions. 
The Outreach fellowship is one way Harding 
students and faculty encourage one another to 
reach out to a lost world. Activities of the group 
includ~ weekly meetings for uplifting devo-
tionals and to hear inspiring speakers, the spon-
soring of missions fIlms, trips to missions 
workshops and producing events designed to 
heighten overall campus awareness and ap-
preciation of world evangelism. 
International campaigns each year sends about 
100 students around the world to assist local con-
gregations in evangelistic outreach. In the more 
than 20-year history of the campaigns over 1,000 
people have been baptized during the cam-
paigns. Scores of others contacted during cam-
paigns have later become Christians. Motivated 
and prepared, in part, by their International 
Campaigns experiences, more than 50 former 
campaigners have become missionaries. 
Other campaign opportunities also abound. 
Independent groups take campaigns to South 
America, Africa, France and other parts of 
Europe. Domestic campaign groups cover the 
northeast, southeast and northwest areas of the 
U.S. 
The Harding School of Biblical Studies seeks 
to train effective preachers of the word for all 
parts of the world. Standards of the school's pro-
gram require participation in both foreign and 
domestic campaigns before graduation. A result 
of this missions emphasis has been that, since 
the fall of 1976, HSBS graduates have gone out 
to over 30 states and 10 foreign countries. 
Seeking to expand its ability to train mis-
sionaries by exposing students directly to mis-
sion work, the Harding University Bible Depart-
ment obtained licenses and equipment in 1986 
for a short-wave radio station. This equipment 
allows students to have first-hand access to mis-
sionaries on the field, proyiding valuable in-
sight, information and encouragement to the stu-
dent interested in missions. 
World evangelism has been a cornerstone for 
the School of Nursing since its inception. Nur-
sing students are continually encouraged to par-
ticipate in medical missions. They are taught to 
use their knowledge as a way of showing Chris-
tian compassion and to open doors for teaching 
the gospel. Each year student nurses have op-
portunities to travel on medical missions to 
Africa and Central America. 
Dr. Van Thte, director of Mission/Prepare, ex-
pressed why world evangelism remains an area 
of emphasis at Harding. "Our students still face 
a world where Christianity, is a minority 
religion. The total Christian population is 
estimated to be about one-fifth of the world 
population. 
"Today's students must be challenged to con-
quer (cultural, religious, social and language) 
barriers. They must be trained to effectively 
communicate the Gospel to the unbelieving' 
masses." 
Student Art Chosen For Permanent Collection 
Fourteen art students have had work selected 
for the permanent collection of the Harding Art 
Department. 
"Our permanent collection represents some 
of the finest work of our students and we are 
tremendously proud of their accomplishments;' 
Don Robinson, chairman of the department 
said. 
In drawing, pencil renderings were selected 
from Scott Brukardt of Glendale, Ariz., Robert 
San Juan of Shreveport, La., and Samantha 
White of The Woodlands, Thxas. 
. Prints were included from Eric Pipkin of 
Cabot, Ark., and Lynette Shields of York, Neb., 
as well as an etching by Robert Hardison of 
Virginia Beach, Va. 
In the category of painting, works were in-
cluded from Susan Alcock of Palm, Beach 
Garden, Fla., Carroll Bailey of Houston, Texas, 
Jim Davis of Silvis, lli., Emiko Ikeda of Tokyo, 
Japan, Don Oel:re of,Bedford, Ind., and Rene 
Young of Portland, Ore. 
For the first time, renderings from the interior 
design area 'were selected. Works by Debra Akin 
of Washougal, Wash., and Ann Whitehead of 
Augusta; Ark., were recognized. 
Jewell Fulfills -'Dreams In 'Classroom 
By Alice Ann Kellar 
Like most wives and mothers, Alice Jewell 
wears several hats. The one she wears as 
teacher of English on the CQllege level is one 
she never expected to don. 
Because of "terrific role models" her high 
school teachers provided, plus some turns 
of fate, she now wears that one proudly and . 
well. 
"I had planned to teach English on the 
junior high level, maybe even Latin at the 
high school level, but certainly not college 
level," she remembers. "However, maybe 
even through the providence of God, I'm 
here (college level) beca~ I might not have 
the patience to teach junior high." 
The Jewells came to Harding in 1968 from 
their native Indiana wth two small children, 
Terri and Jeffrey. Fred joined the history 
faculty, a position he still fills. Now the fami-
ly includes Jason and Laura. The family has 
spent one semester with the Harding in 
Florence program, for what she counts as 
" ... a most wonderful experience." 
A Phi Beta Kappa graduate at Indiana 
University, Alice still dreams of teaching 
Latin, but so far her assignments have been 
in English and literature. 
In her sophomore literature classes 
especially, she admits she is a demanding 
teacher. "I try to see that my students learn 
what they're supposed to learn in each class;' 
explaining that she operates from the Parable 
of the ThIents standpoint. "If one is a five 
talent person, I just don't think he should be 
permitted to slide by using just one talent." 
That's why one of her greatest joys comes 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
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from students who many years after gradua-
tion still remember the literary classics of 
the Western World. 
Because she expects the same of herself 
as she does her students, she maintains an 
almost unbelievable daily schedule. "I 
become tired just reading over her calendar," 
an office partner, Betty Ulrey, muses. 
For years she has held membership in a 
neighborhood garden club, serving as an of-
ficer and/or flower show chairman. She's 
heavily involved in the White County Iris 
Society, with a more than casual interest in 
iris. In the spring her blooms take honors 
in shows, and her friends benefit from her 
efforts, too, for she often brings to work one 
Relating the litenuy classics to the 20th Century is the goal for which Alice Jewell strives. 
for each desk in the department. 
The family is deeply involved in the Searcy 
swimming program (Alice recently received 
certification as a Stroke and Tum Judge), an 
activity that developed from her determina-
tion not to let her children "sit and stare at 
the television set." As a result, her children 
have won numerous awards and two have na-
tionally qualifying times. Alice swims 
regularly in the summer, but her serious 
commitment is to aerobics, which she prac-
tices three times a week year-round. 
One talent that has been put on the back 
burner in recent years is sewing. Formerly 
she made "everything we wore, including 
Fred's sport coats," but she confesses she 
simply doesn't have enough hours for that 
anymore. 
"Her door opens an~ shuts many times a ' 
day, with students coming by for academic 
or personal counseling," a colleague notices, 
and she's known for going the extra mile with 
persons with emotional and psychological 
problems. 
But "the happiest hour of the week," she 
admits, is in the Cradle Roll class on Sun-
days at the College Church of Christ. "It's 
'the most exciting, rewarding thing I do, ·and 
I've been doiJig it there for 12 years now," 
she beams. Holding to her theory, she ex-' 
pects the toddlers to learn, which they do. 
She gives them tests. "When I ask 'Who 
made this duck?' and they can say, 'God did; 
then it's time for a big celebration." 
Alice Jewell wears alf', her headpieces 
nobly. 
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Youth Forum Schedule 
Friday, April 17, 1987 ' 
8 a.m. 
9-2 p.m. 
10 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
11:15 a.m. 
12:45 p.m. 
2:30 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
l:45 p.m. 
5 p.m. 
7 p.m. 
8 p.m. 
10:30 p.m. 
Midnight 
Registration, American Heritage Lobby 
Financial Aid Office open until 5 p.m., Ezell Bible Building, 
Room 205 
Tours originate from American Heritage Lobby every 
half-hour 
Harding University Slide Presentation, Benson Auditorium 
"G(lQd News," "Conquerors," Benson Auditorium 
Lunch at Guest's Expense 
A Cappella Chorus, The Chorale, Concert Band, Benson 
"A Life That Shines," Jeff Walling, Benson Auditorium 
Break 
"The Spirit That Binds," Jeff Walling, Benson Auditorium 
Dinner at Guest's Expense 
Spring Sing, Benson Auditorium 
The "Time of Day," Administration J\uditorium 
Campus-wide Devotional, Administration Auditorium 
Curfew 
Saturday, April 18 
,. 
Featuring 
Jeff Walling 
Jeff Walling 
• A Life That 
Shines 
• The Spirit 
That Binds 
• A Faith That 
Transforms 
• A Heart That 
Rejoices 
8 a.m. Registration continued, American Heritage Lobby 
8 a.m. Financial Aid Office open until 1 p.m., Ezell Bible Building, 
Room 205 
9 a.m. Welcome by Harding President D!"~ Clifton L. Ganus, Jr. 
Nationally Popular Speaker 
To Headline Youth Forum 
"A Faith That Transforms,"Jeff Walling, Benson Aud. 
~9:3O a.m. Faculty/Parent/Student Conference, American Heritage 
Lobby 
10:30 a.m. The "Time of Day," Benson Auditorium 
11:30 a.m. Lunch at Guest's Expense 
12:45 p.m. " A Heart That Rejoices," Jeff Walling,cBenson Auditorium 
3 p.m. Spring Sing, Benson Auditorium 
7 p.m; Spring Sing, Benson Auditorium 
7 & 10 p,m Movie, Administration Auditorium $1 
Midnight Curfew 
(ALL PROGRAMS ARE FREE 10 THE PUBLIC EXCEPT 
SPRING SING AND SATURDAY NIGHT MOVIE.) 
PLEASE DETACH AND POST ON BULLETIN BOARD. 
Pate 8 
Jeff Walling has been involved in the 
preaclrln8 of the gospel of Christ for the 
last 12 years, His dynamic style has 
made him a favorite among youth 
speakers and his current yearly schedule 
includes lectures all across the country 
for churches, teen programs, and col-
leges. He has appeared on over SOO lec-
tureships, youth rallies, and evangelism 
seminars and speaks to tens of 
thousands every year in workshops and 
campaigns in this and other countries, 
Jeff has released several cassette albums 
for teens and adults and has authored 
articles for Christian family magazines, 
"Evangelism" magazine and is a con-
tributing writer for the new publication 
"Image" magazine. 
Walling's unique style is influenced by 
his educational background. His 
undergraduate work at the University of 
California, Irvine was in speech and . 
communications with an emphasis in 
theater. His ministry was also blessed by 
the early training received from his 
father, the late T.J, Walling, who served 
as a minister for nearly 50 years until his 
death in 1978: 
A native of California, Walling's local 
experience includes serving as minister of 
youth for five years with the Newland 
Street Church of Christ in Garden 
Grove, Calif. and pulpit minister' for the 
Church of Christ in Anaheim, Calif, 
Currently Walling and his wife, 
Cathryn, worship with the Mission Viejo 
Church of Christ where he serves as the 
pulpit minister. 
HARDING UNlVERSrrY 
CLASS OF 1930 
G. W. "Chris" Christopher is retired from 
the u.s. Air Forte. He is a Red Cross wluntcer 
Vt'OI'kiDg at least one day each week tor' the Pa~ 
tieut AssiIIanc:e Oftice at William Beaumont Ar-
my Medical-Centcr. He and his wife, Geneva, 
reside at 240S McKinley Avenue, Apt. 6, El 
Paso, Thxas 79930. 
CLASS OF 1942 
Polly Wbite Loibner has had her paintings 
on exhibit in numerous shows in the United 
States and Mexico. Loibner lives on Lake Dar-
danelle near Knoxville and with her husband, 
Louis, owns the \UOo Oallery at Russellville. 
Her address is P.O. Box 455, Knoxville, 7l845. 
CLASS OF 1943 
Lamar Phmket (BA) has taught classes at in-
ternational Bible College since its beginning. He 
preaches on WOWL-TV. He preaches for the 
Killen Church of Christ just outside Florence, 
Ala. He and his wife, Chloe, reside -at Route 
6, Box Z/5, Killen, Ala. 35645. 
CLASS OF 1947 
Barbara Jean Brown Lewis (BA) resides 
with her ~usband, Ray, who is a mechanical 
engineer and supervisor of Refinery Construc-
tion. Their address is 1040 Ash Road, Hoffman 
Estates, m. 60195. -Janet Rea Myers (BA) is an elementary 
teacher in the city schools, Oak Ridge, Thnn. 
Her husband, Millard, is retired. They make 
their home at 5404 Palmetto Road, Knoxville, 
Thnn. 37921. 
CLASS OF 1950 
Reuben 0. Morton is a sales representative 
with Thlerent Lodging Systems, Staffiud, Texas. 
He and his wife, Betty, have t\W children, Bruce 
and Cynthia. The Mortons live at 11819 North 
Kensington, Houston, 77031. 
CLASS OF 1951 
Jean Lawson Ownbey has retired after 30 
years of teaching. She and her husband, Phillip, 
live at Route 9, Box 159, Cleveland, Thnn. 37311. 
CLASS OF 1952 
Linsey H. "Un" Wright (BA) of Starkville, 
Miss., has been inclu~ed in the 1986-87 edition 
of Who:S Who in U.S. R-ntelS, EdiWIS & lbets, 
published by December Press. Wright is 
associate director of University Relations at 
Mis!lissippi State University and editor of the 
university's Alumnus magazine. He has writ-
ten t\W non-fiction books and is currently com~ 
pleting a biography of Eugene Butler, the long-
time editor of Progressive Farmer magaZine. 
HARpING {fflIVERSIlY 
CLASS OF 1954 
Dr. JIUDeS B. Hickman (BS) has joined 
CounseliDg Associates Inc. (tormerly Human 
Services Center) as medical dirmor. He is cer-
tified by the American Board of Ps)dUatry and 
Neurology. 
CLASS OF 1955 
Anne Bnake Riley (BA) is Little Rock 
School District's 1986 Teacher of the Year. She 
is the first-grade teacher there. Her husband, 
Kenneth (BA), serves as minister tor the Chun:h 
of Christ. They live at 4314 \\bodlawn, Little 
Rock, Ark. 7l205. 
CLASS OF 1956 
Jack W. McNutt (BS), executive vice presi-
dent and chief operating officer of Murphy Oil 
Corporation, has been elected to the Board of 
Directors of Ocean Drilling & Exploration 
Company. He is married to the former Jerry 
Chesshir ('55) and they reside in El Dorado, 
Arkansas. 
CLASS OF 1958 
CedI B. Alemnder (BA) is retiIed from 23 
years of teaching in the Rochester (Michigan) 
Public Schools. His wife, the former Shirley 
Birdsall (BA '54) is assistpt professor and 
caIaloging b"bmrian at Abilene ChriSiian Univer-
sity, Abilene, Thxas. They reside at 909 Man-
ciple's Way, Abilene, 79602. 
CLASS OF 1960 
Mary Jobnsoo Holman is a homemaker. Her 
husband, Joe, is a research pharmacist with Bur-
roughs Wellcome. They reside at 1607 
Hollybriar Lane, Greenville, N.C. 27834. 
CLASS OF 1965 
Duane Warden 
(BA), chairman. of the 
Division of Bible and 
Religion at Ohio Valley 
College, has been 
awarded a Ph.D. degree 
in -New Testament 
studies at Duke 
University. He com-
pleted the doctoral pro-
gram by successfully 
defending his dissertation, '~ienation and 
Community in I Peter." -Dr. Richard M. 
RbeinboIt (BA) was 
recently appointed a 
Research Fellow in the 
Department of Maternal 
and Child Health of 
Harvard University in 
Boston. He also is ser-
ving as a consultant to 
the Martha Elliot Clinic 
't· . ,. 
~ ,.,; ~ 
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of the Children's . 
Hospital of Boston. He and his wife, the former 
Karen \\au' (,68), reside at 118 Griggs Road, 
Brookline, Massachusetts 02l46. 
CLASS OF 1966 
Benny L. Gooden 
(BA) is superintendent 
of schools, Fort Smith 
i»ublic Schools, Fort 
Smith, Ark. He and his 
wi1C, the tOnnec MartI;Ia 
Pitner (BA '67). have 
three chikbcn: Michad, 
Marcus and LeighAnn. 
The fiunily lives at 1304 
.• ii, 
lI' 
! 1 
. North 50th Street, Fort Smith, 7l904. -On November 15, 
1986 Louellen ~ 
(BS), was a presenter at 
the 60th Annual Con-
ference of the National 
Association for Educa-
tion of Young children. 
For nine years she has 
been Supervisor 
Hoetlin Stone House 
Child Care Human Development Center, Col-
lege of Human Ecology, Kansas State Univer-
sity, Manhattan, Kansas. 
CLASS OF 1967 
Kenneth llpton (BA) is a high school 
counselor for the East Newton School System, 
Granby, Mo. His wife, the former Connie Thylor 
(BA) is a speech therapist there also. Their ad-
dress is Route 1, 1352, Granby, 64844. -Navy U. Benny D. Gore (BA) recently par-
ticipated in the International Naval Review in 
New York Harbor July 4, 1986 as part of the 
Statue of Liberty Centennial Celebration. Gore 
is stationed aboanl the battleship USS Iowa, 
homepoJ:ted in Norfolk, \\. He joined the Navy 
in January, 1955. 
CLASS OF 1969 
The Arkansas Endowment for the Humanities 
anDounced that Sandra Pearle Gaskin (BA) of 
BeedeYille, Ark. was selected as a representative 
of Woodruff County to participate in the AEH 
Summer Institute for Teachers of Arkansas 
History. Gaskin teaches fifth grade at McCrory 
Elementary School. Her address is Box 103, 
Beedeville, 7l014. 
-CLASS OF 1970 
Richard. G. Hilton (BS), associate director 
of Oktibbeha County Hospital, Starkville, Miss. 
was advanced to membership status in the 
American College of Healthcare Executives. 
Richard and his wife, Larue, reside at 103 
Apache Drive, Starkville, 39759. -Carolyn Allen Kee (BA) has been admitted 
to the partnership of Arthur Andersen & Co. 
As a partner, she will continue in the audit prac-
tice of the Houston office. She joined the com-
pany in 1974. She is married to Donald Kee 
(BS) who is an attorney. They have one child 
~d live at 1103 Sugar Lakes Drive, Sugarland, 
Thxas 77478. -Randy DeLaet(BS) of Alma, Ark. is Nor-
thwest Arkansas regional marketing manager for 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Arkansas and has 
received the Chartered Life Underwriter (CLU) 
designation from The American College. He is 
armem.ber of the Fort Smith Association of Life; 
Underwriters. 
CLASS OF 1971 
Catherine R. Gould (BA)completed the 
Master of Science degree in Education at Mem-
phis State University, August 1986. She was in-
ducted into Beta Xi chapter of Delta Pi Epsj]on, 
a business education honor society. She con-
· tinues work toward the doctorate in curriculum 
and instruction at MSU. -GIeada Bait. (BA) bas taught in the Bald 
· Knob, Ark., School Sysaan tor fourteen yean. -DaYid L. BaIdridge(BS) is employed with 
Stolar Inc. as an electrical engineer, Raton, 
N .M; He is married to the former Amy ADder-
· son and they have four children: Andy, Daniel, 
Sarah and Angela. The f8mily Jaides at 712 
SoUth Fifth, Raton, 87740. 
CLASS OF 1972 
Rhonda Inness Potter (BA) is art teacher at 
Oak Ridge Central public schools. She is a resi-
· dent of Ravenden Springs, Ark. and teaches art· 
from kindergarten thiough twelfth grade. Her 
family includes her husband, T"unothy, and 
children, Zachariah, Rebekah, and Zenna. 
ClASS OF 1973 
Cathy Alton Shea (BA) is a ~tary in the 
computer department eX Shell Oil. Her Iwsband, 
Joseph, is a mechanical engineer with the same 
company. The couple makes their home at 848 
Newport Bay, Edwardsville, m. 62025. -Susan Baker Burkeholder (BSMT) is a 
research assistant with Baylor University 
Medical Center, Dallas, Thxas: Her husband, 
William, is owner of CBS Commercial Con-
struction. The couple resides with daughter, 
EiniIy, at 1835 Burning Tree Lane, Carrollton, 
Thw 75006. - ~ 'Jerry Kanodle (BA) is owner of Hancock 
Fabrics, Searcy, Ark. He and his wife, the 
former Patricia McDooieI ('74), reside with 
their tIuee children - Jeffery, Jeremy and Jacob 
- at Route 4, Box 463, Searcy, 7l143. -Penny Groover Petway (BA) is office 
manager in the Bible Department at Harding 
University. She and her husband, Alex (BA '75), 
reside with children, Aum and Aaryn, at 23 
Indian Trail, Searcy, 7l143. -Joe D. Jones (BA) is associate professor of 
Bible at Harding University. Joe's address is Box 
909, Station A, Searcy, 7l143. -Jobn Nunnally, Jr. (BS) is director of ad-
ministrative computing at Harding University. 
CLASS OF 1974 
SherI')' KeU Harrison (BA) is owner and 
manager with her husband, Russell, eX Harrison 
Carpet Sales, Searcy. They reside with their two 
sons, "Rusty and Billy, at Route 4, Box 558, Sear~ 
cy,71143 .. -Edd Eason (BS) is completing the master's 
thesis for the Master of Science degree in Mar-
riage and Family Therapy. He has been youth 
and family minister for eight years at Richard-
son East Church of Christ. He is married to the 
fonner Tresia B1IITjs (BA) and they make their 
home at 1904 Arvada, RicIwdsOn, Thxas 75081. .-
Jimmy D. HaD Jr. (BS) is a partner in the 
firm of Beau, Beattic & Thompson CPAs, Fort 
(continued on page 10) 
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Smith, Ark. He and his wife, Dana, have four 
children: Jennifer, Sarah, Kelly ~ Amber. The 
family's address is P.O. Box 5210, Fort Smith, 
72913. 
*** 
Becky Cochran Kelley (BS) is a retired 
second-grade teacher. Her husband, Brice, is 
a senior plant engineer with Oklahoma Gas and 
Electric Company. The couple lives with their 
daughter, Andrea at 1836 Greenway, Yukon, 
Okla. 73099. 
*** 
Jeanne Preslar (BA) is employed with Delta 
Airlines as senior programmer analyst, Atlan-
ta, Ga. She lives with her two children, Todd 
and Shay Louise, at 2863 Semmes, East Point, 
30344. 
*** 
Glenda Chambliss Cox teaches at Harding 
Academy, Memphis, Tenn. Her husband Ken-
neth (BA '13), is administrative assistant to the 
superintendent. They reside with their children, 
Patrick and Karee, at 1078 Fair Meadow, Mem-
phis, 38117. 
*** 
L. David Miller is employed with Hayes 
Typewriter Company as a service technician, 
Searcy. He is married to the former Pamela 
Stevenson and they have three children: 
Catherine, Phillip and David Lee. The family 
lives at Route 1, Box 241-A, Judsonia, Ark. 
72081. 
*** 
n Janet Franklin Syler is a homemaker. Her 
husband, Allen, is cost analyst with Dyke In-
dustries, Little Rock. They live with their two 
children, James and Julie, at Route 8, Box 308, 
Benton, Ark. 72015. 
*** 
Anita Nance Holland (BA)' teaches 
kindergarten in the North Little Rock Public 
Schools. Her husband, James, is employed With 
the Veterans Administration Hospital in Little 
Rock, Ark. The couple has three children: 
Amanda, Melissa, and Jennifer. The fumily lives 
at 'n Single Oak, North Little Rock, 72116. 
*** 
Margie Page Bonds (BA) is second-grade 
teacher in the public schools in Bald Knob, Ark. 
Her husband, Carl (BA '73) is a senior high 
math teacher at Central Public Schools. They 
have two children, Wayne and Nikki. 
*** 
Cathy Cole Sewell (BA) is a homemaker. Her 
husband, Kenneth (BS '76) is project manager, 
information services with Champlin Petroleum 
Corporation. The couple lives with son, Joshua, 
at 5908 Walden Trail, Arlington, Texas 76016. 
*** 
Linda Kay Krape Liston is a homemaker; 
her husband, Jon, is senior engineer with Com-
munitronics Corporation. The couple has two 
children, Vicki and Dawn. The family lives at 
905 Mallory, St. Charles, Mo. 63303. 
*** 
Gail Walker Miller (BA) is employed with 
York College, York, Neb., as part-time instruc-
tor of biology and part-time staff. Her husband, 
Ray, n (BS '73), is associate professor of 
chemistry at York College. They have two 
children, Lester ill and Lynn Ann, and live at 
1026 Grant Avenue, York, 68467. 
*** 
Nancy Duhon Thylor is employed with Col-
onial Life and Accident Insurance Company as 
sales director of the Beaumont, Texas area. Her 
husband, James ('75), is owner of IT . Lab Pr0-
ductions. The couple lives with daughters, Avy 
and Holly, at 2325 Monterrey, Orange, Texas 
77630. 
*** 
Bonnie Roper \\Vd is a homemaker; her 
husband, David (,77), is employed with 
Rehabilitative Health Services, Atlanta, Ga., as 
director of marketing & development. They live 
with children, Candace and Jacob, at 4506 Bay 
Court, Marietta, 30066. 
*** 
John 0. Simmons (BS) is a doctor in the U.S. 
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SET TO SING - The 1986-87 Belles and Beaux troop includes, from left, LArry Daughety Jr., David McClure, Todd White, Michelle Palmer, 
Paul Lockhart, Shelli Miller, Fred Moss, Robert Patton, Alice Gill, Susan Owens, John Griffith, Robert Ross, Robin Bills and Director Qi!f Ganus ill. 
Army Medical Corps, Fort Sam Houston, 
Thxas. He and his wife, the furmer Beverly Ann 
Shankle, have.two children, Martha and John. 
The family lives at '1023 Elk Trail Drive, San 
Antonio, Texas 78244. 
*** 
Carol Ray Hamilton (BA) is assistant pro-
fessor at Freed-Hardeman College, Henderson, 
Thnn. Her address is Freed-Hardeman College, 
Box 82, Fac., Henderson, 38340. 
*** 
Mary Jo Hinerman Norris (BS) is a 
homemaker. Her husband, James, is a tox-
icologist with Weyerhaeuser Company. They 
live with their daughter, Audra, at 3560 Fair-
way Lane, Longview, Wash. 98632. 
*** 
Glenn C. Olney (BS) is owner and broker of 
the Harry F. Olney Realty, Springfield, Utah. 
His wife, Patty, is a registered nurse who works 
at Springfield Hospital. They have three children 
- Thra, Amanda and Jenny - and live at Route 
1, Box 79, Perkinsville, 05151. 
*** 
Ann Hitt Brooks is employed with the Child 
Protective Services in Nashville, Tenn. Her hus-
band, Bill, is an account executive with Radar 
Business Systems. They reside with their 
daughter, Sarah, at 3432 Thwneship Road, An-
tioch, Tenn. m13. 
*** 
Jerry L. Klein (MA) is director/professor of 
Amarillo College Bible Chair, Amarillo, Texas. 
He appeared in 1986 in the Dictionary of Inter-
national Biography. His wife, Janie, teaches se-
cond grade in the public schools. They have two 
children, Jerry and John, and live at 5614 Pur-
due, Amarillo, 79109. 
*** 
Judith Sewell Davis (BA) is a substitute 
teacher and private tutor. Her husband, Victor, 
works in the melting department of Griffin 
Wheel. They have two children, Michael and 
Sara, and reside at Route 1, Box 261-A, Nauvoo, 
Dl.62354. 
*** 
Mark E. Moore (BS) is employed with Mur-
phy Oil Company in EI Dorado, Ark. His wife, 
the former Mary Beth Millican (BS), is direc-
tor of student aid at Southern Arkansas Univer-
sity, EI Dorado Branch. The couple has two 
children, Elizabeth and Jennifer, and live at 105 
Holly Circle, EI Dorado, 71730. 
*** 
Stanley R. Sanderson (BA) serves as 
minister for the North Springfield Church of 
Christ, Springfield, Ore. He is married to the 
former Kathleen Looney (BA) and they have 
two children, Aaron and Sarah. The family 
makes their home at 2296 Debra Drive, 
Springfield, fTl477. -Betty Smith Luke (BA) is a missionary's wife 
in West Germany. She and her husband, David 
('13), have three children: Melanie, Ellen and 
Kristina. The family's address is Am Bnm-
nengarten 16, 6800 Mannheim 1, Vkst Germany. -D. Randy Lillard 
(BA) is a partner in the 
accounting firm of 
Lillard & Whaley. He is 
also shareholder and 
secretary-treasurer of 
J effersori-Randolph 
Corporation. He is mar-
ried to the former 
Patricia Hester ('77) 
and they have two chil-
dren, Jared and Callie. The family lives at 6fJ15 
ColonyhiIl Drive, Bartlett, Thnn. 38134. 
*** 
George G6ldman 
(MA) is academic dean 
of East Tennessee 
School of Preaching and 
Missions, Knoxville, 
Tenn. His wife, Sara, is 
office manager of the 
school. They reside at 
7305 Merlin Circle, 
Knoxville, 37931. 
*** 
Randal Burkhart Jr. (BS) is chemical 
operator at Linden Chemical Corporation, 
Moundsville, W. Va. He and his wife, Karen 
Sue, have a daughter, Christina Renee. The 
family's address is Box 413, Middlebourne, 
26149. 
*** 
Patricia Williams Sanders (BA) is a 
homemaker. Her husband, Donald (MEd '79), 
is sales representative with Beckman In-
struments. They have two children, Sl)eJley 
Anne and David Edward. The family resides at 
2364 Glencliff Street, Memphis, Tenn. 38119. 
*** 
Rita Meeker Underwood is a respiratory 
therapy technician at Hillcrest Osteopathic 
Hospital, Oklahoma City, Okla. She and her 
husband, John, reside at 3117 Northwest 67, 
Oklahoma City, 13116. 
*** 
Marsha E. Hargett is director of physical 
therapy at Health 'fiends Inc., Union, S.C. She 
lives at m Rice Avenue Ext., Apt. I-D, Union, 
29379. 
*** 
Carole Cleveland is assistant director of the 
department of adult and corlimunity education, 
in the public school system of\\\:st Palm Beach, 
Fla. Cleveland resides at ll21A Summit Place 
Circle, West Palm Beach, 33415. -Carol Ann Thompson (BA) is the seventh-
grade reading teacher at Southwest Middle 
School, Searcy. She also owns a home doll and 
personalizing business. Carol lives at 44 
Westgate, Searcy, 72143. 
*** 
David C. Moon (BA) is employed with 
ChromaUoy American Corporation as director 
of federal taxes, St. Louis, Mo. His wife, the 
former Lisa Chllds ('82), works for Arthur 
Andersen and Company, an accounting firm. 
The couple resides with their son, Christopher 
David, at 15907 Cypress 'Iiace Court, St. Louis, . 
63017. -Braden M. Blair (BA) serves as minister for 
the East Brainerd Church of Christ, Chat-
tanooga, Thnn. He and his wife, the former 
Susan Kay Gulsby (BA '75), have three 
children: Jeremy, Jason and Jon-David. The 
family lives at 164 Rolling Ridge Court, Chat-
tanooga, 37421. 
*** 
Larry W. Albritton (BA) is minister for the 
West Side Church of Christ, Evansville, Ind. His 
wife, Cynthia Gail, is an elementray teacher. 
They reside with their two children, Philip and 
David, at 716 Cresbnont Drive, Evansville, 
47712. 
*** 
Kathryn Fowlkes Fowler (BA)is employed 
at York College, York, Neb. as assistant pro-
fessor of developmental education and learning 
center coordinator. She received certification 
from the Kellogg Institute of Appalachian State 
University as a developmental education 
specialist in 1986. Her husband, Michael (BA 
'75) is associate professor of art at York Col-
lege. The couple has two children, Hilary and 
Lydia, and live at 800 East Seventh Street, York, 
68467. 
*** 
CIuimne lAtng PndU (BA)is dean of \Wmen 
at York: College, York, Neb. Her husband, Mike 
(BA '71), is also with York College as athletic 
director and associate professor of physical 
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education. They reside at lOO2 Nebraska, York, 
68467. 
*** 
Stanley C. 'lllylor (BA) is teacher and coach 
in the public schools at Mt. Vernon, Mo. His 
wife, Merlene, teaches the learning disabled in 
the Mt. Vernon elementary schools. The cou-
ple has two children, Trisha and Trent, and lives 
at 638 Valley View Drive, Mt. Vernon, Mo. 
65712. 
*** 
\Werle PbiUips McLean is self-employed as 
a designer of wearable art. Her husband, 
Stephen, is associate profussor in the department 
of mechanical engineering of the University of 
California. Their children, Lee and Sarah, live 
with them at 476 Pintura Drive, Santa Barbara, 
Calif. 93111. 
*** 
Jacky L. Smart is employed with Positive 
Air Inc., McAlester, Okla. as sales and service 
technician; he also preaches part-time. He and 
his wife, Ella Jo, have two children, Lora and 
Jody. THe family ives at Route 2, Box 47A, 
McAlester, 74501. 
*** 
Connie Rogers WlIton (BA)is a homemaker. 
Her husband, BurreD ('77), is employed with 
Tennessee Gas Pipeline. Their three children are 
Daniel, Emily, and Allison. The family resides 
at Route 3, Box 158, New Albany, Miss. 38652. 
*** 
Stacey EDmore Mette (BA) is working for 
Texas Christian University as assistant direCtor: 
of admissions/West Coast representative. Her 
husband, Joe, is employed with the state of 
Califumia, Department of Parks and Recreation. 
He is chief ranger, Calaveras Big Trees State 
Park, Arnold, Calif. Their address is P. O. Box 
2532, Arnold, 95223. 
*** 
Larry R. MitcheD (BS) is an investment 
broker with the firm of Rauscher, Pierce and 
Retsnes, Sun City, Ariz. His wife, the former 
Susan Arlene Deacon (BS 75), teaches science 
and home economics at Phoenix Christian High 
School. They have a son, Jeremy Scott, and live 
at 20618 North 21st Drive, Phoenix, 850Zl. 
*** 
Roger L. Rutter (BS) is employed with the 
Smith Kline BioScience Labs as supervisor of 
toxicology, Sehaumburg, m. He is married to 
the furmer Barbara Phillips (,75) who is district 
manager with A. L. Williams. Their children 
are Phillip, Christopher and Brian. The family 
makes their home at 107 Barrington Avenue, 
East Dundee, Dl. 60118. 
*** 
Joan White Snyder (BS) is.a homemaker. 
Her husband, George (BS), is pulpit minister 
fur the Church of Christ in Raytown, Mo. They 
have four children: Sean, Jared, Misty and Sara. 
The family lives at 6304 Sterling, Raytown, 
64133. -Jeanette RiddeD HoweD (BA) teaches third-
grade math at Sharpstown Christian School, 
Houston, Texas. She is married to Byron 
Howell (BA '75) w2ho is employed with IMSL 
Inc. as manager of PROfRAN software develop-
inent. They reside with their children, Alan and 
Andrew, at 10802 Sandstone, Houston, 77072. 
*** 
R. Stephen Clary (BA) is president of The 
Clary Companies Inc., Little Rock, Ark. He is 
married to the furmer Cindy Cannon ~ and 
they have twin daughters, Jennifer "llIId 
Stephanie. The family lives at 133 El Dorado, 
Little Rock, 12212. 
*** 
David Bruce McElwain (BS) serves as min-
siter fur the Church of Christ, Ann Arbor, Mich. 
He and his wife, Patricia, live with their two 
children, Meredith and Alan, at 1020 Paylliine 
Blvd., Ann Arbor, 48103. 
*** 
D Ryan Smith (BS) is director of Star of the 
Republic Museum, Washington, Texas. His wife 
is the furmer Peggy L. Bennett (BA). She is 
a Volunteer in Public School Coordinator for 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
Fannin Elementary and substitute teaches on the 
elementary level. The couple has two children, 
Jennifer and Kenneth, and lives at 1107 East 29th 
Street, Bryan, Texas, 77803. 
*** 
David Leon Gibson is president and chief ex-
ecutive officer of First American Bank & Trust, 
Friendswood, Texas. He also serve~ as an in-
structor of Bank and Finance Management for 
San Jacinto College. He is married to the furmer 
Karen Aven (BA) who is mother's day out direc-
tor fur the Southeast Church of Christ, Houston, 
TexaS. The couple's children are Kelly and 
Jeremy and the familylives at 9811 Sagequeen, 
Houston, 77089. 
*** 
Dan Newsom (BA) is manager of the Social 
Security Administration, 'Conway, Ark. He and 
his wire, the furmer Barbara Keck (BA), reside 
with daughter, Julie, at 5 Valley Cove, Conway, 
12032. 
*** 
Linda Sue HaD Murdock is employed with 
Kaiser Francis Oil Company, administration 
department, Thlsa, Okla. Her address is 4412 • 
EAst 58 Place, Thlsa, 74135. -Dr. Jon Parham (BA) is a family practice 
physician, Lexington, Mich. He lives at 7168 
Hill Crest Drive, Port Huron, 48060. 
*** 
Dixie Carbery Harper (BA)does the book 
work for the family owned water well drilling 
business. She and her husband, Wilmer, reside 
at Route 1, Box 76, Cairo, W. Va. 26337. 
*** 
John S. Cooper (BA) serves as minister fur 
the Church of Christ, Trumbull, Conn. He and 
his wife, the furmer HoDy Overbey (BA), have 
three children, Deborah, Stephen, and David. 
The family's address is 54 Valley Road, Trum-
bull, 066U. -Deborah Dillard Hewitt (BA)teaches at 
Dallas Christian School, Dallas, Thxas. Her hus-
band, John, is service representative with In-
ternational Business Machines. The couple lives 
with their three children Jeff, Jeremy and John 
Darby at 305 Thistle, Garland, Texas 75043. 
Ben F. Vick (BA) is minister for the 
Shelbyville Road Church of Christ, Indy, Ind. 
He and his wife, the furmer Lois Starling (BS), 
have two sons, Benjamin Franklin ill and 
Donald Ray. The family lives at 8436 Royal-
Meadow Drive, Indy, 46217. 
*** 
Stephen L. Fuchs (BA) serves as minsiter fur 
the Church of Christ in Little Hocking, Ohio. 
He and his wife, Marsha Ann, have three 
chidren: Sarah Ann, Stephen Glenn and Mary 
Selene. The family's address is Route 2, Box 
59, Little Hocking, 45742. 
*** 
Brenda Hassler (BA) received the B.S.N. 
degree in 1986 from the University of Tennessee 
and is a registered nurse at St. Francis Hospital; 
Memphis, Tenn. She is married to Rance 
Reagan (BA) who is production manager' ef 
Goodfuods Inc. The couple lives with their 
children, Aaron and Leanne, at 4806 Blanding, 
Memphis, 38118. 
*** 
Debra Franklin Eubanks is a homemaker. 
Her husband, Kenneth, is preventive and 
maintenance supervisor at Marathon Petroleum. 
their children, Natalie and Allison, live'with 
them at 129 Devon, LaPlace, La. 70068. 
*** 
Vicki Reeves Chennault is a homemaker; her 
husband, Steve, is a major in the U.S. Army. 
She is included in Who's Who in America in 
1986. She and Steve have two chidlren, Cyn-
thia and Theresa. The family lives at 1811 Star-
dust, Killeen, Texas 76543. 
*** 
Larry M. Richmond (BA) teaches at Dallas 
Christian School and is head football coach and 
tennis coach, Dallas, Texas. He received the 
Enhancement Award from Dallas Christian 
School in 1986 and appeared in the 1986 edi-
tion of Outstanding lVung Men of America. His 
wire, the furmer Cynthia O'Neal (BA), is part-
time teacher at Saturn Road Preschool, Garland, 
Texas. The couple has a son, Rustin Mark, and 
the family lives at 6309 Locust, Rowlett, 75088. 
*** 
Ida Jane CoUins Widner teaches third grade 
at Harrison Public Schools, Harrison, Ark. Her 
WINTER FESTIVAL QUEE!'I- Enjoying the reception of the crowd, Carla Barnett was crowned 
Queen of the Winter Festival during basketball halftime activities Jan. 31. A junior nursing major 
from TUlsa, Okla., she is escorted by her father Mr. Stanley Barnett. (photo by Leslie Downs) 
husband, James is a fanner. They have two 
children, James and Laura, and live at Route 
5, Box 380, Harrisoh, 12601. 
*** 
James Andy Harwood is a senior in the nur-
sing program at Union University, Jackson, 
Tenn. He is married to the former Patricia Bass 
(BA) who is social service counselor at the 
Department of Human Services, Trenton, Tenri. I~ 
The couple resides with their son, Alex Neal,. j 
at Route 1, Box 7, Humboldt, 38343. .;. 
*** 
John W. Rockhold (BA) is a sales represen-
tative with Wharton Cadillac/Olds, Parkersburg, 
W. Va. His address is P. O. Box 3089, 
Parkersburg, 26101. 
*** 
David W. House (BS) is president of Premier 
Gas Company, Thlsa, Okla. His wife is the 
former Donnita Clark (BSMT '73). Their 
children, Daniel and Sara, live with them at 7112 
South Redbud, Broken Arrow, 74011. 
*** 
George B. BolIng Jr. (BA) is employed with 
Advanced Coating Technology, Frankli~ Tenn. 
He is married to the furmer Paula Rae Shoulders 
who is a seamstress who makes custom-made 
curtains and draperies. They live with their son, 
Stewart, at Still House Hollow Road, Franklin, 
37064. 
*** 
Tim Hacker (BS) is a dentist in Bartlett, 
Tenn. His wife, the former 18mara Sk~lton 
(BA '73), is a public relations consultant. They 
reside with their children, Laura and Joey, at 
5260 Shelbourne Circle #1, Bartlett, 38134. 
*** 
Beverly Jacques Sutton (BS) is on leave of 
absence from Montgomery County Public 
Schools until February 1988. Her husband, 
Tony, is employed with Vitro Corporation. They 
have two children, Lora and Craig, and reside 
at 14913 Hydrees Road, Aspen Hill, Md. 20906. 
*** 
Jeff Hopper (BA) is teaching assistant at 
Rutgers University; he is in graduate school 
there. He and his wife, Judy Griffith ('12), and 
daughter, €am Ann, reside at 344 Becker Street, . 
Highland Park, N.l. 08904. 
**. 
Steve Klemm (BA) is senior underwriter for 
Hartfurd Insurance Group, San Antonio, Texas. 
He is married to the former Darlita Hunter 
(BS). They reside with their children, Stacey 
and Jennifer, at 7122 Bart Hollow, San Antonio, 
78250. 
*** 
Sybil Hubbs McReynolds (BA) is 
kindergarten teacher at Covenant Christian 
Academy, Searcy. She and her husband, Joe (BA 
'71), have four children: Benjamin, Matthew, 
Peter and Mary Margaret. The family resides 
at Route 3, Box 204, Searcy, Ark. 12143. 
*** 
y~ Cathleen Loney (BA) attended Karl-
Franzen University, Graz, Austria 1983-1986 
with a major in German translating and inter-
. preting. Her current address is 3113 Lewis Place, 
". Falls Church, Va. 22042. 
*** 
Janet Kay Banta (BA) teaches fourth grade 
at Qden Public Schools, Oden, Ark. Her ad-
dress is S.tar Route 4, Box llA, Oden, 71961. 
... jl;' 
U E. Schramm (BA) is"leaober aJ;ld 
c_ the public schools in Parkersburg, W. 
'VI \. ife, Marge. is an elementary teacher 
,,' in • .•. ' : ic schools. They reside w~th th~ir 
chiI~~ kremy and Jeffrey, at 140 Rollmg Hills 
Addirion, Parkersburg, 26101. 
*** 
Eddie J. Miller (MA) serves as minister for 
the Church of Christ in Guntersville, Ala. His 
wife, Debbie, is a registered nurse at Marshall 
County Health Department. The couple has 
three children: Christi, Tressa and Eric James. 
The family's address is 800 Gunter Avenue, 
GuntersvilJe, 35976. 
(continued on page 12) 
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Hendrix's Career Committed To IMaking Things Better' 
By Tim Bruner 
Educational programs continue to pay 
tribute to former Arkansas State Senator 
Olen Hendrix of rural Antoine because of 
Hendrix's lifelong efforts to make good 
things better. 
Since 1964 he has been a member of Har-
ding's Board of1Iuslees. He currently serves 
as chairman of the Board's finances and in-
vestment committee, vice chairman of the 
special recognition committee and member 
of the budget and development committees. 
Olen Hendrix Hall, which is located in the 
center of campus and houses the School of 
Nursing and the Department of Home 
Economics, was named in his honor when 
it was renovated in 1975. 
Much of the 24 years Hendrix spent jn the 
Arkansas State Senate was devoted to spon-
soring education-related legislation and of-
ficial support of developmental efforts in 
behalf of the underprivileged. 
His legal initiative resulted in a number 
of sweeping improvements in providing state 
funds for outstanding students in higher 
education and professional schools and for 
assistance for the mentally ill through his role 
as chairman of the State Hospital Board. 
Today hundreds of Arkansas college-aged 
students are receiving financial aid Hendrix 
pushed through the Senate. Professional 
students now receive grants for out-of-state 
schools in fields in which Arkansas has no 
training program. And the improvements he 
steered through the ment8l illness department 
of the State Hospital 'h~e gained national 
attention. 
(continued from page ll) 
Sharon Fellows ear.t.. (HA) is a substitute 
teacher. Her husband, Randy (BA), serves as 
.mnister for the Church of Christ. The couple 
1i\'eS with their children, Eric BDd Qua, at- Rowe 
2, Box 252, PittsfOrd, Vt. OS763. -RooDle n Hutddson (BS) is finance direc-
tor for tile city of Rowlett, 'ICxas. He and his 
wile have du'ee children: Kristen, Jessica and 
JOsb~; The Iunily resides at 2726 <men Oaks, 
GarlaDd; 7S04O. -~ JaMs Mor1'k is a bOJDeJDlker. Her 
, h~ LaDy,Is a legal techDlc:ian in the U.S. 
, Air Force. Tbe coupIe bas ~ dliJdml: SUzan, 
aope~ ChriSta and JoAnn. Tbe &mily's address 
is Box 221S, APO N.Y .. 09,13O. '-Betsy ~ McGlbney is a: speech therapist 
in the public schools, Thayer, Mo. Her husband, 
\'an (SA '72), is high school ~ounselor. They 
live with their children, Robert and Rachel, at 
Route 3, Box 130, Alton, 65606. -Donald E. Belcher (BA) received the M.Th. 
degiee in 1986 from Harding Graduate Sc:hool 
of Religion, Memphis, Thnn. He serves as 
minister fur the Church of Christ, Bellevue, 
Neb. He is niarried to the furmer Pamela Jones 
(BA '76) and they reside with their children -
R.ichel, Donald and James - ' at 114 Hillside 
Drive, Bellevue, 68OOS. -BIlly M. Pden (BA) is director of theatre 
aDd bellsics at Haniing Academy, Memphis, 
..... PuIIeG resides at 3846 Rhodes, Memphis. 
381U. ... 
' ....... MatiD (BA) is cbairman rI the 
J!I9isb DepartmeDt atAUea HiP ScIIoo1. ' 
AIIeia, 'lela&. Pml IiwS at 2 W1ldImar, 
~"~' 
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All of which is not too poor a showing for 
a self-made man from the hills of southwest 
Arkansas whose formal education ended 
with "four years in the eighth grade because 
that was the highest grade in our school 
district and my dad thought I was too young 
to quit school any sooner.~' 
Since then Hendrix says he has developed 
a keen appreciation fur the doors of oppor-
tunity which education can open. 
"I didn't have a good educational 
background or many options when I got 
started in life," Hendrix said. "But I had 
good parents who taught me well the bless-
ings of helping people. And with my hobby 
- which is making money - and the avenue 
of Harding University, I'm able to do exact-
ly what I enjoy most - helping others who 
need that chance, that opportunity, at a 
pivotal time in their lives." 
Though he regrets not having had the op-
portunity fur a higher education in a Chris-
tian college setting, Hendrix has devoted his 
profitable hobby to "helping others find life- ' 
changing and life-directing opportunities at 
Harding University." 
While he and his wife Carmen did not 
technically have that opportunity, he says 
they took advantage of it through their four 
children, all of whom attended Harding, and 
now through their grandchildren, five of 
whom have attended, with one currently 
enrolled and others listed as future prospects. 
Hendrix has been serving as a bank presi-
dent since 1950, currently holding that posi-
tion with the Bank of Delight. He served 24 
Glean WiIsoa (BA) ii working toward a 
master's degree in social work at the Universi-
ty of ArbDsas, Little Rock; He is mauied to 
tile IOrmer NIta Kay t'ri:Dch (BA '18) who is 
a homemaker. They have two cbildren, Shawn 
and Shannon, and live at lOS North Grand, 
SeIm:y. 72143. ... 
CbriWy C8IdreIl~' (BA) works for 
the Welcome vnaoo ill South CaroliDa. Her 
husb!md, Gary (BA '72), ar:nes as minister br 
the Ray Road CIUIdl ~ CIrist. Gn:enville. s.c. , 
, They live at. 312 Miller lad, Mauldin, 29662 
with SODS, Joshua aDd Matthew. ... 
P. Bryan,Huchon (BS) holds the Ph.D. Bod 
M.D. degIees. He is a tellow gastroenterology 
at the University of Arimna, College 'Of 
Medicine, Thcson. His WiR, Lisa, is assistant 
producer fur KGUN (Channel 9-ABC) televi-
sionin Thcson. The couple rside at 1047 North 
Bedford, 'lUcson, 8S'X)4. ... 
George 0. DuBerry (BA) is employed with 
Miller's Mutual Insurance Company as field 
representatvie, Eastaboga, Ala. He li'\CS with 
his wffi:, Beverly, and children, Caleb and An-
drea, at 410 Bynum Cut-Off Road, Eastaboga, 
36260. -Randy M. Gardner (SA) serves as minister 
fur the Central \\mnont Church of Christ. He 
is manied to the former SbaroD NIows (BA) 
who is substitute acbina in the public schools. 
They reside wiIb Eric and em, at RoWe 2, Box 
252, PidsIOrd, Vt. 05763. ... 
Jerry B. Gdoa.r (BS) is president of 
Marbting DistiibutioIl Ceater Iac., Dallas, 
'D:Ds. He ad IUs .... Alice. ijve. widl 
c:biJdml, lOoIIbIn aad LaIie, .. 2SO'i IIIDiMt 
,Court, Row~"75OIJ&,,,; •. ',;' , ;""',' ,,' ' " " " 
~ . 
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Olen Hendrix 
uninterrupted years in the Arkansas Senate 
and maintains financial interests in farming, 
lumber and land holdings. All those ventures 
have combined to provide him with the 
capability to perpetuate his hobby. 
Rebec.ca IlalHburtoo Payne is a homemaker. 
Her husband, William, is a self~mployed 
fanner. The couple bas three children: Trudy, 
Trey and Lindsay. ThC tiunily's address is P.O . 
Box 88, 1.aJD!)nt, MISS. 3IUSS. . ... 
c. DavId ~is c:o-owDer rlMoore 
& CoDe Lumber'eoq,Oay. Newpott. Art. He 
and his wife, ~ haYe 8,100, a.rtes Robert. 
Peaoy,eeaches fifth glide in the piblic scbooJs. 
Tbe familj lives at ~.J, Box J67, Newpot1, 
72ll2. ... 
Rebecc. IbwIer 'DI\YIar ~ the :B.s. 
depie in ~, 1986 in social ~ from 
~ Ne,i Mexico (;Jnivenity. Ret busbaod. 
Kevin, is tmpIoyed with MeridianLaDd A Oil, ' 
DiviSion 01 BurlingtOn Northern. They live .. 
1804 CwTier Avenue,AI1es$, N.M., 88210 
with sOn, ChadAdanr~ 
, -
BartJan RlcbanIsoa Smith is a bnmemaJrer; 
her husband, Paul, is developmental engiDeer 
with Hughes Aimaft Company. Tbe couple bas 
been tbster parents for three years and have 17 
Cbildren in their home; Their own daughters pre 
KatriDa and Jennie. The fiunily's address is 7S4 
East Holly Street, R,ialto, Calif. 92376--Cathy Gnbam DimD teaches second grade 
at Marion Elementary School, Marion, Ark. 
Her busbaDd, Ralph (BA 'iU) teaches at West 
Memphis Christian School. They jUst spent a 
year in Fort Defiance, Arizona on the Navajo 
IDdian ~ doing full-time mission 
wort. They live with their two cbildml. Caleb 
and Katherine, at m Vanderbilt, ~t Mem-
phis, Ark. 72301. ... 
~ R.1IeheriJIt (BA) is Supervisor for 
abe Unioll PIcific RaiJroed. Nortb Litdo Rock, 
M. His wia" Ibe ... ...., (BS '75) is 
,.'~~~~~ 
.. , 
"I only wish I could have attended Harding 
University to have had certain qualities to 
help me better my position in life;' he added. 
Olen Hendrix is still trying to make good 
things better. 
They reside with children, DougJas and Daniel, 
at 7717 Club Lane, Sherwood, 72116. -PhyIIiI PIIIIIips Rk:b (BA) works as secretary 
fur, the Princeton Church of Christ, Princeton, 
NJ. Her husband, Danny, is manager of 
research at Applied Color Sys&ems. The cou-
ple's bome is at 14 Francine Drive, Trenton, 
08610. ... 
Breilda qayae Hood is employed with Sears 
Roebuck and Compaay, Leaw:muorth, Kan. Her 
home is 203 North EsplaBIide, Apt. 2, ~ 
wortb, 66048. ' -nom. ~ ............. is a housewife and 
freelance artist. Her husband, John, is au at-
'. torney in the law firm ofHugbes & Luce. They 
reside with their children, Shane and Leigh, at 
~14 Northaven Road, Dallas, Texas 75230. -Coy l\aIters (BA) is a missionary fur the 
Churches of Christ in Brazil, South America. 
He is married to the furmer Susan Perkins and 
they have three children: 'frey, Any and Ty. The 
fiImily's address is C.P. 5536, 13.091 Campinas, 
S.P., Brazil. -Jan Pien:e Kinwortby (BS) is a registered 
dietitian at the National Health Care Center, 
1V.wy, Calif. Her husband, Ed, is administrator 
for the National Health Care Center. Their 
children, Jill and Todd, reside with them at 
14167 Kendra Way, POway, 92064. -Jack PbweII is a salesman fur the Natchez . 
'IDee Wddemess Preserve, Hohenwald. Thnn . 
He is manied to the mtmer Jane Ragester. The 
couple .. three children Daniel, NatbaD and 
....., ... taide .. ~ Old ODsboim Road, 
~AJa.~30. 
; ... 
'. ·..., ...... lftIs~<JIS) is~ , 
.. 
with the Voacatiomil & Technical Education 
Division, Department of Education, as executive 
assistant to the director, Little Rock, Ark. ber 
~us,band, Ocon, is employed with Jeffery Sand 
& Gravel company, NQrth Little R.ock~ 'I"bey live 
with daughter. Mary Rachel, at 102 East Scenic 
Road, Nonh Little Rock. 72U8. ... 
Jariet Lee White (BA) is an 80c0untant in the 
tax department of Main Hurdman, Dallas, 
Thw. She lives at 12516 Audelia, #308, Dallas, 
75243 . -David B. Boyd (BA) is, custodian for the 
public schools, Mariposa, Calif. His wife,the 
former Rose Ellen Toll (BA '73) is a teacher's 
aide in tb,e public 'Schools. The couple has three 
childrel) Btenda, Sharolyn and S8ge and their 
addresS is P. O. Box 185'3, Mariposa, 95338. ... 
James B. Trotter(BS) is a dentist in 
Overlan~ Park, KM. He anq his wife, San-
dra, live with their children,David and Leslee, 
at 12028 Goddaril, Overland Parle, 66213. ... 
Carol Bucy Knight (BS) teaches first grade 
at Harding Academy of Memphis, 'ICon. Her 
husband, Bob (BA '69), is teacher and coach 
in the Memphis City Schools. They have two 
sons, Robert and Jonathan, and reside at 1601 
Ivy, Memphis, 38117. -Jimmy D. HaH Jr. (BS) is a partner in the 
accounting firm of Beau, Beattie and Thomp-
son, Fort Smith, Ark. He and his wife, Dana, 
have four children: Jennifer, Sarah, Kelly and 
. Amber. The family's address is P. O. Box 5210, 
Fort Smith, 72913. ... 
Darleen Jones Grear (BA) is a substitute 
teacher in the Cambridge City Schools, Cam-
bridge, Ohio. Her h~band. Pbllip (BA), serves 
as ministe,r for the Church of Christ in Cam-
bridge. They live with ~ughters, Amy and 
Kathleen, at 64308 Warne Drive, Cambridge, 
43725. ... 
'Iimotby E. Matbeu;y (BA) is executivedirec-
lOr of the Center for Chuit:h Growth. Houston, 
Thxas. He and his wife, the fOrmer Carol QJeek 
(BA). reside with children. Sara Beth and Pbilip. 
81 4222, Bridledo'iI, Houston, 7'iUi4. ... 
Carol Reed Braswell is a homemaker; her 
husband Glen, is conductor and brakeman on 
the Union Pacific Railroad. They live at 182 
Wddflower Lane, JackSonville, Adc. 72fJ16 with 
sons, Bt}'IUI1lnd Matthew. ... 
David H. O'NeJI (BS) I~hes in the high 
school at 'DIbIequab City Schools. 'DIbIequah, 
Okla. He and his wife, Alice, live with their 
daughters, l.uen:and !ennifer, at 90S Lamer, 
18hIequah. 74464. ... 
Rick A.. Ibwler is a self-emPl9)'ed farmer; 
his Wife, Brenda, is a nurse at Batesville. 'Ark. 
The couple's address is Route I, StraWberry, 
72469. -Dianne Holland IIbson (BA) is employed 
with the South Caroliila \\Jcational Rehabilita-
tion as a disability examiner, Charleston. Her 
bUBband, Kevin, is a pilOt iri the u.s. Air Force. 
They reside at l38 Wampee Curve, Summer-
ville, S.c. 29483 with daughter, Megan 
~Iizabeth . ... 
Ben Burger (BA) is assistant elementary prin-
cipal in the public sch09ts at McCalla, Ala. He 
is amrried to the fooner SbeIIa Lucas (BA) and 
they have two children, .Renee and Lucas Ben-
jamin. The family lives at 1421 Adams Street, 
Pelham, Ala. 35124. ... 
Mel Lowe (SA) is employed with A. L. 
Williams Corporation as division manager, lit-
tle Rock, Ark. Be and his wife, Dawn, who 
W9rJes for: Harding Uni~rSity 'as a secretary, 
have three children: Rebekah, Aaron ~ 
Jonathan. The Lowes li~at3.8 Sherv.ood Loop. 
Searcy. 72143. ... 
Kirk Davis (BA) is nwi,ing supervisor at 
Phelps County Regional Medical Center, Rolla. 
~o. HiS,wife, the fonne·r LiDda Rolf (BA '7l), 
is sixth-grade.reacher at Newburg Elementary 
ScboQJ. the couple haVe three children J~ 
Reuben and Judah and live at R,Qute2. Box'2, 
Newburg. Mo. 65550. -Beverly AIm Shan~ Slmmo.os is a 
Mn'len:\aker; Her husband, Jobn (BS) , is staff 
physiciaD with the U.S. Army Medical Corps. 
The couple bas nw children; Martha and John, 
and live at 'i023 Elk Thill Drive. San Antonio, 
Texas 78244. 
**'" 
Vlrgbda Lealberwood IJeLoI:I.g (&\).1eIiches 
at ProvidenCe Christian School, Charlotte, N:C. 
Her husband, 10m, is project manager with. 
Charles' T. Main. they Tesilie at 726 Charter 
Place, Charlotte, N.C. 28211 . 
CLASS Of.·1975 
Burlyo n "Pete" Nash (BA) has been pro-
moted to resident project engineer with the 
Packard Electric Division of ~neral Moto~ 
Corporation. Nash resides with wife, Deb. and 
two-:year-otd daughter; Jeona, at 3821 Laurel 
Lane, Anderson, Ind. 46011. 
• •• 
Sharon Puckett Davis (SA) is a homemaker . 
Her husband Durward ('77), is' a die maker 
with Davis & Klepzig Tool and Die Shop. They 
reside w.ith tbeir child(en, Sharon Ann, Gena, 
Carla and Carrie, at Route 1, Box 58C. Ab-
beville. Miss. 38601. 
Byron W. BoweU (BA) is mana~r of 
PRO'I'AAN Development and a~ting manager 
of Software Development Support ter IMSL, 
Inc. He also preacbes for the Missjon Bend 
Church of Christ. He is rDarried to the former 
Jeanette Riddell (BA '74) and they have two 
sons, Alan and Andrew, Jeanette teaches part 
time at Sbarpstown Christian Scb~1. The fami-
. ly resides at 10802 Sandstone, Houston. Texas 
77fJT2 . 
....... 
Marie Holcomb Jordan (SA) is a 
homemaker. Her husband, Walbe.rt Jr .• i~ a part-
ner in the CPA firm of Smith, Dukes. and 
Bl,Iclcalew. They resid~ wjth daughtelS. Angela 
and Cynthia, at 3756 Pleasant \hlley Road, 
Mobile, Ala . 36609. . . . 
*** 
Johnny Baines (BS) is a doctor of chiroprac-
tic in .Searcy, Ark. ae is.married to the former 
Donna Wright @A'74) and they have three 
children: Sarah, Justin and Emily. The" family 
lives at 1.0 Julner, SearcY. 72143. . ... 
Joyce Wolverton Newhouse (BS) is a court 
reporter's typist at home. Her husband, David 
('79), is district manager for Clark Financial 
Corporation. The couple lives with children, 
Ryan and Matthew, at 8632 Vanderbilt Lane, 
#3001, Fort Worth, Texas 76112. 
*** 
Christie Smitb GiUey is service represen-
tative with Yelcot Thlephone Company. She and 
her husband, Kenny, live with daughter, Lindsey 
Jill Starkey, at Yellville, Ark. The family's ad-
dress is P.O. Box 848. Yellville. 726'ifl. ... 
Deborah Hurst Fittro (BA) is a homemaJcer., 
Heihusband. Jerry. is an analytical cbemist with 
Rohm & Haas through Professional Temporary 
Services,. The couple Hves with their two 
children, Lane and Heather, at 2405 Edgewood 
Avenue, Knoxville, 'IC.nn: 37917. 
(continued on page 14)' 
I.daho. Trustee 'One'·'·.of ,: Harding's To,p Recruiters 
By David Crquch 
Boise, Idaho to Searcy, Ark .. - there is 
. no easy way to get from one to the other. Yet 
:Dallas Harris has made the trip 31 times in 
the last 17 years. . 
Harris, a Boise businessm8n, attended his 
: ~t BoanI ofTrustces,meetiiIg in November. 
1m. Since then he has rnisM;d only two 
meetings of the group. 
His trips to Searcy did DOt swt in 1~ nor 
did his interest in Harding; Both began 12 
years earlier when he was helping ,his 
daughter, Felicia, chOOse a ~stian schOol 
. for her education. 
Felicia chose Harding, and DallaS and Alta 
Harris became frequent visitors to Searcy. 
He is not sure just how many times he has 
made the 2,000 mile trip. 
Harris credits Dr. George Benson with 
getting him more involved in Harding and 
in Christian education. During Dr. Clifton 
L. Qanus' tenure as president he was added 
to the Board. 
The soft-spoken Harris ,has a ~ontagious 
enthusiasm for Harding that makes him·a 
good student recruiter. Elich year he makes 
sure Harding's Admission Office has all the 
information it needs on prospective students 
in the Boise area. 
"Our Christian young people need 
Harding;' he explains. ..~ all need to do 
oUr part in helping teenagers to choose a 
Christian college. Our choice is Harding. 
"Three cH our four cbildre!1 (Felicia, 
Millie and Randy> attended · Hardinj. As 
parents. Alta and I wanted a school where 
HAJlDING UNIVEIlSITY 
'i ,,' .. 
Dallas Harris discusses Board activities with Dr. George Benson. 
our children could receive a good education, 
could mature in a Christian environment, 
and could h~ the opportunity to find a 
Christian mate. These are important to us, 
and we found all of this at Harding." 
StudentS from the BoiSe area who are 81-
tendini Harding look furWald to Hams' 
viski to 'Searc:y. ' He always tBkes diem oUt 
'" . . ,;'-' - . 
to dinner. brings them news from home and 
listeris to their reflections on their activities. 
Currently six students are enrolled from 
Boise. 
When not on the road between Boise and 
Sealey Harris, manages to stay busy in a 
~ety of civic and bUsinesS a~ivities. ,lie 
isprcsiclent of Produceis Lumber c ' . " . . " :.' ompany 
and chairman of the board of Sawtooth 
Forest Products of Idaho. 
Producers Lumber Company is a family 
affair. Randy, Felicia and Gary all assist their 
tathc:r :in the management of the company. 
He helped oJganizethe Ariterican Bank of 
Commerce in Boise, and he now serves as 
a director of the bank. He also operates a 
cattle ranch with 1.000 head of cattle. 
Harris has held memberships in the 
Chamber of Commerce, in the Kiwanis Club 
and on the City'sPtanningand Zoning Com-
mission. For 2S yearS he h~ served as, an 
elder in the EI Dorado· Chun:h of Christ· in 
Boise. 
On Harding's Board Harris serves on the 
finance and investments, budget, audit and 
development committees. When queried 
about being on all the "numbers" commit-
tees, the astute businessman smiled and jok-
ingly replied, "Maybe my fellow board 
members are making a mistake." 
Harris is looking forward to many more 
trips to Searcy. "Harding has a great heritage 
of service. Dr. Ganus has done a splendid 
job and I know David Burks will provide that 
same type of leadership. 
"What will be Harding's role in the next 
decade? I sincerely believe that the service 
the school can provide will only increase. 
Harding will continue to grow." 
If gold pins were awarded forcoming the 
most miles to attend board meetings, Dallas 
Harris would have a lapel full of them. 
MlI)'be all those miles represent just the tip 
oftbe icebcIz of hi~ (;ommitmeAt to Harding. 
Pa,e13 
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CLASS OF 1976 
BrencJa Shores Saio is a teacher at Highland 
Street Pl'e-School, Memphis, Tenn. She and her 
husband, David (BM71), have three children, 
Melissa Dawn, Jonathan David and Melanie 
Beth, and live at 7175 Havershire Cove, Ger-
mantown, 38138. . -R. G-:egory Nelson (CCP) is attending 
Hoofing Graduate School of Religion in Mem-
phis, Tenn., and works for Federal Express as 
database administrator. He and his wife, 
Patricia, have thIee children: Luke, Tess and 
Anna Kate. The family resides at 5031 Phea-
sant Run, Memphis, 38115. -Kerby ~. Davenport (BS) is a dentist. He 
is married to the former Barbara Water ('74), 
who is an announcer at KTLO radio station. The 
couple has two children, William and April, and 
the fumily's address is P.o. Box 283, Bull Shoals, 
Ark. 72619. 
*** 
Victor W. Moran (BS) is employed with 
Computer Business Products as cost estimator. 
Victor is married to the former Teresa Holmes 
and they have two children, Sara Paige and Katie 
Linda. The family makes their home at 3503 
B North Church Street, Greensboro, N.C. 
Z7405. 
*** 
Paul D. Woodhouse (BA) serves as minister 
for the Church of Christ in Monette, Ark. He 
also attends> Harding Graduate School of 
Religion. He is married to the former Debra 
Brown ('74) and they have three children: 
Nathan, Jill and Joshua. The family's address 
is P.O. Box 37], Monette, 72447. -Barbara ThomaS Miers (BA) is senior high 
English teacher at Kensett Higb School, Kensett, 
Ark. Her husband, James, is employed with 
Speed Queen as a lab technician in quality con-
trol. The couple has a'son, Kiehl Loga:n, and 
their address is P.O. Box 1137, Searcy, 72143. 
*** . 
Roger A. Shenfeld is president of Allen Inc., 
Nashville, Tenn. He and his wife, ~ulie, reside 
at 109 Labar Drive, Henderl!onville, 'J7fJl5. 
*** 
Fred Picker (CCP) serves as associate 
minister for West Side church in Searcy. He and 
his wife, Syble, live at 14 Cattail Road, Searcy, 
Ark. 72143. -Lawana English Jones (BS) is an indepen-
dent skin care specialist with Mary Kay 
Cosmetics, Searcy, Ark. Her husband, Kenny, 
is employed with DHAKA in North Little Rock 
as a-eonstruction worker. The couple resides at 
601 North Walnut, Searcy, 72143. -Perry A. Brown (BS) is owner of Perry 
Brown Insurance, Texarkana, Texas. 'His wife, 
Sharon, wOrks for General Telephone. The cOu-
ple lives with their three chlldrep, Jason, 'Clint 
and Shanock, at #8O~:Drive, ThIarIc:an.a. 
75503.,:·, -Dr. Steven K. Younger (BS) is a physician 
and partner with the Thblequah Medical 
As!!ociation, Thblequah, Okla. Younger is mar-
ried to the former VICki Markley (BS) and they 
have c, two children, Rachel Erin and Andrea 
Megan. The family lives at 705 Victor, Thble-
quah, 74464. -Sharon Harshaw Rainwater is a homemaker 
and student. Her husband, Randy (BBA) , 
is employed with Harris Cablevision 
as accounting manager. They reside with their 
children, Stephanie and Keith, at 3734 Clear 
Falls Drive, Kingwood, Texas 77339. 
*** 
Kerry BrownSugg is a dental hygienist with 
Red Bird Dental Associates; Dallas, Texas. Her 
husband, Harry, is a dentist and founder of Red 
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Bird Dental Associates. The couple lives at 946 
Greenbriar Lane, Duncanville, 75137. -Janis Pearle Reynolds (BS) works as 
secretary at Arbor Products Inc., Trumann, 
Ark. Her husband, Steven (BM78), is cost ac-
countant with Farr Company. They reside with 
their children, Jacob and Megan, at 217 
Melrose, Trumann, 72472. 
*** 
Perry N. Been (BA) is employed with 
Georgetown RaUroad as new products coor-
dinator/public relations, Georgetown, 'Thxas. He 
is married to the former Renee Neatherlin ('77) 
and they have two children, Angela and Ryan. 
The family lives at 50200,Eagle 'frace Drive, 
Georgetown, 78626. 
*** 
Ricbard L. Andres (CCP) is sales represen-
tative with K &. N Electric Inc., Fort Worth, 
Thxas. He and his wife, Lori, have three 
children, Grant, Amy and Gerren. The family 
resides at 10902 Hauser, Lenexa, Kan. 66210. 
*** 
Sherry Rigdon Barron (BA) is a 
homemaker. Her husband, Glenn (M75) is a 
navigator in the U.S. Air Force in Germany. 'The 
couple has two children, Kristen and Chad. The 
- fumily's address is Box s671.2, APO N.Y. 09057. 
• 
*** 
Linda McKay Clarkson (BS) is a 
homemaker. Her husband, Michael,. is 
laboratory supervisor at Monroe County 
Hospital. Their address is P.o. Box 1382, For-
syth, Ga. 31029. -Nicklis Stevens Jr. (BS) is employed with 
Electronic Data Systems as !!ysterns engineer 
team leader. He and his wife, Sarah, have two 
children, Nancy Lauren and Nicklis, III. The 
family resides at 15 Lucas Lane, Budd Lake, 
N~J. 07828. -Kathy Hooten Pitchford (BA) teaches 
reading and limgua'ge arts in the public schools 
in Weslaco, Thxas. Her hus~, Eddy, is pulpit 
minister for the Bridge Avenue Church of 
Christ. The couple resides at 1218 South Bridge 
Avenue, Weslaco, 78596. 
*** 
Harold Shank (M.A.) serves as minister for 
the IDghland Street Church of Christ, Memphis, 
Tenn. He and his wire, Sally, have. two sons, 
Daniel and Nathan. The family resides at 5217 
Heatherway Drive, Memphis, 38117. 
*** 
CrystaI Thomas Carrigan (BA) is a music 
and folk dance instructor at the Marietta Johnson 
School of Organic Education, Fairhope, Ala. 
Her.husband, Giu-y Keith (M77), is assistant 
manager of Wal-Mart. The couple lives with 
their two children, Christopher and Casey, at 
Route 1, Box 307K, Fairhope, 36532. 
*** 
Pamela Swiney Tait (BSMT) is a 
homemaker. Her husband, James m, is first 
vice president of Morgan-Keegan. The couple 
lives with their son, James Minor IV. at 1870 
Riverdale, Germantown, Tenn. 38138. 
*** 
Donald H. Whittemore (BA) is coach and 
teacher in the public schools at Warren, Ark. 
His wife, Cecilia, also teaches In the public 
schools there. They reside with their sons, John 
and Joe, at 35 Cloverhill Drive, Warren, 71671. -Charles W. Chesshir (BA) is employed with 
Eubank Oil, Houston, Texas, as oil lease 
manager. He is married to the former Kathy 
Adams (BS) and they have two children, John 
and Melanie. The family lives at Route I, Box 
I-DC, Cross Plains, 76443. 
*** 
Doug Cave (BA) is self-employed in the 
heating and air-conditioning business. He is 
married to the former Debra Beck (BS'79) who 
is office manager for the Covenant Christian 
Academy. They reside with their two children, 
AarOn and Gloria, at 12 Hartwell, Searcy, 72143. 
*** 
Danny D. Maddox (BS) is a computer 
engineer with Hughes Aircraft, Littleton, Colo. 
He is married to the former Denise Cates (BA), 
and they have two children, Thnya and Nicole. 
The family lives at 934 East Nichols Avenue, 
Littleton, 80122. . 
*** 
Gary M. Samuelson (BA) is employed with 
Bunker Ramo as software engineer, Trumbull, 
Conn. He and his wire, the former Rbealyn 
Hershey (M78), reside with their children, 
Jessica and Karyn, at 31 Charles Road, 
Seymour, Conn. 06483. 
*** 
Gail Linder Allen is a homemaker. Her hus-
band, Harvey, serves as minister for the Clin-
ton Church of Christ, Clinton, S.C. The couple 
lives with their daughter, Erin Ro~e, at Route 
3, Box 186, Clinton, 29325. 
*** 
Harry L. Hutchison (BA) is employed at 
Greenwood LeFlore Hospital, Greenwood, 
Miss., as business manager/controller. His wife, 
Laurie, is a dental hygienist. They reside with 
sons, Daniel and Richard, at 712 Pecan Grove 
Circle, Greenwood, 38930. 
*** 
Edward R. Sauter (BS) is a resident in 
general surgery at Ochsner Foundation Hospital, 
New Orleans, La. He resides at 1156 City Park 
Avenue, New Orleans, 70119. -Rick J. Barnes (BA) is regional vice presi-
dent of Williams, Barnes and Associates, Dallas, 
Thxas. He is married to the former Susan Alston 
(BSN'80) and they have two children, Cory and 
Micah. The family lives at 3001 Ridgedale, 
Garland, 75041. -Bonnie Ulrey Baker (BA) is assistant 
librarian at the Harding Graduate School of 
Religion, Memphis, Thnn. Her husband, John, 
is employed with Barge Waggoner Sumner and 
Cannon as a planner. The couple resides at 32fJl 
Northwood, Memphis, 38111. -Ivan M. Benson (BA) teaches at Harding 
Academy of Memphis; he also serves as ac-
tivities coordinator, Memphis, Tenn. 'He and his 
wire, Monica, have two children, Suzanne and 
Denise. The family lives at 1429 Echles, Mem-
phis, 38111. -Kenneth R. SeweD (BS) is employed with 
Champlin Petroleum Company as manager, ap-
plication development center, Information Ser-
vices Department. He is married to the former 
Cathy Cole (BN74) and they have a son, Joshua. : 
They make their home at 5908 Walden Trail, 
Arlington,. Texas 76016 .. 
*** 
Glenda Davis Watson received the BBA 
degree in management in 1985 from Northeast 
Louisiana University. She and her husband, 
Larry, live at 3425 Aquarius Circle, Garland, 
Texas 75042. -Carolyn Jo Driver Abbey (BA) received the 
M.S. degree in 1986 in guidan~ and counsel-
ing from the University of Central Arkimsas. 
Her husband, Frank, is a plumber with Westlake 
Plumbing and Heating. The couple resides at 
8711h Exchange Street, Vermilion, Ohio 44089. -Alice Marks Walters works as an accoun-
tant with Marks Decorative Woodworks, 
Monroe, La. Her husband, Larry, is a guard 
with Wells Fargo Security Service. They reside 
with their children, Mary and Casey, at 103 Day 
Drive, Monroe, 71203. 
*** 
Thrry C. Wallis (BA) is a programmer with 
Texas Instruments, Plano, Texas. He is married 
to the former Donna Case (BA) who has a home 
business in calligraphy. They reside with their 
children, Tressa and Clinton, at 512 Pine Bluff, 
Lewisville, Texas 75067. 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
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James C. IJmge (BA) is an air traffic con-
troller with the Federal Aviation Administration, 
Hampton, Ga. He is married to the fbnner ne. 
bie Shipman ('74) who is a jewelry appraiser 
at Saunders Goldsmiths. The couple lives with 
their two children, Jason and Jared, at 135 
Southridge Drive, Griffin, Ga. 30223. ... 
.rill Martin Norri<i (BA) is a homemaker. Her 
husband, Jack (BA), serves as minister for the 
North Suburban Church of Christ. They have 
two children, Aaron and Caleb, and reside at 
1047 North Lisbon, Carrollton, Ohio 44615. 
*** 
Debra Ingram Watson (BS) owns Heirloom 
Stitches, a smocking and French hand sewing 
speciality shop in Texarkana, Texas. Her hus-
band, Ricbard (BS'77) is employed with the 
Division of Legislative Audit as regional super-
visor. The couple has three children, Nathanael, 
Seth and Matthew, and reside at #5 Regency 
Drive, Thxarkana, Ark. 75502. 
*** 
Michelle Diller Thoke has had some articles 
printed in the Christian Family magazine. Her 
husband, Jobo (BN69), is a P.E. teacher at the 
Conway, Ark. Human Development Center. The 
couple lives with their children, David and 
Jason, at 118 Eve Lane, Conway, Ark. 72032. 
*** 
David L. Oark is empl~ed with Computer 
Sciences Corporatj.on as principal engineer. He 
is married to the former Linda FtankIin 
(BS'73) and they have two children, Aaron and 
Mary. The family resides at 1401 Jeff Road, 
Huntsville, Ala. 35806. 
*** 
Steven W. Lemm is employed with Spring 
Creek Plant Farm in sales, Spring, Thxas. His 
wife, the fbrmer Caro~yn French (BN77), is 
P.E. teacher and coach at Northland Christian 
School. They live with their children, Carrie 
and Courtney, at 1035 Lemm Road, #1, Spring, 
77573. 
*** 
Paula Martin McCage (BS) is director of 
Candy Apple Day Care School, 'Iiuy, Tenn. Her 
husband, Michael, is employed with Goodyear 
Tire and Rubber Company as computer analyst. 
The couple lives with their three children, 
Rachel, Andrea and Landen, at Route 2, Troy, 
38260. 
*** 
Jeffrey W. Strawn (BS) is an accountant with 
Ernst & Whinney accounting firm, Memphis, 
Tenn. He is married to the fbrmer Mary Black 
(BA) and they have a son, Joey. The family 
makes their home at· 6163 Briarbend Lane, 
Memphis, 38115. 
*** 
Paula Thweatt Stewart is an accountant with 
Digital Equipment Corporation, Memphis, 
Tenn. She and her husband, William, have two 
children, Wdliam IV and Sara Marie. The fumi-
ly lives at 3061 Spottswood" Memphis, 38m. 
*** 
Thrry B. Siverd (BS) 
serves as minister fbr 
the Parkman Road 
Church of Christ, War-
ren, Ohio. He is mar-
ried to the fbrmer Jean-
nie Glasgow (BN75) 
and they reside at 916 
Lovers Lane Northwest, 
Warren, 44485. 
**": 
Robert M. Israel (BA) is a truck driver for 
Atherton Distributing company. He and his wire, 
Sarah, have six children: Angel, Faith, 
Nathaniel, Robert, Christian and Joy. The fumi-
ly's address is 7457 Southeast 63rd, Portland, 
Ore. 97206. 
*** 
Thresa 'Thtum Hogan (BS) is a homemaker. 
Her busband, John (BS'72), serves as associate 
minister fbr the Shady Acres Church of Christ 
in Sikeston, Mo. The couple resides with their 
children, Emily and Ryan, at 531 Euclid, 
Sikeston, 63801. 
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David A. Coombs (CCP) serves as minister 
tbr the Church of Christ, Laconia, N.H. He and 
his wife, Judith, who works for the state, have 
ttuee children, Daniel, Julie and Rachel. The 
family resides at 263 Province Street, Laconia, 
03246. 
*** 
Brenda Brackett Jackson is employed at CT 
Gasket & Pkg. as bookkeeper and part owner. 
She and her husband, Joe, have two children, 
Cory and Jason. Their address is 13602 Ver-
marion, Houston, Thxas 77fJlO. 
*** 
Eric D. Manlove. 
(BA) is employed with 
RSC Electronics as de-
partment manager. He 
is married to the fbrmer 
Melody Perkins 
(BN77) who is an in-
structor at Patricia Ste-
vens Career College. 
They reside with their 
two sons, Abraham and 
Adam; at 1218 Bitting, Wichita, Kan. 67293. 
*** 
Judy Hubbard Fleming (BA) teaches the 
three and four-year-olds at Hatcher Child 
Development Center, Richmond, Va. Her hus-
band, Thrry ('78), works at Bear Island Paper 
Company. They live with their two children, 
Joseph and Amy, at 5935 Wtlmore Drive, 
Mechanicsville, 23m. 
*** 
Scott Alan Richards (BA) is president fbr 
the board of directors of High Rock Bible Camp. 
His wire, Cheryl, is executive secretary at Aero-
jet Heavy Metals. They reside with their two 
children, Kelly and Christopher, at Route 4, Box 
9, Elizabethton, Tenn. 37643. -Patsy Billingsley Jones (BA) is a homemaker. 
Her husband, Harold (BS), is a social worker 
with the State of Tennessee Department of 
Human Services. Their children are Adam and 
Emily and the family lives at Route 3, Box 485, 
Oneida, Thnn. 37841. 
*** 
Cynthia Smitb Foster is a medical 
technologist (hematology supervisor) at James 
Archer Smith Hospital, Homestead, Fla. Her 
husband, Donald, is retail automation coor-
dinator at Malone & Hyde, Inc. They make their 
home with their children, Amanda and Brittany, 
at 25324 Southwest 1Z7 Court, Princeton, Fla. 
33032. 
*** 
Glenn A. Jobe (M.Th.) serves as minister fbr 
the Schaumburg Church of Christ, Schaumburg, 
Ill. He and his wire, Shirley, have two children, 
Bert and Rachel. The family's IlIidress is 601 
East- Schaumburg Road, Schaumburg, Ill. 60172. 
*** 
Neil Swain (BA) has been promoted to lieute-
nant commander in the U.S. Navy and is ex-
ecutive officer of the newly commissioned Ex-
plosive Ordinance Disposal Mobile Unit Four 
in Key West, Fla. Neil is married to the former 
Sheila Rhodes (BS'77). They have two 
children, Kelly and Nathaniel. The Swains 
reside at 1048 B Halsey Drive, Key West, 33040. 
*** 
Dorothea Vickers McDowell is on the fuculty 
of Salisbury State College in the school of nur-
sing and health sciences, Salisburg, Md. Her 
husband, Ron, is self-employed. The couple 
lives with their children, Ryan and Rhonda, at 
Route 2, Box 19D, Laurel, Del. 19956. 
*** 
Pamela K. Zapalac is laboratory manager at 
Grimes Memorial Hospital, Navasota, Thxas. 
Her address is 309 North Judson, Navasota, 
77868. 
*** 
Sberri Richey Jones is owner of Summit Pr0-
jects Corporation, Van Alstyne, Texas. Her hus-
band, Brian, is sales manager of Deer Park Bak-
ing. They have two children, Sharisa and Brian 
Zachary. The family's address is P.O. Box 1218, 
Van Alstyne, 75095. 
Stanley D. Freeman (BA) serves as minister 
for the Church of Christ in Oneonta, Ala. He 
and his wife, Kathy, reside with their son, 
Stephen Gregory, at 800 4th Avenue East, 
Oneonta, 35121. 
*** 
John R. Henderson (BA) is minister for the 
Church of Christ, Minor HjJI, Tenn. He is mar-
ried to the former Debbie Williams (''79) and 
they have two sons, Steven and Michael. The 
family's address is P.o. Box 74, Minor Hill, 
38473. 
*** 
Barbara Wall Smart is a homemaker. Her 
husband, Bob, is an instrument technician for 
Arkansas Power & Light Company, Arkansas 
Nuclear One, Russellville. The couple lives with 
two sons, Bryan and Blake, at 1 Cedarwood 
Lane, Russellville, 72801. 
*** 
Micbael Steven Cole (BS) is a family physi-
cian at the U.S. Naval Hospital, Millington, 
Tenn. He is married to the former Jeannie 
Johns (BA). The couple lives with their two 
children, Angelique and Michael, at 4048 Twin 
Lakes Drive, Memphis, 38128. 
*** 
Joyce Gibbons Bloomingburg (BS) is an in-
structor at Freed-Hardeman College, Hender-
son, Tenn. She has recently been appointed 
volleyball coach also. Her husband, Randall, is 
a technician with Procter & Gamble. They make 
their bome at 771 Hill Avenue Ext., Hender-
son, 38340. 
*** Larry R. Harrison (BS) is an accountant at 
Polar Stainless Products Inc., Searcy. He is mar-
ried to the fbrmer Deborah Froud (BS'78). The 
couple has a daughter, Mary Elizabeth. The 
family's address is Route 2, Box 613, Judsonia, 
Ark. 72081. 
*** 
J. Steven Walden (BS) is senior accountimt 
with Rudolph F. Franks & Associates, CPAs, 
Thpelo, Miss. He resides at Route 2, Box 133, 
Thpelo; 38801. 
*** 
James V. Massey is a railroad engineer with 
Union Pacific Railroad. He and wife, Karen, 
live with daughter, Jamey, at 420 West 
Springfield Street, Aurora, Mo. 65605. 
*** 
Susan Bridges Wyatt (BS) is a caseworker 
for the Missouri Division of Family Services, 
st. Louis. She resides with her daughter, Susan 
Elizabeth "Betsy", at 1972 Vinita, St. Louis 
63114. Mrs. Wyatt's husband, John Douglas, 
passed away April 18, 1986. 
*** 
Gary W. Bradford (BA) is employed with 
the Arkansas State Hospital in Little Rock as 
activity therapist. He is married to the former 
Becky Moser (BA) and they have two children, 
Tonya and Gregory. The family lives at Star 
Route, Damascus, 72039. 
*** 
Janet Smitb Gallman (BA) teaches in the 
public school system at Sugar Land, Texas. Her 
husband, Jerry (BN75), is an accountant with 
GTE Mobilnet. The couple lives with their 
daughter, Andrea Nichole, at 6838 Tara Drive, 
Richmond, 77469. 
*** 
J. Michael Kirksey (BS) is senior manager 
with Arthur Andersen & Co., Houston, Texas. 
He is married to the former Debi Baten (BA) 
and they have two children, Ryan and Jason. The 
family lives at 4210 Tonkawa, Pasadena, Texas 
77504. 
*** 
Kurt B. Simmons (BS) is Ii. CPA with Fox, 
Byrd & Company, Dallas, Texas. He is married 
to the former Jean Rogers (BA) who is a part-
time teacher at Waterview Christian Preschool, 
Richardson, Texas. The couple has two children, 
Kelly and Mark, and reside at 1611 Drake, 
Richardson, 75081. 
*** 
J. Michael Sain (BS) is employed with K-
Mart Pharmacy as pharmacy manager. He and 
his wife, Evelyn, have three children: Justin, 
• •• • .. • •.• "" , T ...... l' ~ t 
Josh and Ashley. The family resides at 10804 
Sonja Drive, Knoxville, Tenn. 37922. 
*** 
Vicky Kirchner Mason (BA) is a 
homemaker. Her husband, Robert (BA'77), is 
a dentist. They reside with their two children, 
Amy and Luke, at 3006 Reeder, Fort Smith, 
Ark. 72901 . 
*** 
Roberta Carns McReynolds (BA) is a 
homemaker. Her husband, Frank, is vice presi-
dent of United Missouri Bank of Joplin. They 
have two sons, Scott and Brad. They make their 
home at 2406 Ozark, Joplin, Mo. 64801. 
*** 
Luann Phelps 
Nicbols (BA) teaches 
elementary physical ed-
ucation in the public 
schools, Dixon, Mo. 
Her husband, Tommy, 
operates Guys Chips 
Route. The couple has 
two children, Jennifer 
and Timothy. The fam-
ily's address is P.O. Box 
367, Dixon, 65459. 
*** 
Betb Brenneman Fonville (BA) is preschool 
teacher at Garland Street Church of Christ 
building. Her husband, Alton (,77), is area 
manager for Wal-Mart Stores. They have four 
children: Shannon, Natalie, Jennifer and 
Zachary. The fumi)y's address is 1600 West 13th, 
Plainview, Texas 79fJT2. 
*** 
Jerry C. Lawlis (M.A.) serves as evangelist 
for Southwest Church of Christ, Amarillo, 
Texas. He and his wife, Lea Ellen, reside at 6106 
Gainsborough, Amarillo, 79106. 
*** 
Peggy Jones Huckeba is a registered nurse 
and works part-time at White County Memorial 
Hospital, Searcy, Ark. Her husband, Ronnie 
(iW78), is dorm manager and football coach at 
Harding University. They have three children: 
Hope, Jeb and Jordan. The family's address is 
Box 731, Station A, Searcy 72143. 
*** 
Donald H. Phillips (BS) is a first year in-
tern at Parkland Hospital, Dallas, Texas. He and 
his wife, the former Karen Jeffery ('78), have 
two children, Kathy and Brian. The family lives 
at 613 Silver Creek Circle, DeSoto, Texas 75115. 
*** 
Pamela Williams Clausen (BA) is a 
homemaker. Her husband, Andrew, is a funeral 
director at Whitcomb Funeral Home. They have 
two daughters, Laura and Rebecca. The fami-
ly's address is Box 282, Beamsville, Ontario, 
Canada LOR IBO. 
*** 
Saratieth Heigbtman Felusbko (BA) is a 
special education teacher for the public schools 
in Kingston, Ontario, Canada. Her husband, 
Brian, is an evangelist for the Church of Christ. 
They reside with their two sons, John and 
Daniel, at 50 Woodstone Crescent, Kingston, 
Ontario, Canada K7M 6K9. 
*** 
Janet Barnett Brown (BA) is speech and 
language specialist in the public schools, 
Shreveport, La. Her husband, Joey, is a CPA 
employed with Commercial National Bank as 
auditor. They reside with daughter, Carrie, at 
205 Lancashire Drive, Bossier City, 71111. 
*** 
John E. Petty (BS) is a dentist in Tullahoma, 
Tenn. He participated in a medical mission trip 
to Corozal Belise in April, 1986, with a group 
sponsored by the Mayfair Church of Christ, 
Huntsville, Ala. He is married to the former 
Carol Beth Palmer (BS'75) who works for him. 
They have two children, Jeff and Jeannie. The 
family's address is P.O. Box 1208, Thllahoma, 
37388. 
*** 
Jerry Don Chism (BA) serves as minister for 
the Abernathy Church of Christ, Abernathy, 
(continued on page 16) 
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Texas. He and his wife, Kay, reside with 
children, Jonathan and Catherine, at 311 Avenue 
G, Abernathy, 79311. -David A. Rutter is employed with Enertech 
Consultants as computer programmer. He is 
married to the former Paula Wilson (BA'75). 
They reside with children, Joshua and Daniel, 
at 873 Manmla Avenue, Sunnyvale, Calif. 94087. -Floyd Lord (BA) is retail agent with Allstate 
Insurance Company, Lompoc, Calif. His wife, 
the former Jane Tullis (BN81), is configuration 
anal~t for Rockwell International. They have 
three children, Wendi, Stephen and Philip, and 
live at 269 Antares, Lompoc, 93436. -Donald J. Zero (BA) is sports/recreation 
writer for Fort Lauderdale News-Sun Sentinel, 
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. His wife, the former 
Margaret Fullerton (,79), is claims specialist 
with The TravelelS Insurance Co. They live with 
daughter, Joanie, at 21500 Johnson, Box 9, Pem-
broke Pines, 33029. -Layna Wheaton McCorkle (BA) is a 
homemaker. Her husband, Danny, is a vehicle 
operator for Martin Marietta. The couple lives 
with sons, Stanford and WIlson, at 4660 South 
Logan, Englewood, Colo. 80110. -James R. Rickaway (BS) is employed with 
the Tennessee Valley Authority as statistician, 
Chattanooga, Thnn. He is married to the former 
Joretta Link (BBNn) and they reside at 1510 
Hollister Road, Signal Mountain, '5m7. -Regina Jamieson Gandy (BA) is employed 
with South Tippah Child Development as 
teacher/psychometrist, Ripley, Miss. Her hus-
band, Jack, owns Sport's NUlSery. They make 
their home at 419 East Walnut, Ripley, 38663. -Diane Wilkerson (BA) is employed with 
Gunter Commissary, Montgomery, Ala. and at-
tends Auburn UnivelSity. Her address is Box 
207B, Route 4, Montgomery, 36116. -Marilyn Ruth Horsman (BA) teaches 
English, French and speech at Maynard High 
School, Maynard, Ark. Her address is HC 02, 
Box 36, Pocahontas, 72455. -Steve L. Kent (BA) teaches at Warren Cen-
tral High School, Indianapolis, Ind. He also is 
teaching continuing education COUISeS at Walker 
Career Center in Indianapolis. He and his wife, 
the former Donna Bates (BN75), have three 
children: David, Adam and Aaron. The family 
lives at 125 South 12th Avenue, Beech Grove, 
46107. -Gordon A. Malone is employed with 
Southwestern Bell Telecom as MIS program-
mer/analyst. His wife, Thnya, works as 
secretarylbookkeeper for A Storage Inn. The 
couple lives at 1205 Pinecrest Lane, Manchester, 
Mo. 63021. -Sbelia Oswald Wright (BA) is an instructor 
in the sociology department of Southwest 
Missouri State UnivelSity. Her husband, Andy, 
is an obstetrician/gynecologist. They reside with 
their daUghtelS, Megan and Erica, and 1304 East 
Cherry, Springfield, Mo. 65802. 
*** 
Susan M. Bootbe teaches home arts at 
Opelika City Schools/Opelika Junior High, 
Opelika, Ala. She makes her home at 816 North 
10th Street, Opelika, 36801. -Kenneth V. Neller (BA) serves as pulpit 
minister for the Southside Church of Christ, 
Lexington, Ky. He is married to the former Bar-
bara Franklin (BS'75) and they have two 
children, Colin Bruce and Seth William. The 
family makes their home at 983 Fredericksburg 
Road, Lexington, 40504. 
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William J. Rampton (BS) is a member of the 
technical staff of AT&r Bell Laboratories, 
Naperville, m. His wife is the former Sara 
Christine Mitchell (BSN'78). The couple 
resides with their children, Joshua and Amy, at 
2220 Newport Drive, Naperville, 60565. -Katherine Roe \iwgban teaches nwsery age 
children at a day school. Her husband, William 
m (BBA) is an accountant. They reside with 
their t\W children, Charlotte and William Estell, 
at 4022 Stirman, Corpus Christi, Texas 78411. . _. 
W. Michael Hat- .. w, _ 
cber (BS) preach-
es for tile Church 
of Christ at Burk-
burnett, Texas. He 
and his wife, Kar-
en, live with their 
children, William 
and Daniel, at 208 
East FiISt, Burkbur-
nett, 76354. -Carol Dillard Sparks (BS) is a medical 
technologist at HCA Regional Hospital of 
Jackson, Term. Her husband, Gary (BS'77), is 
associate adlninistrator of Methodist Hospital . 
of DyelSburg. The couple has a son, Thdd, and 
live at 814 Sunnybrae, DyelSburg, 38024. -Sberry Farmer TIpps teaches sixth grade in 
the. Belpre, Ohio public schools. She is married 
to David m (BN75) who is store manager for 
Burger King Inc. They have two sons, Daniel 
and Derrick, and live at 4203 Grand Central 
Avenue, Vienna, W.Va. 26105. -Ruth McHaney Danner (BA) is a freelance 
writer and homemaker. Her husband, Mark, is 
engineering supervisor at Southwestern Baptist 
Theological Seminary. The couple lives at 101 
South Pendell, Cleburne, Texas 76031. -TIna Billingsley Brewington is employed 
with Billingsley Realty and Insurance as recep-
tionist and clerk, 1\1Isa, Okla. Her husband, 
Glen, is employed with Billingsley Realty and 
Insurance as real estate salesman and property 
manager. The couple makes their home at 5146 
East 22nd Place, Thlsa, Okla. 74114. . . -Dan L. Stokes "(BA) is elementary principal 
of Crowley's Ridge Academy, Paragould, Ark. 
His wife, the furmer Debbie Pruett (BN77), 
is a music teacher. They live with their t\W .. 
children, Danna and Danny, at 5206 Wendy, 
Paragould, 72450. -SharOil L. Reeder (BS) is a teacher's aide 
at Snyder County Day Care Center, Selinsgrove, 
Pa. Reeder lives at 1147 Court Street, Sunbury, 
17801. -Debbie l\OOd GUbert is part-time secretary 
for the Church of Christ, Fo~t City, Ark. Her 
husband, Randy (,77), is divisional cost ac-
countant with Halstead Industrial Products. The 
couple has two sons, Joshua and Jason, and 
reside at 1906 Lindauer Road, Forrest City, 
72335. -Susan ADen Davis is employed with Ex-
ecutone of Central Louisiana Inc. as 
. treasurer/controller, Baton Rouge, La. Her hus-
band, Jerry, is a welder for Port Allen MariDe 
Service. The couple makes their home at 1768 
College Drive, Baton Rouge, 10808. -DonnaFogle Mack is employed with Lemke 
Whole~ale as computer operator, RogelS, Ark. 
Her husband, John, works for RogeIS Iron & 
Metal. They reside with sons, Gregory and 
Garald, at Route 1, Box 22, Garfield, 7m2. -Marilyn Langley Eubank owns Tri-State 
FOQd BrokelS, Jackson, Miss., along with her 
husband, Carl. They have two children, Carla 
and Carl. The family's address is P.O. Box 451, 
Madison, Miss. 39110. 
I 
CAMPUS PAINTER - Covering the outdoor handball courts with a super-graphic, act majot 71unmy 
Hunter of Houston, Texas applies the final strokes to the bouncing ball design. 
Barry L. Morman (BS) is general merchan-
dising manager with lC. Penney Company, 
Springfield, Mo. His wife, Patti, is co-owner 
of Mustard Seed Book Store. They live at 3620 
Walnut Hill, Springfield, 65807 with their sons, 
Jeremy and Joshua. -Larry J. Reagan (BA) is employed with the 
Bandera County Central Appraisal District, 
Bandera, 'lbxas, as chief executive officer. He 
and his wife, Amy,have two daughtelS, Lauri 
and Kati. 'lbe tiunily's address is P.O. Box l298, 
Banders, 78003. -Susan E. Little (BA) is technical writer with 
InterFiISt Bank Dallas, Dallas, Texas. She 
resides at 4802 McKinney, Apt. 205, Dallas, 
75205. -CODDle Clark Hall (BA) is a homemaker. 
Her htl&band, James Jr. (BS'78), is an engineer 
with GE Medical Systems. They reside with 
their children, Linda, Tma and James, at 33636 
Janesville Road, Mukwonago, Wis. 53149. -W.--David Cannon (BA) serves as minister 
of the Church of Christ in Calgary, Alberta, 
Canada. He is married to the former Sherrie 
Moyes (BS'75) and they have three children: 
Andrea, Leanne and William Bryan. The fami-
ly's address is 3007 36th Street Southwest, 
Calgary, Alberta, TIE 3A2, Canada. -Linda Jane McClurg Gregersen (BA) 
teaches preschool at Brentwood Christian 
School, Austin, Thxas. Her husband, David, is 
education minister for Brentwood Oaks Church 
of Christ. The couple has two children, Sara and 
John, and resides at 1109 RebeCca, Austin, 
78758. -TImothy P. Richardson (BA) is internal 
auditor with Sunbelt Association, Dallas, Thxas. 
He is married to the former Blanche Harris 
(BA) and they have two children, Paul and 
Elizabeth. The family makes their home at I'm 
Glouchester, Garland, 75042. -James M. McKinney is president of Arc 
Plastics Inc., Fort Worth, 'lbxas. He and his 
wife, Suzanne, reside with children, Justin and 
Courtney, at 621 Fairlane Court, HUlSt, 76054. ' -J. Stanley White is vice president of Grinder 
& White Equipment Company Inc., Memphis, 
Thnn. He and his wife, the former Lesa Dawn 
Grinder (ryg), have three children: Brooke, 
Katie and Allison. The family's home is at 3456 
Morning Light Cove, Memphis, 38134. -Robin James Long is an accountant with the 
law firm of Lightle, Beebe, Raney & Bell, Sear-
cy. She lives with her daughter, Jayrne Marie, 
at 18 Robbye Lane, Searcy, Ark. 72143. 
*** 
Andee Lawyer Cone (BA) is a homemaker. 
Her husband, J"IID (BS'77), is vice president of 
James H. Cone Construction Co. Inc., Little 
Rock. They reside with their children, James 
Patrick and Alexander Thomas, at 36 
Gloucester, Little Rock, 72207. 
*** 
Capt. David A. Sbepberd (BA) has com-
pleted the Air Force Institute of Technology 
(AFlT) program and received a master's degree 
in logistics management. He is married to the 
former Debra DeBra and they have two 
children, Jeffrey and Jennifer. -Charles Maxwell (BS) is employed with 
Morgan Keegan Inc., Memphis, Tenn. He and 
his wife, the former Lawana Burchett (,78), 
have two children, Michael and Morgan April. 
The family's home is at 5454 Elmhurse, Mem-
phis, 38115. -L. Edward Short (MA) is with World Chris-
tian Broadcasting Corporation as a Chinese 
script writer and missionary. lle and his wife, 
Sharon, reside with children, Alethea and Lewis 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
BARNES MEETS GOVERNOR CUNWN - Arkansas Governor Bill Clinton greets Edith Reeves Barnes (,52) of Nashville, Ark., who is chairper-
son fbr the Newspaper in Education Committee fiJr the State Reading Council. Clinton proclaimed March 3-7 as Newspaper in Education' Week in Arkansas. 
Edward ill, at 2892 Eighth Street, Cuyahoga 
Falls, Ohio 44221. 
*** 
James F. Cox m (BS) is supervisor of 
respiratory therapy at Springdale Memorial 
Hospital, Springdale, Ark. He is married to the 
furmer Connie Barnes (BA) who is merc~an­
dise assistant with Wal-Mart General Offices, 
Bentonville, Ark. Their children, Jared and 
Ruth, live with them at 16(JJ Southeast P Street, 
Bentonville, 7Z1l2, -Sherry Jo Bryant Ewing (BA) is a 
mathematics teacher in the. public schools at 
Jonesboro, Ark. Her husband, Danny, teaches 
social studies at Jonesboro High School. They 
reside with daughter, Joanna Louise, at Route 
8, Box 339C, Jonesboro, 72401. -Cathy Bullard Sweeney is employed wi$h 
Central Arkansas Christian Schools, Little 
Rock. Her husband, Jon, is deputy director and 
chief engineer with the Soil & Water Conser-
vation Commission, Slate of Arkansas. They 
have two daughters, Amy and Kristi, and reside 
at 50 Rosemoor, Little Rock, 72209. 
*** 
Gary R. CUne (BS) serves as minister for the 
Church of Christ, Plainwell, Mich. He is mar-
ried to the furmer Sue FJIen MilIirami ('19) who 
is riding horse instructor at Bresa Del Rio 
Ranch, Otsego, Mich. The couple makes their 
home at 215 South Grant Street, Otsego, 49078. - . 
Cynthia Rowland McClure is self-employed 
as an author and lecturer. She wrote the book 
called The Monster Within. Her husband, 
David, is an engineer with the Kennedy Com-
pany, Monrovia, Calif. The couple resides at 
13031 (flen Court, Chino, 91109. 
*** 
Kristina Castle Tbulson (BA) is a private 
piano teacher. Her husband, Jim, is pastor of 
the Evangelical Free Church, Canon City, Colo.· 
They reside with their three children, Katherine, 
Anne and Peter, at 912 College, Canon City, 
81212. 
*** 
Carla Almon Jeter is a ~omemalcer; her hus-
band, Allen (BN.77), is te$:her and coach at 
Crossett Public' 'Schools. T~ir children, 
William Brandon and Allyson ~ge, live with 
them at 6(JJ South LoUisiana; Crossett, Ark. 
71635. 
HARDING tiNIvERslTY 
Lana Kay Bradley Brashear (BA)' is a 
homemaker. Her husband, Leon ('77), teaches 
science at Fort Gibson High School, Fort Gib-
son, Okla. He also serves as minister -for the 
Church of Christ in Wagoner. They live at 604 
White Street, Wagoner, 74467, with children, 
Cad, Curtis and Carey. -CecU P. Wilson (BS) is employed with Painter 
Financial Group Ltd., Bellevue, Wash., as chief 
financial officer and shareholder. He and his 
wife, Kathy, reside with son, Ryan, at 17520 94th 
Avenue Northeast, Bothell, 980U. -Linda Kay Beckett Grady (BA) is a 
housewife. Her husband, Verlon ('77), is 
employed with Servicemaster as director of en-
vironmental services. The couple has three 
children, Amy, Melanie and Brandon, and make 
their home at 344 North Harrisqn Street, 
Lebanon, Ky. 40033. 
*** 
David V. WlIdron (BS) is a builder and 
developer with Waldron Enterprises, Lavergne, 
Tenn. His address is P.O. Box 155, Lavergne, 
37086. 
*** 
Beth Magufee StalJord (BSW) is a social 
worker at Wmdsor Head Start, Wmdsor, Conn. 
She and her husband, Scott (BN.78), have two 
children, Sarah and Jillian. The family lives at 
122-C New State Road, Manchester, 06040. 
*** 
Rebecca Sides Floyd (BA) is a kindergarten 
teacher in the public schools, Nashville, Ark. 
Her husband, Bobby ('77), is· employed with 
Ideal Cem~nt as a chemical analyst. They live 
with son, Robert, at 801 West Sunset, Nashville, 
71852. 
*** 
Kathleen Drews Wray (BS) is a homemaker. 
Her husband, Donald, is director of music for 
Armada area schools (Michigan). He also serves 
as minister for the Church of Christ, Romeo, 
Mich. The couple resides with. children, 
Caroline, Joseph and Daniel, at 128 Dickenson, 
Romeo, 48065. 
*** 
DODDll White \\God (BA) is a part-time 
licensed private investigak)r, Dallas, Thxas. Her 
liusband, David (BS'77), is vice president of 
Sunbelt Savings. Melissa and Matthew reside 
with their parents at zm Gold Rush, CarroIhon, 
7SOO1. 
Cynthia Baker Hahn is first grade teacher 
at West Havelock Elementary School, Havelock, 
N.C. Her husband, Michael, is obstetri-
cian/gynecologist. They reside at 505 Rogers 
Court, New Bern, 28560. -E. David Qams (BS) is a dentist in Memphis, 
Thnn. He and his wife, the furmer Karen Knopf, 
reside with son, Jeremy, at 4309 Fizer, Mem-
phis, 38111. 
*** 
Carol Annl'ranks Frank (BA) owns Carol's 
Crafts & Gifts; she also does substitute teaching. 
Her husband, James, is varsity football coach 
at Spring Hjgh School, Spring, Texas. The cou-
ple lives with their children, Amy and Bradley, 
at 4039 Coltwood, Spring, 77388. -DeeAnn McOain HoweD (BA) teaches fifth 
grade at Central ArkansaS Christian Schools, 
Little Rock. Her husband, Bill, is employed 
with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The 
couple lives at III Old Orchard, Mabelvale, 
Ark. 72103. 
*** 
Jackie Gene McGinnis is area supervisor of 
Long John Silvers, Shawnee Miskion, Kan. He 
and his wife, Edna, live with their children, 
Cotsy and Thbitha, at 85 Lakewood Drive, Jef-
ferson City, Mo. 65101. 
*** 
Roger D. Thompson (BS) is employed with 
the Christian Counseling Center as director and 
mapiage and fumily therapist, Paducah, Ky. He. 
also serves as youth minister for the Broadway 
Church of Christ. He and his wife, Laura, have 
two children, Micah and Mallory, and reside at 
2116 Madison Street, Paducah, 42001. 
*** 
Eldon B. Brown (BS) is assistant chief 
engineer with Wll Channel 64, Cincinnati, 
Ohio. he is married to the former FJizabeth 
Ann Garner (BA'19) and they have two 
children, Amy Nicole and Barbara Elaine. The 
family resides at 5473 Kirby #7, Cincinnati, 
Ohio 45223. 
*** 
Richard Eo Paine (BA) is working towaId the 
Ph.D. degree in communication at the Univer-
sity of Old ahoma. He is instructor and director 
of furensics at North Central College, Naper,. 
ville, m. ~ lives at 2S North Eagle, Naper-
ville, 6OS4O. 
Linda Matz Kirk wor~ part time at First 
Savings & Loan, Orrville, .ohio .. Her husband, 
Ancel, is a salesman with Kidron, Inc. The cou-
ple lives at 9100 McQuaid Road, Orrville, Ohio 
44667 with children, Lisa and Adam .. 
*** 
Stephen F. Herrington (BA) is employed 
with American Airlines as tariff reservations 
sales representative. Steve lives at 9825 Park 
Lane Court, Dallas, Texas 75220. 
*** 
Gayland TImothy Avance (8S) is employed 
with Sunshine Mining Company as director of 
financial controls. He is married to the fonner 
Brenda Harris (BS) who is owner and consul-
tant of Color Finesse, Mesquite, Texas. The cou-
ple lives with children, Brandon and Timothy, 
at 3409 Town Park, Mesquite, 75150. 
*** 
Charles A. Ganus (BA) is a lawyer with 
Murphy Oil Company, EI Dorado, Ark. He is 
married to the fonner Patty Sapio (BSN'I9) and 
they have a daughter, Ashley Lynn. The family 
resides at 438 West Cedar, EI Dorado, 71730. 
*** 
Ronda Evans Johnson (BSW) is a teacher's 
aide in the public schools at Harvey, Ill. Her 
husband, Fred, is an auto technician: They 
reside with their daughter, Tessa, at 15114 
Halsted Street, Harvey, 60426. 
*** 
Gary A. Knuckles (BA) serves as minister 
for the Briensburg Church of Christ, Benton, 
Ky: His wife, Millie, works as a photo retoucher 
at Curtis Color Labs. The couple lives with their 
children, Kyla and Kevin, I;t Route 7, Box C.L. 
9, Benton, 42025. 
*** 
Sheila Marie Shives (BA) is employed with 
Financiallnfurmation Trust, Des Moines, Iowa, 
as senior programmer and analyst. She Jives at 
2100 Southeast Virginia #25, Des Moines, 
50320. 
*** 
Mickey L •. Randolph (BA) is assistant 
manager of'Thco Bueno, Plano, Texas. He is also 
a part-time human resource consultant. He is 
married to the former' Elizabeth ChappeD 
(BN77) who is a teacher's aide in the public 
schools. They live with their son, Shane, at 1236 
DeIhart, Richardson, Texas 75080. 
*** 
LOuEllen Head Callarman (BA) is a skin 
care and glamour consultant with Mary Kay 
Cosmetics. Her husband, Ken, is senior vice 
president of Texas National Bank. They live at 
104 Rattan, Victoria, Texas 71901, with children, 
Kimberly and Ross. 
*** 
Carl E. Johnston m (BS) is employed with 
Morton Southwest as vice president and con-
troller, San Antonio, Texas. He is married to 
the former Donna Norwood (BS) who is a 
homemaker. They reside with their two 
children, Laurel and Scott, at 9200 Locksley, 
San Antonio, 78250. -King Buchanan Jr. (BA) is chainnan of the 
psychology department and director of the 
counseling center at Lubbock Christian College, 
Lubbock, Texas. He and his wife, Janelle, live 
with their children, Bonnie and Shannon, at 
5518 Z7th, Lubbock, 19400. 
*** 
Larry J. Whisenant (BS) is a dentist in Ver-
non, Ala. He is married to the fonner Beatrice 
Gist (BA) who is a homemaker. The couple has 
two children; Bethany Ann and Daniel Joe, and 
their address is P.O. Box 448, Vernon, 35592 .. 
*** 
Clinton R. WlIkerworlcs for Arkansas Power 
& Light Company as plant support engineer, 
Newark, Ark. He and his wife, Norma, have 
a son, Jonathan, and reside at 480 College 
Heights Drive, Batesville, 72501. .-
Jeffrey J. 1IurtoQ. (BA) is a missionary in 
Brazil supported by the White Station Church 
.of quist in Memphis, Tenn. He and his wife, 
(coIllinued on page 18) 
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the fonner Pamela Wilkes (,77), have two 
children, Bethany and Adriana. The fumily's ad-
dress is Caixa Postal 360, 19.001 Campo Grande, 
MS Brazil, South America. -Cyntbia Darkes Grande is manager of Rax 
Restaurants Inc., York, Pa. Cindy lives at 14 
Gray Place, Mechanicsburg, 17055. -Curtis L. Parker (BS) is senior buyer at 
Maybelline, USA, Memphis, Tenn. He and his 
wife, the fonner Carol Campbell (BA), have 
two children, Curtis Scott and Wesley Brant, and 
live at 5470 Pipers Gap Drive, Memphis, 38134. -. FrancUle Eoff Vesel (BA) and her husband, 
Louie, are one of four missionary families ser-
ving in the northwestern part of Botswana, 
Africa. The couple has two children, Carina Joy 
and Hannah Grace. The family's address is P.o. 
Box 31, Shakawe, Botswana, Africa. 
CLASS OF 1977 
James W. Stewart is in the U.S. Air Force 
in English. He is married to the fonner Elsie 
Crick ('76) and they have a daughter, Georgia. 
Their address is 17th Organizational 
Maintenance Sq., (OMS) (RAF Alconbury, 
U.K.), APO N.Y. 09238. 
Earl F. UButch" 
Dulaney (BA) has 
joined Wal-Mart Stores 
Inc. as Director of Sys-
tems Development. 
Butch and his wife, Jen-
nye, and -daughters, Jes-
sica and Leah, live iil 
Bella Vista, Ark. -AIlen D. Gould (BSN) is nurse anesthetist at 
MAo Anesthesia Service,Memphis, Thnn. He 
and his wife, the former Betty Green (BSN'75), 
reside with their daughter, Rachel Elizabeth, at 
Z780 James Road, Memphis, 38lZ7. -'Ray W. Brower (BA) works for the Missouri 
Department of Natural Resources, Jefferson Ci-
ty, Mo. His wife, Debra, is membership coor-
dinator for the Missouri Society of Professional 
Engineers. They live with daughter,. Jessica, at 
Route 2, Jefferson City, 65101. 
*** 
WUliam H. Searcy (BA) serves as a mis-
sionary to Belize, Central America. SearCy's ad-
dress is General Delivery, Independence Village, 
Belize, Central America. 
*** 
Rosalinda Tipton Walker (BA) and her hus-
band, Wimon, are one of four missionary 
families serving in the northwestern part of 
Botswana, Africa. The couple has two children, 
Martin Andrew and Marcella Celeste. The tiuni-
ly's address is P.O. Box 31, Shakawe, Botswana, 
Africa. 
CLASS OF 1978 
Randy Kemp is. news editor for the Daily 
Citiun in Searcy, Ark. He and his wife, the 
fonner Peggy Gardner (BA), have two sons, 
Jeremy, 8, and David, 2. The family resides at 
3 Robbye Lane, Searcy, 72143. -Dr. c. StaDley MitcheU Jr. (BA) is a dentist 
in Ea:;t Point, Ga. He and his wife, Judi, have 
two daughters, Marisa, 4 and Kristin, 1. They 
live at 2891 Hogan Road, East Point, 30344. -Eddie Pierce (BS) is manager at Arthur 
Andersen accounting firm. His wik, the furmer 
Jo FJ1en Grieb (M'i9), is a homemaker. They 
reside with daughter, Amanda, at 5642 Car-
tayena, Houston, Texas 77035. 
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TEMPORARY HAZARD - Facing off the elements with the aid of a trusty ice scraper are st:niolS Kay Mahaffy of Jackson, Tenn. and Nancy Juday 
of Kalamazoo, Mich. (photo by Darin Martin) 
Daniel G. Burden (BS) is currently pursu-
ing the Ph. D. degree in civil engineering at 
Louisiana State University. He is also a private 
engineering consultant specializing in lake and 
reservoir design and water treatment technology. 
He and his wife, the funner Betsy St8nriU 
(M81), reside at 4450 Arrowhead Street, Baton 
Rouge, La. 70808. -1. PbiDip Jobnstoa is employed with Compu-
SIuue Inc. as coinputer programmer, Lubbock, 
Texas. He is married to the former Cynthia 
CHne (BA:76), who is teaching part time at 
Super Kids Mother's Day-Out. The couple has 
two children, Jennifer and Mark, and reside at 
6024 13th Street, Lubbock, 79416. -Rhealyn Hershey Samuelson (BA) is a 
homemaker. Her husbJmd; Gary (BA'76), is 
software· engineer with Bunker Ramo. The cou-
ple has two children, Jessica and Karyn, and 
live at 31 Charles Road, Seymour, Coon. 06483. -Ann Martin Black (BS) is currently atten-
ding the University of Arkansas at Little Rock 
working toward the master's degree in health 
care administration. She is employed with the 
Baptist Medical System as financial analyst. Her 
husband, Bert, owns Bert Black Property 
Management Company. The ~ple lives at 49 
• Point West Circle, Little Rock, 72211. 
CLASS OF 1979 
Thad Beagle (BBA) has accepted the posi-
tion of internal auditor at Independence Federal 
B~ of Batesvi1le, Ark. Beagle and his wife, 
thefonner Lani Morgan (BA,'78), reside in 
Batesville with their daughter, Cassandra Lynn. - . 
Linda MacDonald Reid (BSN) is an 
emergency room nurse at the Middle Thnnessee 
Medical Center in Murfreesboro, Tenn. Her 
husband, Rex, is assistant vice president and 
assistant manager Of the Loan Servicing Depart-
ment for Fidelity Federal Savings and Loan of 
Tennessee. The couple lives at 2405 Belmont 
Blvd. , Nashville, 37212. . -Donna Carol Arnold Jones is shipments 
coordinator for Sperry Corporation, Blue Bell, 
Pet. Her husband, James Jr. (BS76), also \Wrks 
fur Sperry Corporation. He is senior p~­
mer. The couple makes thejr home at 1625 
Hedgewood Avenue, Hatfield, Pa. 19440. 
. -
~ Green WdUams (BA) works as a pro-
gr3m director f9r AM 56 - WWCR in Brent-
wood, Tenn. Karen lives at 118 Brentwood 
Square, Nashville, 37211. -Danny J. lbuDger (BS) is a dentist. He sings 
in a southern gospel quintet named, "Higher 
Ground." He and his wife,the former Lucille 
Costilow ('81), reside at 5323 Lynwood Court, 
Godfrey, TIL 62035. -Michael Prather (BS) has been made presi-
dent of IUs company, Consultants Colorado 
'lkst, a civil engineering finn. He is married 
to the furmer Saundn Johnson (,SO) and they 
live at 1004 South Pierce, Lakewood, Colo. 
80226. -Gladys E. Patterson (BS) works for 
Southwestern Bell Telephone Company in 
Dallas, Texas as a staff lJlllDII8er in the chief ac-
coUntant's division. She holds the CPA cer-
tificate. Patterson resides at 5326 Riverport 
Drive, Mesquite, 75150. -Lowell G. Kirby preaches fur the Central 
Church of Christ, Santa Maria, Calif. He and 
his wife, the fonner Natalie Henry ('82), have 
two children, Lowell Peter and Timothy Neal. 
The family lives at 4113 Mayfield Street, Santa 
Maria, 93455. 
*** 
Steven W. Woodhouse (BA) serves as 
minister for the Centerline Church of Christ, 
Warren, Mich. He has been selected for inclu-
sion in the 1986 edition of Outsranding Young 
Men of America. He and his wife, Julia, reside 
at 24631 Melody Lane, Warren, 48089. -Sheri Oliver Bonner (BSN) was recently 
elected to the Board of Directors of the West 
Side District Hospital, Taft, Calif. She is also 
the Nurse Educator at Mercy Center in 
Bakersfield, Calif. Her husband, Robert 
(M77) is the minister fur the Taft Church of 
Christ. They have two children, Cynthia and 
Darrel, and reside at 303 South 10th, Taft, 
93268. . 
CLASS OF 1980 
Newport (Ark.) police officer James DuvaU 
(CCP) recently graduated from the Arkansas 
Law Enforcement Training Academy Basic 
Police Training Course. He and his wife, 
Sharon, have two children, Ken and Stacy. -. Bruce J. PUler (BBA) bas been promoted to 
senior manager within the !l18JllIgCIJlCnt group 
at Peat Marwick, the international public ac-
counting firm. Piller is married to the fonner 
Sabrina Simmons. -Sandra Jane Jesonis (BA) teaches fourth 
gnide at Aletheia School, Newark, Del. Her ad-
dress is 21 Kayak Court, Newark, 19702. -Eddie Warlick (BA) is empl~ with Liberty 
Mutuallnsura.ilce Company as sales represen-
tative. Heresides with his wife. the former Ml&-
di BaIIinger (,83), and children, Rachel and 
Ryan. The fimill.y lives at 1238B McPherson 
Lane, Norcross, Ga. 30093. -Noah 'Iboma<i Lewis (SA) bas been selected 
fur inclusion in the 1986 edition of OutstBnding 
Young Men of America. Lewis and his wife, 
Mary, reside at 11 Wellington Road, Upper Dar-
by, Pa. 19082. 
CLASS OF 1981 
Jennifer Boustead Bristol . (BSN) is 
employed with .Peppenline University as a h8If 
time student health staff nurse and half time 
wellness coordinator for personnel services. Her 
husband, James Barry ('80), is a law student. 
Their address is Pepperdine University Law 
Apartments, ~x 141, Malibu, Calif. 90265. -Malinda Erskin May (BA) is a homemaker 
and part-time Jafra consultant. Her husband, 
Gary, is a police officerf with the Escondido 
Police Department. They live with their son, 
Iustin Ryan, at 775 Butterfiel<l Lane, San Mar-
cos, Calif. 92069. -Jennifer Robison Freitag (BA) teaches 
grades one through three at Wheeling Christian 
School, Wheeling, W.Va; Her husband, Eric, 
owns Fireplaces 'N' Fixin's Inc. The couple lives 
at 7 Pine 'Knoll Acresd, Wheeling, 26003. -Mike (BA) and Ginger Mabry Rush (M84) 
are now living at 111 Pennsylvania, Apt. 9, 
Walsenburg, Colo. Mike is employed as the 
switchboard operator at Walsenburg Memorial 
Hospital. -R. Steven Glover works for the Arkansas 
Highway and Transportation Department as c0n-
struction field engineer, Waldron, Ark. He is 
married to the former Janice Dockery (74). 
The couple's address is PD. Box lO66, Waldron, 
72958. 
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M. Douglas Thompson works as a reporter, 
Benton Bureau, Arkansas Democrat newspaper. 
He and his wife, the former Jo Lynne Varner 
(1W82), is a housewife. They reside with 
daughter, Megan Elizabeth, at 2609 Greenbrier, 
Benton, Ark. 12015. 
*** 
Kevin C. Bishop (BA) serves as youth and 
educalion minister for the San Jacinto Church 
of Christ, Amarillo, Texas. Bishop's address is 
917 Louisiana, Amarillo, 79106. 
*** 
Lori D. Hill (BA) 
teaches first grade in the 
public schools, Broken 
Arrow, Okla. She re-
sides at 2307 West 
Quantico, Broken Ar-
row, 74012. 
*** 
. Patricia Louise McKinney is personnel 
manager of Irvin Industries Inc., Gardena, 
Calif. She lives at 414 Second Street, #201~ Her-
mosa Beach, 90254. 
*** 
Gerald ~othy Doyle is a student at the 
University of Arkansas at Fayetteville majoring 
in electrical ~ngineering. He and his wife, Vicki, 
have two children, Ryan and Jacob, and reside 
at 2749 Arroyo, Fayetteville, 72i03-3306. 
*** 
Joy Tucker Means (BA) works for Teledyne 
Brown Engineering, Huntsville, Ala. Her hus-
band, John, is general' manager of G.S.&J. 
Enterprises Inc. The couple resides at 2204 
Southpark Blvd., Huntsville, 35803. 
*** 
Ronald W. Rime (BA) is a science teacher 
and junior girls' basketball coach at Palestine 
High School, Palestine, Ark. His wife, the 
former Anita Harris (BSN), is a registered 
nurse. They have two children, Amanda Sue and 
Ryan Andrew. The fumily's address is P.O. Box 
94, Palestine, 12m. ,", 
CLASS OF 1'982 
Jewel Holloway (BA) was recently accepted 
to the Arkansas Bar Association by successful-
ly completing the State Bar Exam. Jewel cur-
rently resides in Little Rock and has been 
employed by McClure Court Reporting. 
*** 
Lynn Philpot Bledsoe (BBA) is employed 
with University Hospital as marketing director 
and business manager. Her husband, Lee, is 
financial consultant with Kidder, Peabody & 
Company. The couple's address is 7932 
Southside Blvd., #2202, Jacksonville, Fla. 
32216. 
*** 
James Howell Wunack Jr. (BS) received the 
Doctor of Medicine degree from the Universi-
ty of Alabama School of Medicine. 
*** 
Patricia Arlene Levitt Favazza (BS) is a 
medical teclmologist. Her husband, TIDl, is staff 
manager with Gulf Life Insut:aDce Company. 
They reside at 5704 Acapulco Avenue, Knox-
ville, Tenn. 37921. 
*** 
Byron Lee Fike (BS) serves as campus 
minister for the University Church of Christ, 
Las Cruces, N.M. He is married to the former 
Elizabeth Ann Wlrd (BN80) and they have two 
children, Jeremy and Benjamin. The fumily 
resides at 2608 Hillrise Drive, Las Cruces, 
88001. 
*** 
Robert D. Burrow is assistant manager of 
Ohio University Employees' Credit Union, 
Ath~ns, Ohio. His wife, Christy, is employed 
with Bank One of Athens as human resource 
administrator. They reside with daughter, Megan 
Michelle, at 19 Jacobs Avenue, Chauncey, 
45719. 
*** 
.Michael L. Spillman (BA) ~rves as the 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
youth minister for the Downtown Church of 
Christ; Searcy. He is married to the former 
Jeanne Darrow (BN78) and they have a son, 
Jacob. The family lives at 34 Foxboro, Searcy, 
72143. 
*** 
Mark M. Ruff is a resident in pediatrics and 
developmental vision at Southern College of 0p-
tometry, Memphis, Tenn. Dr. Ruff lives at 2061 
Cabana tircle South, Apt. 8, Memphis, 38107. 
*** 
Michael J. Sims (BA) works at Beaumont 
Christian 'High School, Beaumont, Texas, as 
teacher and head coach in volleyball and basket-
ball. Sims lives at 4045 Treadway, Apt. 1722, 
Beaumont, 77706. 
*** 
Melissa T. Redding (BSN) works for Health 
1hlents International as director of health educa-
tion. She teaches community health workers. 
Her address is Independence, Belize, Central 
America. 
*** 
Luci TIncher Wren teaches fourth grade at 
Oakdale School, Oklahoma City, Okla. Her 
husband, Kevin, is working as director of opera-
tions for SOC Inc. The couple lives at 9200 
Southeast 29th, Oklahoma City, 73150. 
*** . 
Kim Sparks Wallis (BBA) is an associate ac-
countant in the payroll department of Federal 
Express Corporation. Her husband, Jewel 
(BBA), is self-employed as a farmer and cat-
tleman. Their address is 1258 Mabry Road, 
Lake Cormorant, Miss. 38641. 
*** 
Loy Moore (BA) is women's basketball coach 
at Southern Arkansas University, El Dorado 
Branch. 
CLASS ,OF 1983 
L. Kathryn Elliott (BBA) is legal secretary 
for Rick Bearfield, Attorney, Johnson City, 
Tenn. She lives at Route 2, Box 189, Johnson 
City, 37601. 
C. Suzanne Wdson (BS) is a regional super-
visor for the jewelry division of Wal-Mart Stores 
Inc. WIlson resides at 726 Southwest Drive, Apt. 
G5, Jonesboro, Ark. 72401. 
01<** 
Anthony G. Parham (BA) works for the U.S. 
Department of Labor, Dallas, Texas. He is mar-
ried to the former Linda Krumrei (BN84) who 
is administ~tive secretary at Interfirst Bank in 
Dallas. They live at 1020 Scottland Drive, #3211, 
De Soto, Texas 75115. ' 
*** 
Airman lst Class 
Neil J. Dillinger (BA) 
has graduated from Air 
Force, basic training at 
Lacklalld Air Force 
Base, Texas. His wife, 
.,Lisa, is the daugh~r of 
Mr. and Mrs. David L. 
Chambliss of Oil 
Trough; Ark .. 
*** 
Zac Muncy (BS) is serving as law clerk for 
the Arkansas Supreme Court. He is married to 
the former- Connie Sue ManseD (BN81) who 
teaches first grade at Beebe Public Schools. The 
couple reside~ at 4 Boysenberry Lane, Searcy, 
72143. 
*** 
Jane Ann Gore (BA} is working for the Pine 
Bluff Commercial, a daily n.ewspaper, as 
regional editor, Pine Bluff, Ark. Her address 
is 300 West 13th, Apt. 36y Pine Bluff, 71601. 
*** 
Brenda Hobbs Dowdy (BA) is speech 
pathologist at Mississippi University for 
Women. She is also teacher of language 
disordered/hearing-impaired preschool 
classroom. -Her husband, Gary, is employed 
with United Technologies: Electro Systems as 
senior design engineer. They live at Route 7,~x 
3221, Columbus, Miss 39701. 
*** 
Thma SteMIIt Counts (SA) is employed with 
Texas Instruments as sysremsanalyst, Sherman, 
Texas. Her husband, Gary, a!so works for Texas 
IN THE GRAPlHCS LAB - Students oork on Apple MacIntosh units in the new graphics lab, 
located in the American Heritage Center. Communication majors Karen Roseberry, TIID Hadley, 
Sharon Lamb and Melissa Clark operate graphic computers at the lab. (photo by Brad w..tson) 
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Instruments. The couple resides at 3301 
Highway 1417 North, #911, Sherman, 75090. 
*** 
Donald T. Pittman (CCP) serves as minister 
for the Church of Christ, Mt. Vernon, Mo. He 
and bis wife, Mindy, have a son, Zachary Brian. 
The fumily's address is 732 South Landrum, Mt. 
Vernon, 65712. 
*** 
Beth Ann Sewell (BBA) lives at 53 East Lost 
Creek, Apt. #314, Murray, Utah 84107. She is 
working for Wall Street Training Institute as a 
securities trainer. 
*** 
John Kent Lawrence (BBA) is employed 
with the Association of American Railroads. He 
has been selected for inclusion in the 1986 edi-
tion of Outstanding Young Men of America. He 
is married to the former Laura Stancliff 
(BA'85) and they reside at 2031 Brooks Drive, 
Apt. 523, Forestville, Md. 20747. 
*** 
Claude C. Williams Jr. is a pharmacy stu-
dent at the University of Mississippi. He and 
his wife, 'Lisa, have a daughter, Mary- Heather, 
and their address is P.O. Box 2073, University, 
Miss. 3'8655. 
*** 
c.onnie McDougle Rackley (BA) is a physical 
therapist at Lewis-Gale Hospital, Salem, Va. 
Her husband, Vann (BA), is a graduate student 
working toward the Ph.D. degree at Virginia 
Tech. The couple makes their home at 504 
Lester Street, Christiansburg, 24073. 
CLASS OF 1984 
TItia Arledge Dunn (BS) is a seamstress for 
Country Folk Art Crafts, Winston-Salem, N.C. 
Her husband, Ricky (CCP'85), serves as 
minister for Southfork ChurCh of Christ. They 
reside with their children, Joshua and Todd, at 
3466 Royalton Street, Winston-Salem, 27104. 
, *** 
Kerry WaDer Orr (BSN) is a OB/GYN staff 
nurse in the U.S. Air Force, Rantoul, Ill. She 
and her husband, Jonathan, live at 71-B Staff 
Row, Rantoul, 61866. 
*** 
Susan Il Metz (BBA) is working as the finan-
cial aid director for a business college in 
Russellville, Ark. She lives at Route I, Box 276, 
London, 12847. 
*** 
Walter Kobisky Jr. is computer programmer 
with Computer Sciences Corporation, Prince 
George, Va. ais wife, Gretchen, is interior 
designer and salesperson for Interior Designer-
Builder Floor of Virginia. The couple makes 
their'home at 12041 Quito Road, Midlothian, 
Va. 23113. 
*** 
Julie Ellen Hammitt (BA) is a flight atten-
dant with American Airlines, Chicago, lll. Her 
address is 1111 North Dearborn, Apt. 1107; 
Chicago, 60610. -R. Keith Mays (BBA) is assistant manager 
of Wal-Mart; Sullivan, Mo. His wife, Sandra, 
is employed with the Bank of Sullivan. The cou-
ple lives at 620 Blair Street, Sullivan, 63080. 
*** 
N. Hamilton Riley is a student at Soutliern 
Technical College. His wife, the former Debi 
Wilson (BN85), is comparisons analyst with 
Stevens Inc. Investment Firm. The couple 
r:esides at 601 Ridgeway, Apt. #C-2, Little Rock, 
Ark. 72205. 
*** 
Ken BmeD (BA) is sports editQr of the Searcy 
Daily Citizen. His address is 610 North Main, 
Searcy, Ark. 72143. 
*** 
R. Byron Carlock Jr. (BBA) is a student at 
Harvard Business School, Boston, Mass. His 
wife, Laura, is an attorney with First Colum-
bia Management Corporation. The couple 
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resides at 812 Memorial Drive, Apt. #1308, 
Cambridge, 02139. 
*** 
DotJgIM S. Joimson (BBA) is employed with 
Dillard's Department Store in the executive of-
fice at Little Rock, Ark .• as computer operator. 
Doug lives at 1701 Westpark Drive, Apt. #108, 
Little Rock, 72204. 
••• 
Scott Mills (BA) is an audiologist in private 
practice with a physician in Athens, Tenn. Scott 
is director of Hearing Consultants. His wife, the 
. former Sue Ann Morgan, is the financial 
manager of Hearing Aid Assoc. in Athens. Scott 
and Sue Ann have recently moved to 
Cumberland Hills, Box 320, Englewood, Tenn. 
37329. 
*** 
terrence R. liltes (BS) is in his third year 
at the University of Arkansas Medical School, 
Little Rock. He is married to the former Stacey 
L. Wmdiscb ('85) who works as an office 
manager for ASC Pacific in Little Rock. The 
couple lives at 401 South Elm, A~. #10, Little 
Rock, 72205. 
*** 
Nancy Ann Norwood (BA) teaches first 
grade at Christian School of WaXahachie, 'Thxas. 
She lives at 1000 Solon Road, #160, Waxahachie, 
75165. 
*** 
Canie Scroggins Smith is a student at 
Arkansas State University, Jonesboro. Her hus-
band, Mark, is superintendent of American Thn-
nis Courts. The couple has a son, Matthew 
Bradley, and live at Route 3, Box 4SO, 
Jonesboro, Ark. 72401. 
CLASS OF 1985 
Tbresse8 Annette Harrison (BA) is 
employed with Canaveral POrt Authority, Cape 
Canaveral, Fla. She is public relations assistant 
and assistant editor of C'a.rJawral Capsules. She 
resides at 992 Cardon Drive, Rockledge, Fla. 
32955. 
*** 
Nancy N'1Ckerson (BA) teaches spCcial educa-
tion in Harleton, Te~. She lives at 2900 
McCann Road,. Apt. 206, Longview, Texas 
75601. 
*** 
Lisa Jenkins Scbmltto (BBA) is a sales 
lady for women's apparel for Beall-Ladymon, 
Searcy, Ark. She and her husband, Robert Alan, 
live at 203 West Woodruff, :/#9, Searcy, 72143. 
*** 
Brian Paul Butterfield (BS) is a graduate stu-
dent at Arkansas State University, Jonesboro, 
Ark. He is married to the former Kay ~ 
Carpenter ('87) and their address is Box 943, 
State University, 72467. 
*** 
J. Milton GUpin (BS) is associate program-
mer with Sperry Corporation, Roseville, Minn. 
He is married to the former Lisa Overstreet 
('84) who is a part-time commercial artist. The 
couple lives at 664 West Belmont Lane, 
Roseville, 55ll3. 
*** 
Deanna Howe Stevens (BA) teaches second 
grade in the public schools, Bradenton, Fla. Her 
husband, Thdd (BBN86), is a self-employed 
mortgage broker. The couple lives at 5624 14th 
Street West, Lot #1, Bradellton, 335(J7. 
, *** 
Kinsey Faith Butler Smedley (BA) is fourth-
grade teacher in the public schools, Little Rock, 
Ark. Her husband, Michael, is claims adjuster 
for State Farm f.!Jsurance. The couple lives at 
1706 Sanford #3, Little Rock, 122m. 
*** 
Edwaid Madden Jr. (BA) is a student at the 
University of Texas at Austin working towaId 
the master's and Ph.D. degreeS in £ngIish. He 
PIp a 
resides at 4206 Avenue A, Apt. 203, Austin, 
Texas 78751. 
*** 
Kent A. Davidson (BS) is employed with 
Sperry Corporation as associate programmer. 
His wife, the former Susan Williams ('88) is 
a homemaker. The couple lives at 3571 Center-
ville Road, V!ulnais Heights, Minn. 55ll0. 
.** 
W. Bennett Andersen (BBA) is employed 
with Dallas Central Appraisal District, Dallas, 
Texas as programmer analyst. His address is 
2008 Laramie, Mesquite, 75149: 
*** 
William &:ott Tom-
Boson (BBA)-has been 
commissioned a second 
lieutenant in the U.S. 
Air Force upon gradua-
tion from Officer Train-
ing School at Lackland 
Air Force Base, Texas. 
. *** 
Paula McAdams SUer (BSN), a registered 
nurse from Central Arkansas General Hospital, 
Searcy, has been promoted to Head Nurse Post 
PartumlPediatrics. She resides with her family 
in Judsonia and their address is Box 461, Jud-
sonia, 72081. 
*** 
Sandra Gail Riley (BA) teaches in the public 
schools in Jackson, Thnn. Her address is 291 
Deaderick, Jackson, 38301. 
*** 
Deborah Heinrlcb Barnes is employed with 
National Medical Enterprises as pharmacy 
technician. Her husband, William, works for 
Foster Farms Creamery. Their address is 1305 
Buccanneer Court, Modesto, Calif. 95356. 
*** 
Melinda Ann Baker (BA) v.urks for radio 
station KHAM as sales account consultant, 
Horseshoe Bend, Ark. Her address is Route 1, 
Box ll9, Alicia, 72410. -Lori Pittman Sansom (BA) teaches elemen-
tary physical education in the public schools, 
Ashland City, Thnn. Her husband, Mel 
(BBN84), is an accountant with Ernst & Whin-
ney accounting firm. The couple resides at 667 
Wmdsor Green Blvd., Goodlettsville, IDl2. 
*** 
Jobo C. 'nlte is an accountant with Interna-
tional Paper Company, Stockbridge, Ga. He is 
married to the former Deborah Kay Kellum 
(BN83) who is a speech pathologist. The cou-
ple lives at 5738 Old Dixie Highway 8-10, Forest 
Park, Ga. 30050. -Stephen L. Harris (BBA) is employed as 
computer programmer with Harris, Parker & 
Metheny CPAs, Kennett, Mo. He and his wife, 
Sherri, live at Route 2, Senath, Mo. 63876. 
*** 
Kim Clark Sheppard (BA) teaches second 
grade at Lewisville Christian School, 
Lewisville, Thxas. Her husband, Paul (BS), is 
employed with Electronic Data Systems of 
Dallas as systems engineer. The couple lives at 
165 North Old Orchard Lane, Apt. 1521, 
Lewisville, 75067. 
*** 
William J. Hennig is electronic engineer with 
Motorola Inc. He resides at 4049 Serenity Hills 
Drive, Vacaville, Calif. 95688., 
"""* 
Jeriel L. McGinness (BS) is a teacher at 
Beaumont Christian High School. He teaches 
junior high and senior high art, photojoumalism 
and computer. He resides at 4045 Treadway, 
Apt. #2412, Beaumont, Thxas 77706. 
CLASS OF 1986 
Jill Savage (B1lA) is marketing director for 
Corporate Video, a subsidiary of Jones 
Productions .. 
Jill Micbelle Jondt (BBA) is employed with 
Texas Instruments as business program-
mer/analyst, Plano, Texas. She resides at 1901 
Spring Creek, Apt. 922, Plano, 75023. 
*** 
'Thryn Dirk Smith (BA) is employed with 
Jackson anil Coker, a firm that recruits doctors. 
His address is 27ll LBJ Freeway, Suite 642, 
Dallas, Thxas 75234. -Lorri A. Young (BBA) is employed with 
Electronic Data Systems, Detroit, Mich. She 
resides at 248('fl Verdant Circle, Apt. 43204, 
Farmington Hills, 48018. -Cbarles R. Tucker (MAR) serves as minister 
for the Denbigh Blvd. Church of Christ, 
Newport News, Va. He and his wife, Lynn 
Gaye, live with daughter, 1i'essa, at 205 Custer 
Place, Newport News, 23602. 
*** 
Joe C. KeD (BA) is assistant football coach 
and social studies teacher in the Bald Knob 
Public Schools. His wife, Karen, is a math 
teacher at Cabot. The couple resides at 223 
Forbes Street, Bald Knob, Ark. 72010. 
*** 
David Wall (B8A) is sales manager of the 
Greater Cincinnati Wllson Trophy Company, 
which is in the top ten in the trophy business. 
He lives at 2366D Walden Glen' Circle, Cincin-
nati, Ohio 45231. 
*** 
Pbllip A. Murray .-.- , '. w ... 
(M.Th.) serves as min-
ister for the New York 
City Church of Christ. 
He and his wife, Bren-
da, have a son, Paul 
Pbilip, wb~ was born 
May 26, 1986. The fiun-
ily resides at 84-49 
168th Street llE, Jamai-
ca Hills, New York 
11432. 
*** 
Roona Faye Grias (BA) has an assistantship 
at Abilene Christian University. Her home ad-
dress is 3782 Four Ridge Road, House Springs, 
Mo. 63051. .. 
*** 
Richard F. Harris Jr. (HSBS) is working as 
a youth minister for the Eastside Church of 
Christ in Thrrington, Wyo. His wife, the former 
Louise Evans (BN85), is a homemaker and 
works part time as a substitute teacher. They live 
at 1841 East B Street, Thrrington, 82240. 
*** 
WDliam F. RnsseII (CCP) serves as minister 
for the Church of Christ in Des Arc, Ark. He 
alsO attends Harding University. He and his 
wife, Leah, have two children, Derek and 
Krista. The fiunily's address is P'Q Box 187, Des 
Arc,72040. 
*** 
Julie Beeson Jouvenaux is a dental surgical 
assistant. Her husband, Jon, is a mechanic with 
George Davis Auto Repair. Their address is 602 
Briley, Route 4, Box'15, North Little Rock, Ark. 
72ll7. 
*** 
Rebekah Davis Dillingham (BS) works in 
sales in the Heritage Shop, Naples, Fla. Her 
husband, Mark (BBA), is self-employed. Their 
address is 521 Lake Louise Circle, Apt. 202, 
Naples, 33963. They will be leaving in January 
1987 to join the mission team in Florence, Italy. 
*** 
ADgeia Renee KJ,tys (BBA) is a missionary 
in Italy. Her address is Presso: Scuola Biblica 
- Via ' A. Spadini 24, 50018 Scandicci (FI), 
Italy. 
*** 
JuDe Lesnick Smith (AA) is employed with 
Gess Mattingly Saunier & AtchiSon law offices 
as a word processor. Her husband, GftgOry 
(BS), is a medical student at the University of 
Kentucky. The couple's address ' is 2016 St. 
Michael Drive, Lexington, Ky. 40502. 
BIRTHS 
Son, Joshua Thomas, to Bruce (BA"79) and 
Debbie Hamilton (,82) Mayo May 30, 1986. He 
joins brother, Jonathan Allan. Bruce is the pulpit 
minister for the Southside Church of Christ in 
Grand lUpids, Mich. The family resides at 3517 
Giddings, Southeast, Grand lUpids, Mich. 
49508. 
Son, Blake Lenahan, to Dean and Jimmeta 
Pigg (BNSO) Kenney May 5, 1986 in Peoria, ID. 
Blake joins sister, Rachel Katherine. Dean is a 
state trooper for the IDinois State Police. Jim-
meta is a homemaker. The family lives at ll7 
West Loucks Avenue, Peoria, 61604. 
Daughter, Katelyn Amber, to Karen Wood 
(BBN81) and Vernon Lowe April 30, 1986. The 
family make!! their home at 205 Hollis Road, 
Lexington, S.c. 29m2. 
Son, Curry, to Bob (BN81) and Anita Eagan 
(BS'82) Chandler July 28, 1986. Bob is assis-
tant professor in the department of communica-
tion at Dlinois State University. He is also ser-
ving as director of forensics for the department. 
The fiunily lives at 300 Judith Drive, Normal, 
61761. 
Son, David Durwood, to Durwood (BBN83) 
and Gina Morton' (BN83) Dry September 17, 
1986. He joins sister, Lindsey Dayle. Durwood 
teaches high school history and coaches foot-
ball and softball in Fort Pierce, Fla. Gina is a 
homemaker. The tiunily resides at 1725 S.E. 
Manth Lane, Port St. Lucie, Fla. 33452. 
Son, James Christopher, 10 Danny (BN81) and 
Mandy Risinger ('83) McNeal March 12, 1986 
at Clark AFB, Philippines. 
Son, John Gorman, 10 Mickey (BA'76) and 
'nIwna Jenkins (BSN'SO) Pounders September 
21, in Searcy, Ark. 
Daughter, Karalyn to Mark (BA'78) and 
Kathryn Pritchett (BA'18) Bell September 13, 
1986. Karalynjoins sisler, Karyn. Marli: is a ~ 
taiB in the U.S. Air Force serving as a chaplain 
in Del Rio, Texas at Laughlin AFB. Kathryn is 
a homemaker. The family's addIess is 9008 B 
Arantz, Laughlin AFB, Thus 18840. 
Daughter, Brooke, to Scott (BBA'81) and 
Janis Copeland ('84) Ragsdale September 23, 
1986. 
Son, Stephen Clark, to Denny and Mary Ann 
Seweu (BN68) Sniff September 10 in Califor-
nia. He joins sister, Jenny. 
Son, Grant Douglas, to Mark (BS'83) and 
Connie Corbin (BN82) White September 13 in 
'Little Rock. Mark is a medical student at the 
University of Arkansas. 
Son, Zachary Andrew, to Randal1 (BBN82) 
and Rene HoUoway ('83) Crow April 30, 1986. 
Randall is employed as a CPA with Amoco Oil 
Company in Thlsa, Okla. Rene receDtly received 
the B.S. degree in education from Oklahoma 
State University. 
Daughter, Erica Lynn, to Greg (BA'78) and 
Sherry Shepherd August 25, 1986. The 
Shepherds' address is Box 122, Piketon, Ohio 
45661. 
Son, Joshua David, to Don ('81) and Debbie 
Oliver (,81) Starks August 15, 1986. 
Son, Joseph Matthew, to John (BS'70) and 
Donna Deason (BA'70) Buck June 27, 1986. He 
joins Jeremy, Sarah and Rebekah. 
Daughter, Erica Joy, to C. Morris (MSO) and 
Brenda Picker (,SO) Seawel July 17, 1986 in 
Houston, 'Thxas. The fiunily lives at 15831 Wbi~ 
pie Tree, Houston, 77fflO. 
Daughter, Kenzie Paige, to Billy ('78) and 
Julie Hall ('78) Alexander June 13, 1986. She 
joins brother, Jordan. The fiunily resides at 3619 
Casa de Sol, Dallas, Texas 75228. 
Son, jacob-Daniel, to David ('77) and Bon-
nie Roper ('74) Ward July 17, 1986 in Atlanta, 
Ga. Jacob joins sister, Candace. David is na-
tional sales manager for Rehabilitative Health 
Services in Atlanta. Bonnie is a housewife. The 
fiunily lives at 4506 Bay Court, Marietta, 30066. 
Daughter, Morgan Ashly, to Max (BBN83) 
and Ashly Garnett June 25. The family resides 
at 309 North 7th Street, Paragould, Ark; .72450. 
Daughter, Amanda Katherine, 10 Thomas and 
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WINTER FESTNAL COUJIT - Surrounded by her court, Carla Barnett (center) reigns as Winter Festival Queen during a break in the Harding-
Ouachita Baptist game Jan. 31. Court members are (sitting, left to right) Maria Haynes, Tra'Y Brown, Jeana. Shipman, Lee Heibreder, (standing) 
Kim 1)tler and Julie Brimer. (photo by Leslie Downs) 
Sally Florence (BBN81) Royse August 15, 1986. 
The family lives in Columbus, Ohio. 
Son, Jonathan AIlen, to Tom (BN77) and 
Darlene Hammond (M76) Williams August 26, 
i986. He joinS his sisters, Jolene arid Janelle. 
'Ibm is a coach and math teacher at Elmwood 
Junior High School, Rogers, Ark. The family 
lives at 18n Craig CiIcle, Rogers, 7Zl56. 
Daughter, Katie Nicole, to Doug (BBN83) 
and ~haylynn Tolbert ('85) SchwartZ July 19, 
1986. She joins brother, Aaron Reid. The family 
'lives at 914 West 1-30, #810, Garland, Texas 
75043. 
Son, Jason Wyeth, to Craig (M78) and Kathi 
Beard October 10, 1986 in Searcy, Ark. 
Son, Justin Wayne, to David Paul (BBN82) 
and Susan Elaine Quillen (BSW'82) Smith 
January 15, 1986. He joins brother, Shane Lee. 
The family resides at 1 Dulles Drive East, Camp 
Hill, Pa. l'iUU. 
Daughter, Laura Nicole, to Dennis and Susan 
Moore ('81) Garoutte July 26, 1986. Susan is 
receptionist and switchboard operator at Impact 
Management Inc., Branson, Mo. Her husband, 
Dennis, is in charge of personal computers at 
Impact Management Inc. Their address is Box 
1222, Branson, 65616. 
Daughter, Joy Abigail, to Douglas (BS'79) and 
Joyce Richanlson (BS'76) Wllson August 11, 
1986. She joins brother, Hunter Lee. Douglas 
is employed with Marsh and McLennan Inc. as 
an account executive and manager of the Con-
way, Ark. office. He has been elected to the 
position of assistant mayor of the city of 
Maumelle. The family lives at 10 Monarch 
Drive, Maumelle, 72U8. 
Son, Luke William, to Bill and Barbara Cash 
(BSN'8l) Shaffer August 26, 1986. He joins 
sister, Amy Renae. Bill is self-employed as a 
building contractor. Barbara is a homemaker. 
The family's address is P.O. Box 2817, Van-
couver, Wash. 98668. 
Daughter, Brittany Jane, 10 Linda and Brad 
(BA'78) Scott May 29, 1986;' Brad is anaccoun-
tant at Kaiser Francis Oil Company. The fami-
ly lives at 36U Redbud Drive, Sand Springs, 
Olda. 74063. 
Son, Jeremy 'IYler, 10 Brad (&4:80) and Julie 
Graham (BBN84) ~n November U, 1986 
in Searcy, Ark. Brad is Assistant Director of 
Public Relations at Harding University. 
Daughter, Memlitb Christine, to Frank and 
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Martha Jordan ('82) Brown June 16, 1986. The chez, Miss. 
family's new addresS is 21m Brookbollow Drive,." . So,l1'!~ Na~, to Phil and Cindy Mar-
Abilene; Texas 79605. . .' . ' tin (,82) Yielding October V, 1986. He joins 
'. Son, Andrew David, to David (BA'83) and sister, t-aura. Tbe family resides at 1109 South 
; Ca~l'ayDe' Sepre~r 241 1986 in West [;aredo, Russellville, Ark. 12801..-
, Palm Beach, Fla. The fumily lives at 1729 Royal Son, Robert Aaron, to Greg (BS''73) and 
Forest Court. West Palm Bpch, 33406. Carolyn Spivey ~'74) Elliott September 16, 
Son, Kyle Patrick, to Peter and Judy Trimm 1986. lie has a sister, Laura Beth. Greg is assis-
(BS71) Julian August 26, 1986 in Pensacola. timt professor of pediatrics at the University of 
Fla, He joins sister, Emily. Judy is a home Minnesota. The family's address is 2250 
economics teacher. Peter is a pilot in the Navy. Cleveland Street Northeast, Minneapolis, Minn. 
The family's address is 2124 Qak Stream 55.U8. 
Avenue, Pensacola, 32506. Twins - Scott Andrew and Stacey Michelle 
Daughter, Suzanne Denise, to Alan, (BBN85) to S~ve (BN82) and Becky Cox (BN80) Foster 
and Cara Dudley (BBN85) Rogers October 29, on October 31, 1986. They join Jessica and Kyle. 
1986. Alan works fur L. M. Beny as a prograrn- steve is owner of Foster Construction, an ex-
mer. The family lives at 2474 East Aragon cavation company. The family's address is Box 
Avenue, Kettering, Ohio 45420. 303, Soldotna, Alaska 99669. 
Son, William Lawrence, to Larry and Linda Son, Jonathan Len, to Len (BS'79) and 
Hilbun (M81) Enis September 3, 1986 in Mern- Deborah Powell (BS76) Banta September 29, 
phis, Tenn. The family resides at 5807 Magnolia 1986. He has a sister, Ruth Ann. Len is self-
Woods, Bartlett, Tenn. 38134. Linda is assis- employed in the contracting-construction 
tant public affilirs director for Mayor Bill Mor- business. They reside at Route I, Box 96T, 
ris and a model with Elite Artists. Her hl!sband Elkins. Ark. 7lJZ1. 
is weekday sports anchor fur LOREG-TV in Daughter, Lauren Rebecca, to Richanl 
Memphis. (&4:73) and Susan Sain September 6, 1986. She 
Daughter, Joanna Michelle, to Joseph H. joins Ronald Wayne, Trenton Lee, Amanda 
(BA'79) and Wanise Brewer (BS'79) Lemmons Carol and Thomas Alexander. Richanl serves 
September to, 1986. She joins Jennifer, Aman- as minister fur the Birdwell's Chapel Church of 
da and Andrew. Jay works fur Mountain Bell Christ, CottontOwn, Tenn. Susan is a beauty 
in Denver, Colo. The family lives at 4679 South consultant fur Mary Kay Cosmetics and a 
Lewiston Way, Aurora, 80015. homemaker. The family's address is Route 1, 
Daughter, Halee Ann, to Steve (BA77) and Box 426, Cottontown, 37048. 
JuIee Moore ('87) Holder September 5, 1986 in Daughter, Thryn Lynn, to Patrick and Lynda 
~, Ark. The family lives at 22 Overstreet Hayes Sheehan (M74) September 29, 1986. The 
ClICle, Searcy, 72143. have another daughter, Haylee Beth. Sheehan 
Daughter, Rachel Elizabeth, to Jason is systems programmer with Rainier Bancor-
(BBN8O) and Lynn Cutlip (BSN'81) Davis poRtion and Lynda is a homemaker. The fumi-
October 15, 1986. The family lives at 3174 lyresides at 18620 132nd Place Southeast, Ren-
Meadow Wood Court, Lawrenceville, Ga. ton, Wash. 98058. 
30245. Son, Jondan Garrett, to Bobby (BA'76) and 
Son, Jon Mark, to Mark (,81) and Julie Baker Marlene Lester (BS'76) Rothfus October 19, 
(BSN'83) Lane November 6, 1986. 1986 in Cookeville, Tenn. He joins a sister, 
Daughter, Sarah Kaye, to Thomas and Karla Janell and a brother, Jared. BObby is receiving 
Fuller (BS'74) Beckwith August 16, 1986. Karla clerk fur Institutional Wholesale Company 
is ~ private practice as a consulting dieti- (wholesale foods). The family lives at Route 6, 
tianlregisIered dietitian. Her husband, Thomas, Box 225-B, . Cookeville, Tenn. 3850t 
is a management representative with United DaughIlCr. \Uessa Christine, 10 Mark (BS'86) 
Healthsew. The family lives at 161 Evergreen and Angela Wills (&4:84) Spoto May 10, 1986. 
Parkway, Crystal Lake, lli. 60014. The fiunily can be reached at 17 Capehart. 
Daugbllcr, LauIenRenee, to Jeftiey (BBA'82) Orlando, Fla. 32807. 
and Danna Peny November 22, 1986 in Nat- Daughter, Hannah Grace, to Louie and Fran-
cille Eoff (BA'76) vesel August 31, 1986 in Run-
du, Namibia (Southwest Africa). Hannah joins 
sister, Carina. The family lives in the village 
of Shakawe in Botswana, Africa. 
Daughter, Marcella Celeste, to Wimon and 
Rosalinda Tipton (BN77) Walker October 7, 
1986 in Rundu, Namibia (Southwest Africa). 
Marcella joins brother, Martin. The family lives 
in the village of Shakawe in Botswana, Africa. 
Son, William Nash Gammill Jr., to William 
(BM81) and Tina Gammill November 26, 1986, 
Shreveport, La. 
Son, Ryan Andrew, to Ron (BN81) and Anita 
Harris (BSN'81) Riffle November 6, 1986. He 
joins Amanda Sue. The family's address is P.G. 
Box 94, Palestine, Ark. 12m. 
Son, Michael David, to David (BBA'84) and 
Lisa Oglesby (BBA'84) Swanson July 18, 1986 
and joins sister, Jennifer Eden. David is a cap-
tain with the Arkansas Air National Guard. He 
was listed in the 1986 issue of Outstanding 
Young Men of America; His wife, Lisa, is a 
medical transcriptionist. The family resides at 
108 Elmwood Drive, Jacksonville, Ark. 72fJl6. 
Son, Derek Ross, to Stanley (,82) and Cara 
Glover August 3, 1986. -Stan works for Arkan-
sas Highway Transportation Department in West 
Memphis, Ark. and they reside at 400 Shiloh, 
Marion, 72364. 
MARRIAGES 
Richard Keith Mays (BM84) to Sandra Jean 
Ruble September 20, 1986 in Sullivan, Mo. San-
dy is employed by the Bank of Sullivan. Keith 
joined the Wal-Mart Corporation in their 
management program. They reside in Missouri. 
Lisa Ann Brown (BS'86) to John David 
Walton (BBN86) May 3 in Searcy, Ark. 
Michael T. Duncan (BN86) to Donna Gur-
chiek (BSW'86) May 17 In Terre Haute, Ind. 
Lisa Miller (BBN86) to Marshall D. 
Schuster Jr. ('87) May 3, 1986 in Clarksville, 
Ark. Lisa is an accountant with Arthur Young 
& Company in Little Rock and Marshall is store 
manager of Schuster's Home Furnishings. The 
couple lives at 11800 Pleasant Ridge, Apt. #230, 
Little Rock, 12212. 
Carla Jean Campbell (BBN86) to Joseph 
Glenn Ward August 16, 1986 in Memphis, Tenn. 
Robin Kirsten Hutchinson (BS'83) to 
WilliamcJames Minick ID. William is a second 
year associate with the law finn of Geary, Stahl 
and Spencer in Dallas, Texas. Robin is doing 
her last year of law school at Southern Methodist 
University Scl100l of Law in Dallas and has ac-
cepted an offer from the law finn of Gibson, 
Dunn & Crutcher in Dallas, to begin upon 
graduation. The couple's address is 5225 Fleet-
wood Oaks Drive, #606, Dallas, 7S235. 
Rona Lisa Lyon (BA'84) to David 1. Ham-
mersley July 7, 1986 in Houston, Texas. Rona 
is a graduate assistant at Eastern New Mexico 
University, where David is also a student, Por-
tales, N.M. 'I1!~ couple resides at lIOI West 14th 
Street, Portales, 88130. 
Angela Dawn Neal ('88) to Billy Keith Jones 
('84) December 'lJ, 1985 in Kennett, Mo. Angie 
does substituie teaching in the public schools; 
Keith is co-owner of Jones Hanlware and supply. 
The couple lives at 'iU5 Independence, Kennett, 
63857. 
1'10 Erskin (BBN83) to Scott Maberry July 
12, 1986 in Riverside, Calif. Scott is employed 
with IBM as systems engineer and Jill is an ac-
countant with Directors Mortgage Loan Cor-
poration, Riverside. The couple resides at 
1224-8 Blaine, Riverside, 925fJ1. 
Sue FJlen Smith (&4:81) to Matthew Lloyd 
Stevens October 18 at Lonoke, Ark. Sue Ellen 
is an elementary teacher at El Sobrante Chris-
tian School in Califurnia; Matthew, who attends 
Heald Engineering College at Martinez, Calif., 
is employed by Omni Scientific in Martinez. 
Jeff Hambriee (BA'8S) to Christine 
KlInefelter ('87) December 21, 1985. Jeff is in 
his second year at Baylor Dental School in 
. (continued on page 22) 
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ALUMNI BACK HOME - Former Harding Bi$PD'S.tandouts Butch Gardner (right) and Dwighi 
Weaver give instructions to their players during a timeout in the Harding-UA Pine Bluff game,st 
Harding's AibJetic Cemer. GSIdner, a thtee-time All-American for the BisoDS, is head COiJcb of 
the Golden Lions, while Weaver, BlI All-NAJA District 17 boQoree at Harding, is assistant coach. 
In BlI exciting victory for the Bisons, but a disappointing one for the GanllJer-Weaver duo,' Harding 
Iron 76-73. (photo by KeD Bissell, DailyatUa) 
(continued from page 21) 
Dallas, Texas. Chris works at Texas Commerce 
Bank. The couple's address is 5309 Ellsworth, 
Dallas, 75206. 
Lisa Bohan (M84) to Scott McVicker Oc-
tober 5, 1985. Lisa works as office manager for 
the Real Estate Office at Indiana University, in-
dianapolis. Scott is an air traffic controller at 
Indianapolis Airport. They reside at Route 3, 
Box 147, Danville, 46122. 
Ptggy Clay (M69) to Sammy Bougeus 
September 20, 1986 in Baton Rouge, La. Both . 
are employed as carpenters at RiverBend 
Nuclear Power Plant, St. Francisville. Their 
mailing address is Route 2, Box 651, Jackson, 
La. 70748. 
Brenda Kaye Nash (BS'80) to Alan Owen ' 
July 12, 1986. Brenda is employed by Aladdin 
Industries as payroII accountant and her husband 
is chief teller for First American National Bank. 
The couple lives at 3600 Hillsboro Road, F-9, 
Nashville, Tenn. 37215. 
Elizabeth Lynn Newman ('89) to Curtis 
Lynn Jones November 8, 1986. The groom is 
operationsnianager of Cooper Communities 
Building Materials in Hot Springs Village, Ark. 
Judy Lenora Perry (BS'72) to Julius Nichols 
August 10, 1986. Judy teaches kindergarten at 
Fayette (Alabama) Flementary School. Her hus-
band is self-employed at Nichols' Dairy in 
Fayette. Their address is 534 Sixth Street Nor-
theast, Fayette, 35555. 
Lany Hunnicutt to Cheryl Lynn Cantley 
(M8S) August 9, 1986 in Dallas, Thxas. Cheryl 
fs a word processing operator at Aguirre Ar-
chitects Inc. in Dallas. Lany is an an:hitectural 
consultant with the Dallas Independent School 
District. The couple resides at 6017 Prospect 
Avenue, Dallas, 75206. 
John K. IAnvrence (BBN83) to Laura R. 
Stancliff (M85) August 9, 1986. They are both 
working in Washington, D.C. and live at 2031 
Brooks Drive, Apt. 523, Forestville, Md. 2tJ147. 
John was recently selected as one «the 0utstan-
ding Young Men of Anierica for 1986. 
, Mark Anthooy MDIer (BS'18) to Donna 
Elizabeth ~ (M83) December 6, 1986 at 
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Southern Methodist University at Dallas, Thxas. 
MBrk is vice president of fuiance for Harrington 
Corporation and Donna is a teacher with the 
Garland Independent School District. They 
reside in Irving, Texas. 
Susan Melody 'lllte (BN83) to Scott Smith 
June 21, 1986 in Searcy. Scott is a pre-
chiropractic major at Huding University. Susan 
is a homemaker and resides with Scott and his 
daughter, 1lmnny Michele. The fiunily's address 
is Box 1332, Station A, Searcy, Ark. 72143. 
Elizabeth Earnhart (M83) to Bradley 
Pendergraft September 13, 1986 in Los Angeles, 
Calif. She attends UCLA. Bradley is a graduate 
student at UCLA and serves as campus minister 
for Culver PIilms Church of Christ, Culver City. 
The couple lives at 3152 South Barrington, Apt. 
B, Los Angeles, 90066. 
Michael A. Ballard (BN85) to Deoi<ie Huff-
man (BN85) July 5, 1986 in WIChita, Kan. Mike I 
serves as intem minister for Highland Oaks 
Church of Christ, Dallas, Texas. Denise is 
elementary teacher in the public schools. They 
reside at llloo Kingsley Road, Apt. 339, Dallas, 
75238. 
Robin Renee :tbn:e (BSN'86) ID James WIre 
('gJ) November 15, 1986 in Memphis, 'lbnn. 
Robin is professional Care Assistant at St. Jude's 
Children's Resean:h Hospital in Memphis. Jim 
works in inventory control at James River 
Company. 
Le8h Dem.wn SuIter ('1r7) to Charles David 
Goad June ZI at the Bradford Baptist Church. 
The couple is attending the University ~ Arlam- , 
sas in Little Rock; Leah is at the College of 
Pharmacy at the University of Arkansas for 
Medical Sciences. 
Cynthia R. GoInp (M86) 10 Shawn Evins 
December 20 in Hot Springs Village, Ark. 
Lynn Mamee Alley (M84) to William 
Frank Fox, m November 29 in POrtland, Ore. 
Melanie Jane HudiDg (BA'83) 10 Bobby 
Campbe8 December 20 at Higbland Oaks 
Church «Christ in Dallas, Thus. Melanie is 
a coach at Dallas Christian Schools. Bobby 
coaches at West Mesquite High School. 
Moore Earns Second NAIA 
AC.ademic All-America Honor 
Harding wide receiver Jack Moore has been 
named to the Division I Academic All-America 
football team selected by the National Associa-
tion of Intercollegiate Athletics for the second 
straight season, 
The announcement was made by Charles Ep-
pler, NAIA Director of Communication. Moore 
was one of 44 athletes recognized in Division I. 
A 5-11, 1761b" wide receiver, Moore earned 
a 3.78 grade point average while majoring in 
premedicine/chemistry. He is a native of Hunt-
sville, Ala. 
During- the 1986 season Moore caught 35 
passes for 476 yards and two touchdowns. As 
a member of th~ specialty team he was credited 
with five solo tackles. 
"Jack is a treme;dous young man," Bison 
head coach John Prock said. "He's an achiever 
in the classroom and an outstanding athlete. It's 
great to see him get this national recognition." 
Moore and teammate Brooks Davis also were 
nominated for the Academic All-America team 
selected each year by the College Sports infor-
mation Directors of America (CoSIDA). Davis, 
a sophomore linebacker from Bartlesville, 
Okla., and Moore were selected to the District 
6 team, made up of student-athletes from Arkan-
sas, Texas, Oklahoma, New Mexico, Mississippi 
and Louisiana. 
Davis is a management major and has earned 
a 3.55 GPA. 
SYMPATHY 
Our Sympathy 7b 
Mrs. Deliliah Parks of Lewisville, Arkansas 
whose husband, Glenn Parks Sr. (BN34) died 
September 6, 1986. He is the father of Modena 
Parks Jester (BS'59), and Glenn Jr. (M65). 
Mary Belle Garner Helsten (M47) and 
Thednel Garner (M43) both of Searcy, whose 
father, Theo Garner, also of Searcy, died. 
Miss Barbara McKinney (BBN75) and Mrs. 
Gail Clements (BS'69) whose father, E. M. 
McKinney, from Montgomery, Ala. died 
September 17, 1986. 
Chuck Hawkins ('83) and April Hawkins 
Dodd ('82) both of Jacksonville, Fla., in the 
death of their mother, Ann Darlene Hawkins, 
on September 8, 1986. 
Donald J. Zem (BA'76) whose father, Henry 
Zem, died of cancer after a prolonged illness 
on October 16, 1985. Also his grandfather, 
Walter Chespak, died on April" 29, 1986. 
Mary Agness Evans Lee (,41),,- whose hus-
band, Herman G. Lee, passed away in April, 
1986. 
Alice Ann Conner Buckman ('66), whose 
mother, Nola Conner, died September 29, 1986. 
Mrs. Conner was the sister-in-law of H. Harry 
Conner ('56) and aunt of H. E. (Gene) Conner 
(M64). 
The family of Courtney Ryland (M36) who 
died of a heart attack September 23, 1986. His 
wife, Theadate, had died in December, 1985, 
of a brain tumor. 
The fiunily mL. D. "Bo" Coward ('58) whose 
father, Luther C. Coward, passed away October 
23, 1986 in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. where he was 
visiting his daughter, Mrs. Willie Turner. His 
home was Jacksonville, Ark. 
The family of Mrs. Earl D. Edwards, the 
fOrmer Gwen Hall ('18), who died October 23, 
1986 in Henderson, 'lbnn. She was the mother 
of Teny Lynn Edwards (MHO) of Florence, 
Italy. . 
Robbyn FrankliIi. Huneycutt ('18) in the death 
of her husband, Gregg, February 14, 1986. 
Dr. Earl Cohill (BN69), whose mother; Mrs. 
Jack Moore 
"These young men are stUdent-athletes in the 
finest sense of the term," Prock said. "They are 
a credit to Harding and our football program." 
Moore is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Moore 
of Huntsville, Ala. and Davis is the son of Mrs. 
Karen Williams of Bartlesville, Okla. 
George Cobill, died November 4 in Searcy. 
Mrs. Eva Johnston Poynor ('33) whose hus-
band, John Poynor, died November 12, 1986. 
He was the stepfather of Marilee Crowson Coker 
(M58), LaVerne Crowson Beach ('55), and 
Marvin Crowson (M62). 
Norman R. Martin (CCP'18) in the death of 
his wife, Mary Olgi{, who died November 22 
after a lengthy illness. She served tOr many years 
as director of Pattie Cobb Dormitory. She is the 
mother of Gary N. Martin (M'XI) of Jackson, 
Tenn., and Judy Martin Mullins ('66) of 
Mendenhall, Miss. A memorial scholarship 
fund has been established at the Harding School 
of Biblical Studies in Searcy. There will be mat-
ching funds from the family. Any funds to the 
. scholarship should be sent to Harding School 
of Biblical Studies, J{anling University, Box 
839, Searcy, 72143, aDd the check made to Mary 
O. Martin Scholarship Fund. 
The family of Isabella Crowson Stewart who 
died November 15, 1986 in Pensacola, Fla. She 
is the mother of Mrs. Kenneth (Marlyn) Pbillips 
('64), Pascagoula, Miss. Mrs. John (Lillian) 
McDonald ('65), Pensacola, Fla. Mrs. Charles 
(Ginny) Cochran (BS'71), Chattanooga, Tenn., 
James Kenneth Stewart (BS'74), Dallas, Texas 
and Daniel Richard Stewart (BS'18), Pensacola, 
Fla. 
Mrs. Elizabeth Travis Johnson (M37) whose 
husband, Glenn ('38), died suddenly October 
21, 1986 in Brentwood, Tenn. 
Dr. Emmett F. Smith Jr. (M46) in the death 
of his wife, Emma, December 17, 1986 in 
Paragould, Ark. She was the mother of Emmett 
P. Smith m ('82) of Paragould, and Mrs. Emma 
Lou Danner ('82) of Sherwood, Ark. 
Mrs. Billie Rowlett of Little Rock, wife of\bl 
Rowlett (M57), whose mother, Mrs. ~ D. 
VQllace, aged 90, died December 14, 1986. 
Jewell COlJlbs Ozbirn of Searcy (M55) and 
and Geneva Combs Lawyer (M62) of Mont-
gomery, Ala., in the death of their mother, Mrs. 
Susie Combs, December 11, 1986. 
Mrs. Mary Hicks Birmingham (M6S) of 
Searcy and Mrs. Mugaret Hicks Helms (BN63) 
of Russellville in the death of their father, Jack 
Hicks, who died November 29 in Searcy. 
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Bisons Contend For Playoff Berth, 
Lady Bisons Pull Off Major Upset 
At the halfway mark in the Arkansas Inter-
collegiate conference season Harding basketball 
teams are making ready for the stretch run. 
Coach Jess Bucy's Bisons stand 10-7 in league 
action and 12-12 overall as they seek to qualify 
for a berth in the post-season NAJA District 17 
playoff. 
"We've got a relatively young team ~is year 
but we've made remarkable strides since the first 
of the season," Bucy said. " If we can develop 
our consistency we've got a solid chance at mak-
ing the tournament." 
Team captain Shannon Hughes of 'lYler, Texas 
has been providing the senior leadership as the 
Bisons have averaged an even 80 points a game. 
Hughes is averaging n .8 points per game while 
leading the team in assists and steals. He is the 
team's leading free throw shooter with 57 of 70 
for an .814 percentage. 
Junior point guard Tim Smallwood of Thisa, 
Okla. and two first-year performers, Corey 
Camper of Brinkley, Ark. and Rolando Garcia 
of Little Rock, have also contributed some im-
pressive performances. 
With the addition of the three-point play this 
season, the 5-8 Smallwood has added a new 
dimension to his effectiveness. He is averaging 
11.2 ppg. shooting a .521 percentage from the 
field. From three-point range he has connected 
on 29 of 55 attempts for a fine .5Zl percentage. 
Camper, a poised 6-4 performer, is leading 
the Bisons in scoring with a 13.6 average. He 
also is the team's second leading rebounder with 
a 5.3 average per game. Garcia, a slender 6-8 
performer, has earned himself a starter's posi-
tion and is averaging 9.3 ppg. He leads the team 
in rebounding with a 6.3 average and is shooting 
.582 from the field. 
For the Lady Disons the season has had its 
, up and down moments. A high point for the still-
young women's program was an 86-85 victory 
over nationally ranked University of Arkansas-
Monticello Jan. 22. 
"Our girls really played top basketball," Lady 
Bisons coach Phil Watkins said. "Our program 
and our team has come a long way and the per-
formance against UAM was outstanding." 
Junior Teri Loven is setting a strong pace for 
the Lady Bisons with a 15.6 scoring average. The 
5-7 native of Clinton, Ark. also has the season's 
high game with 31 points against Arkansas Bap-
tist College. 
The team's rebounding leader is freshman 
Stephany Smith of Brookhaven, Miss. Through 
15 games she has 135 rebounds for an average 
of 9 per game. She is scoring 12.7 ppg. 
Also averaging in double figures is point 
guard Shawn Bradford of Bee Branch, Ark. with 
10.5 points per game. At the midway point of 
the campaign the Lady Bisons are 4-10. 
NAIA Elects Green To Hall of Fame 
Stan Green, director of public relations and 
s\'Orts mfotmation director at Harding Univer-
sity, has been elected to the NAJA Hall of Fame 
in the Meritorious Service category. 
Green will be inducted at the NAIA Hillyard 
Hall of Fame luncheon at the Vista International 
Hotel in Kansas City, Mo., March 17. The in-
duction ceremony is part of the 50th annual 
NAIA men's champiOnship basketball 
tournament. 
"This tribute to Stan is in recognition of his 
support for athletes at Harding, to the NAIA 
District 17, and to the NAIA in general;' said 
Bonnie Morrow, national staff liaison for the 
NAIA office. "It is for exemplifying the highest 
ideals of intercollegiate athletics arid fme moral 
character. 
"It is OUf highest honor." 
A 49-year-old native of Waldo, Ark., Green 
received a bachelor's degree in science in 1959 
from the University of Houston. In_addition to 
his administrative duties he also teaches graphic . 
design classes in Harding's art department. 
Green has served as NAIA District 17 infor-
mation director for the past 21 years, as well 
as serving as secretary to the NAIA District 17 
executive committee for the same duration. He 
is a charter member of the AlC Sports infor-
mation Directors Association and has served in 
every office of the association at least twice. 
In 1979, Green was presented the Clarence 
"Ike" Pearson Award by the NAJA-SID A as the 
Sports Information Director of theYear. Green 
ha.s also served in every office of the national 
sports information association. 
He has won more than 40 NAIA- ,AlI-
American awards for his publications, and has 
received 12 additional awards for pUblications 
from the College Sports Information Directors 
Association. 
Green has served as media coordinator at six 
NAIA Championship Outdoor Tmck and Field 
Championships held in Arkansas, as well as 
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media coordinator for seven NAIA football 
playoff games, including one national 
championship. 
The NAIA HAll of Fame was formed in 1952 
to honor players and coaches and also recognize 
individuals for greater contributions to the 
organizations. SinCe 1952, 665 people have been 
inducted into the Hall of Fame. There have been 
313 athletes, 200 coaches and 152 people elected 
for meritorious service. 
Green is the sixth Harding representative to 
be recogilized by the NAIA Hlill of Fame. Track 
and cross country coach Ted Uoyd was inducted 
in the coaches category and Jim Crawford 
(track), Cliff Clark (track), Charles Burt (boWl-
ing), and Elwin "Preacher" Roe (baseball) have 
been recognized in the category for former 
athletes. 
LOVEN FLIES HIGH - Lady Bisons' high scoring forward Teri Loven of Clinton, Aric. puts 
a nm-point finish to a fast break against the University of Central Arkansas. A junior, Loven is 
leading the Lady BisoDS with a 14.7 point scoring average. (photo by Leslie Downs) 
Football Coaching Clinic 
Set For April 17-18 
The second annual Harding Football 
Coaching Clinic will be held April 17-18 dur-
ing the Spring Sing weekend and will feature 
former Bison athletes as speakers. 
"Our clinic last year was very well received:' 
Said Bison head coach John Prock. "Former 
players who are noW coaching will speak at the 
diffurent sessions and we hope to have an even 
better turnout this year. It's open to everyone:' 
Clinic sessions will begin Friday, April 17 
with registration from 8 to 8:30 a.m. Morning 
and afternoon sessions will be held with 
demonstrations and a light workout from 3:30 
to 5 p.m. On Saturday, meeting will begin at 
8:30 a.m. and conclude at noon. 
The Black and Gold game, culminating the 
spring workouts; will be held Saturday, April 
18 at 1 p.m. 
More information concerning the Coaching 
Clinic can be obtained from Coach Prock by 
writing Station A, Box 765, Searcy, Ark. 72143. 
1987 Harding Track & Field 
Men & Women 
Mardi 19 U of A-Moalicello Invi!lltional . . ...• . Away 
MardI :zs IIardiDg IDvitatIoaal . . ... ... .•. .. . Home 
April 4 Ouacbllll Baptist Relays ....•.. •.•• _ . Away 
April 1 ATU, UCA, 1IardlDg •• ...... . . .. • • Home 
April II SOuthern Ark. Invillitional ..... • . •.. . Away 
AprU 18 IIardiDg IDvitatlooal ., ~ .. . .. •..•. . Home 
April 23 Central Ark. Invillitiooal . . .... _. _ .. . Away 
April 30 Ale Preliminaries ..... .. . .. .. : . . .. Away 
May 2 Ale Finals ....... ... . . .. . . ....... Away 
May 9 UT-Arliogton Invillitional • . . ....... . Away 
May 16 NW Louisiana Classic .. •. .... . .. . .. Away 
May 21 -23 NAJA Championship ... • , .Russellville, AR 
1987 Harding Baseball 
March :z SouthenI ArkIuJAs Unlvenit)'· . .• • . Home 
March 5 Norta. Ark; COIIIIIlunity CoIlIp .. . . Home 
MardI 6 College of the Ozarks- ...... . , . .. . . Away 
March 17 ArkaDSas Tech University- . .•• .. .• . Away 
March It ArIwIsas State UnIvenity .. .... . . . Home 
MardI 21 , University of CenIJal ArbDsas* . . .. . Away. 
~ 24 Hendenon Slate University· . . .. . . •. Away 
M~ 28 oUacbllll Baptist University- . . •. . .• . Away 
March 31 ArIwIsas Tec:II UnIversIty* . .....• . Home 
April 4 U of A - Monticello . .. ... ...... • . Away 
AprIl 1 Heudenon Stale UDivenity· .... .•. Home 
April 9 0u.dIita Baptbt University· . .. . .. • Home 
Aprilll University of Ceatral ArIwIas· . .. . Home 
April 18 Southern Arkansas University· ... • .. Away 
April 21 CoUep of the Ozarks· ........ . .. . Home 
April 23 Arkansas SlIIte Univenity .... • . . " . . Away 
April :zs U of A - Monticello •...•... . . . .• . Home 
April 27 AlC - All-Star Game 
April 30-
May 2 NAJA District 17 Playoffs 
May 22-
29 NAJA National Tournament 
-Arkansas InIIen:oIIegiate ConCereoce c;;ames 
1987 Harding Tennis 
Feb. 17 Hendri. College •........ • • .. Conway 
Feb. 24 Uaivel$Ky of Central Ark .. . • .. Conway 
Mar. 2 B~ Slate Univenity . .. Searcy 
Mar. 5 University of CeatraJ Ark.- • .. Searcy 
Mar. 6 Christian Brothel$ College .. • .. Memphis. Tenn. 
Mar. 1 David Lipscomb Univel$ity . . .. Nuhville. Tenn. 
Mar. 9 Austin Peay Slate Univomity . .. Clarksville. Tenn. 
Mar. 10 Northwest Missouri Slale ... . .. N .... ville. Tenn. 
Mar. 17 John Brown Uaiversity . . .. • . . . Russellville 
Mar. 19 CeoIlIl Oklahoma Stale: .... .. Magnolia 
Mar. 2(). 
21 Soulbem Arbnsas Toumey .. .. MagnoIia 
Mar.24 Southwest lie ..... UDivenity .. Searcy 
Mar. 16 Ouachlta lIIiptbt UniVersilJ . • . Searcy 
Mar. 21 Hende""n Stale Univel$ity" .. . Arkadelphia 
Mar. 30 Hendrix College ..... __ .... . . Searcy 
Apr. 2 Ouachita Baptist. University- . . . Arkadelphia 
Apr. 3 Soutllern Ark. UDiverslty ... . . Searcy 
Apr. 1 Arkansas Tech University ... . . Russellville 
Apr. 10 Southern Ark. University· ... . . Magnolia 
Apr. 13 U of A - Linle-' Rock. _ .. __ . . Little Rock 
Apr. 15 Ceatenary College ......... • . Searcy 
Apr. -.lC-e 
18 Arkansas Tech :rourney ___ • ... Russe!Jville 
Apr. 21 Arbnsas Tech: UDiversity" .. . Searcy 
May 1-2 NAIA District 11'lTourney .. •• . Conway 
May 18-
22 NAJA National Tourney . _ . __ __ Kansas City. Mo. 
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Harding University admits students oi any race, color, and nation"l or ethnic migin. Also, 
in compliance with Title IX of the Educa1ionalArnd,,:lrnents of 1'.172, and section 504 of 
the Rehabiiitation Act of 1973, Harding University doe; not discriminate on the basis of 
sex or handicap in its educational program, activities, or employment except where 
necessitated by specific r,.Jigious tenets held by the institution and its control!ing body. 
ACfNITY ON CAMPUS - Directing the combjned chonlse.s at the 2!si annual Christian College Choral Festival WtlS 
Dr. Douglas McEwen (top left), director of choirs at Arizona Slale; (bottom left) Speaking to the 135 December graduates 
was Joseph Rodriquez of Memphis, Tenn. (At right) Two·tf.71e Country Music Enteminer of the Year Ricky Skaggs 
highlighted the first week of February with an exciting concert in Benson Auditorium, 
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